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ABSTRACT
The Psycho-Social Characteristics of White Community
Organizers and Activists in Interracial Settings
January 1981
Paul Christopher Navin, B.A., Franconia College
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Donald K. Carew
Twenty-three practitioner-informants were interviewed in depth and
were asked to complete Rokeach’s (1972) Value Survey in an attempt to
identify the motivations for white persons to initiate, continue, and
discontinue involvement as activists and organizers in low-income, urban,
interracial commionity organizations. In order to create a context for
the data, the literature regarding various types of organizers and acti-
vists for social change is examined as well as five theories of racial
prejudice, the dynamics of major ity-worker/minority-client relationships,
and possible new models of behavicr .
The interview and Value Survey data are analyzed, compared, and
used as a basis for the construction of a profile of an hypothetical
"typical" organ izer/activ ist . The informants' characteristics then
are analyzed using Hampden-Turner ’ s (1971) Model of Psycho-Social
Development and it is concluded that informants are creative, produc-
tive, psychologically mature radicals who create dynamic, intense
existences through their dedication to living by and fighting for cer-
tain key principles.
Their initial motivations for involvement are found to be primarily
V
personal benefit and curiosity. Current motivations, however are
discovered to be political, i.e., helping the powerless to gain power,
and personal, i.e., their own growth and learning and personal relation-
ships. Motivations for discontinuing involvement are found to be lack
of understanding the process and inappropriate ego-investment . Theories
of radicalization are discussed and special attention is given to the
concept of an environmentally-fostered predisposition to radicalism.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background for the Study
This is a pilot study of a small, relatively unknown, segment of
this country's population. It is an attempt to learn about the acti-
vities, histories, goals, and fantasies of non-affluent white city
dwellers who spend a good deal of their time and energy creating or
participating with non-affluent city dwellers of other races and
colors in groups or organizations which have a social action orienta-
tion. The results obtained not only provide information about the
identified population but also may be helpful in understanding the way
race-related beliefs, attitudes and values are held and maintained
or changed.
The researcher, who is white, has been involved in interracial
groups for twelve years, nine in urban settings. Because of this
experience, he is considered as one of the sources of research data.
This raises the question of bias. Rather than attempt to conceal or
apologize for it, it was the researcher's intention to utilize the
beliefs, values, and experiences which comprise his bias as a resource
upon which to draw. This study, therefore, involves three basic kinds
of data-gather ing; subjective because of the use of the researcher s
experience; introspective because of the researcher's examination of
the sources and effects of his own bias; and, primarily, objective.
1
2because of the use of well-established social science and urban anthro-
pological techniques. A comprehensive discussion of these issues will
be found in the third chapter.
A brief autobiographical statement of the researcher will be
found at the end of this chapter. It is intended to clarify the biases
which illiaminate and/or obsciire the research and conclusions of this
study and thereby to inform the reader's interpretation of the contents
of this study.
Purpose of the Study
During the so-called War on Poverty, certain federal government
programs like VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America) and the
cap's (Community Action Programs) trained and paid, at a minimal
level, persons to build organizations of low-income people. In many
cases effective interracial or uni-racial organizations were created.
President Nixon and many local politicians, disturbed by the implica-
tions that organized, vocal and sometimes angry poor people might
have for the economic and political status quo, shifted the programs'
emphasis and funding to unthreatening service programs - or none at
all.^ Thus, community organizers, finding little agency support for
their activities often turned to other jobs or to higher education.
^For example, in Rowan County, North Carolina shortly after Nixon's
election in 1968, the VISTA organizer of a new but active chapter of
the Welfare Rights Organization was removed from the State. The
remaining VISTA organizers were instructed to refocus their activity
towards sports leagues and daycare.
To this day, an active grass-roots community organizer is a rarity in
so-called anti-poverty agencies.
Yet, somehow, organizing at the community and neighborhood
level is not dead (Shanahan and Pillsbury, 1975). Finding financial
support in bits and pieces from government, foundations, religious
organizations, community agencies and the public, or with no outside
support at all, the work of organizing low-income people continues.
But who does it and to what ends? Who supports, guides, and holds
them accountable? Why and how do they work in interracial areas?
What are the results of their work? How are results measured? Is
the organizing revolutionary or reformist?
This paper looks at these and related questions as they apply to
white activists and organizers of low-income groups and organizations
whose members are of more than one race, color, or native tongue.
From there, an attempt is made to develop a profile of those white
activists and organizers, including their reasons for becoming,
staying and ceasing to be involved in such situations. Activists and
organizers who are members of minority groups are not included in order
to reduce the number of potentially complicating variables. Inter-
racial organizations and groups were selected because they are becoming
more of a necessity and reality in urban settings because of: require-
ments by federal and state governments that consumers of physical and
mental health services become involved in the planning and monitoring
of those services; and, the belief of many students and practitioners
of social change that the effective organization of low-income people
4on an interracial basis is a pre-condition to the equitable redistri-
bution of power in this society.
Rationale for the Study
There are several reasons for this description of the white
interracial organizer or activist. Some of the reasons pertain
directly to the interests either of practitioners (organizers and
activists) or of those directly connected with them (the organization
members, employers, or trainers of organizers). Other reasons pertain
to the interests of more remote parties (sociologists, psychologists,
students of race relations or social change).
The first reason for this study pertains to practitioners. The
researcher's experience suggests that activists and organizers seldom
meet their counterparts from other communities in order to share
information, organizational or personal, resulting from their experi-
ences. Consequently, not only is it hard to share strategically
useful information, but also it is difficult for the organizer or
activist to develop or maintain a frame of reference which can put
his or her feelings, of frustration or satisfaction for example,
into perspective. The danger of a lack of perspective on strategic
issues is the risk of "tunnel-vision" which is inimical to the degree
of objectivity necessary to assess a complex situation properly. A
lack of perspective on personal issues, on the other hand, can lead
to feelings of isolation, alienation and hopelessness due in part,
to the fact that organizing and activism are activities which yield
5few rewards in terms of public esteem and money, traditional American
indicators of self-worth, while requiring significant physical and
emotional investment. It is the researcher's hope that this study will
begin to provide a frame of reference for organizers and activists
which can be helpful in the development of a realistic perspective
for their strategic, but especially for their personal issues.
The second reason for the study also pertains to the practitioners
but primarily to the interests of those connected with them.
The selection of organizers and the training and support of organizers
and activists might benefit from additional information about them,
the needs of the organizations or groups with whom they work and their
potential success and/or longevity once involved. This study does
not investigate the needs of the organizations except indirectly as
reflected by the experiences of the practitioners. But it does look
for predictors of success (as measxired by the practitioner) and
longevity (i.e., months, or years spent as a practitioner). These
factors ultimately may be helpful in deciding whom to hire and train
as an organizer, which organizer might work best with which group or
community, and what the "on the job" training and support needs are
of activists and organizers in interracial settings, among other
things
.
The final reasons for this study pertain to the broader interests
of the social sciences. The type of data generated by this study is
similar in some ways to that of Kenniston's studies of activists
(Kenniston, 1968 and 1971). It provides information which should give
6a relatively complete sociological description of the study’s subjects.
Also, it provides insights of a more psychological nature into the
subjects' motivations. Their systems of values, attitudes, and beliefs
about themselves, their society, social change and race hopefully au:e
clarified somewhat, inclijding how those systems have developed over
time and how they relate to current behavior. Such information may
have implications for current theories of belief-behavior congruence
and theories of how beliefs are developed, maintained and changed.
Some of the results may have relevance or raise questions of a
more generic nature. For example, because our cities continue to
experience economic trauma and racial crises, people's abilities to
work cooperatively in low-income, interracial urban settings may have
a great deal to do with the future of our cities. Who, then, are the
people that are doing such work? Are they "wild-eyed radicals" or
"good citizens?" Are their goals constructive? Are their activities
understandable within the popular American value system; are they out-
dated or do they portend necessary future directions for this society?
It is not the goal of this study to consider- all of the implications
of the activities of interracial organizers and activists. But one
of the reasons for this study is to help to develop a sociological and
psychological understanding of such persons and particularly to
contribute to an understanding of the contemporary, \irban interracial
experience in the hope that it will provide some impetus to informed,
productive dialogue reflection, and action.
7Questions to be Answered
Information was sought with which to develop an overall profile
of the activist and organizer, and from which comparisons between
different categories of activists and organizers could be drawn. The
following questions were designed to elicit such information.
a) Who are the organizers and activists ?
What are their family and social backgrounds? What were
their experiences with peers and school as children? How
were they viewed by others? What are their political
histories, their families'? When did they first take
part in political activities? What kind of jobs have
they had? What are their levels of formal education and
plans for education?
b) What in particular do they do?
How do they define it? How do others define their work?
What does it look like they do? How long have they been
involved in this type of work? How long do they expect
to be involved? How do they define organizing and racism?
How does their current activity relate to short- and
long-range goals and fantasies? Who are their heroes?
What personal qualities do they admire?
c ) How do they go about accomplishing their goals?
Where does their personal financial support come from?
How much time do they put into their work? Do they live
8and socialize with the people whom they are trying to organ-
ize? Do they often commianicate with others doing the same
kind of work? From whom do they get guidance and to whom
are they accountable for what they do? What training did
or do they receive, from whom?
d) Why are they involved in creating or participating in inter-
racial organizations ?
What do they get out of it personally? What did they
hope to get out of it initially? What are their goals,
long- and short-range? Is the question of reform and
revolution important to their work? Can their goals be
achieved within this political and economic system?
What makes it worth continuing? What makes them want to
stop? What are the hardest parts of this work? What kind
of fantasies do they have about the work, good and bad?
e) How do they deal with the issue of race?
Why are they involved with interracial organizations, rather
than all white organizations? Are racial issues an impor-
tant topic of conversation in talking with members and
potential members of the organization? How do they deal
with divisive, race-related occurrences? How are internal
racial tensions handled? What personal significance do
racial issues hold for the organizer/activist? What's the
most difficult dynamic?
9f ) What skills, knowledge, and experience are important to
successful interracial organizing and activism?
How important is it to have training/skills/experience in,
for example, urban political systems, group dynamics, class
analysis, problem-solving techniques, political education,
ways to influence people, institutional and personal racism,
or commianity politics? What has worked and what has failed?
Are there things which should never be done?
g) What are the results of their work?
How do they measure success for the organization or groups
and for themselves? In those two ways, how successful have
they been? What are the most important things that they have
learned about themselves and about creating interracial
organizations?
h) Conclusions
What is a "successful" organizer/activist? What do "success-
ful" activists/organizers have in common? What do "unsuc-
cessful" activists/organizers have in common? What do those
who have been involved for a longer time have in common?
What do those who have been involved for a shorter time
have in common?
Methods and Procedures
This study employs a multiple—methods approach utilizing partici-
pant observation and interview techniques based on urban anthropological
10
methods, RO'keach Value Scales, and systematic analysis using Hampden-
Turner's model of psycho-social development.
Specifically, this study examines the motivations for a white
P®^son to initiate, continue, and discontinue involvement as an
^^^S-J^izer or activist in an interracial low—income community group
or organization.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, an interracial organization will
be defined as one in which one or more persons is/are members of an
ethnic group whose race, color, or first language is not that of the
remainder of the group. Integrated and desegregated are words
which often are used haphazardly to describe an interracial setting.
However, for an organization to be described in this study as inte-
grated or truly interracial, the members of whichever group is in the
minority in that setting must be sufficient in numbers, power, and
responsibility to affect significantly the decisions and actions of
that group, (if there are two or more groups in the minority in an
interracial situation, the criteria of numbers, power and responsi-
bility apply to only one minority group). In contrast to integrated, in
an organization described in this study as desegregated or barely
interracial, the members of whatever group is in the minority are not
likely to be significant in numbers, power, etc. Their function is
likely either to be symbolic of the supposedly open nature of the
organization or to fulfill requirements of external funding sources
11
ira,thsjr than to bs ©ffsctivs in the decision—rnaking or action— implementa-
tion process.
Community organization is a relatively vague term which has been
used by Jack Rothman (1972), among others, to describe alternately
three different models of action. The first model is locality develop-
ment which has process-oriented goals of community self-help, capacity,
and social integration and seeks to involve broad cross sections of
people in determining and solving their own problems. Its charac-
teristic tactics and techniques are consensus and communication
among community interest groups with a collaborative orientation
toward the power structure. It includes the entire geographic
community and assumes common interests or reconcilable differences
among community subparts. The comm\inity constituency is conceived
of as citizens who participate in an interactional problem solving
process
.
Rothman's second model is social planning which has task-
oriented goals of solving substantial comm\anity health, housing or
recreation problems and seeks to address them by fact-gathering for
the most efficient form of action. Its characteristic tactics and
techniques are consensus and conflict and it is implemented by those
employed or sponsored by the power structure in regard to the total
community or a segment of it. The community constituency is thought
of as consumers or recipients whose interests may be reconcilable
or in conflict.
The third model of community organization is social action.
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Its goals are task or process-or iented and include the shifting of
power relationships or resources, or basic institutional change through
^^ystallization of issues and organization of people to take action
enemy targets. Its characteristic tactics and techniques
include conflict or contest, confrontation, direct action, and
negotiation with a view of the power structure as an external
target of action. It focuses on segments of the community
and assumes that community subparts have conflicting interests over
scarce resources which are not easily reconcilable. Its conception
of the community constituency is that of victims who may also be
employers, constituents, or members.
These three models may best be thought of as ideal types and in
reality any organization might be described in part by one or more
of the models. This study's particular orientation is toward the
social action model of community organization as that seems to be
the most prevalent form of interracial community organization in
non-affluent, urban areas. However, not all low-income, urban,
organizations are committed to a social action strategy and may be
more accurately represented by the goals, assumptions, tactics and
techniques of the locality development mode. Thus, a definition of
community organization for the purposes of this study must be broad
enough in scope to include normative-educative {locality development)
strategies and power-coercive (social action) strategies. The
following definition, by Lipsky and Levi (1972), will serve that
purpose for this study:
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Community organization is a method which uses groups of com-
munity members which are deliberately designed collectives of
individuals with relatively patterned stable relationships
and modes of behavior. These organizations draw membership
from communities of standard interests and perspectives, often,
but not exclusively determined by geographic consideration
(i.e., neighborhoods) (p. 175).
For the purposes of this study, organizer will be defined as
an individual who either clearly identifies himself or herself as
an organizer or who is paid monetarily to create and/or develop a
group or organization through, in part, the identification and emphasis
of latent or manifest needs, recruitment of members, development of
leaders, and research for the planning of tactics and strategies.
An activist will be defined as an individual who is not paid
monetarily for his/her participation in the creation aind/or activities
of an organization and who is seen as a formal or informal leader
by the other members and organizers because of the quantity and/or
quality of his/her contribution to the accomplishment of the goals
of the organization.
In this study, psychosocial characteristics will be defined
broadly to include values, attitudes, beliefs, fantasies, behavior,
experiences, slcills, knowledge, social and income class, and family
background
.
Political will be defined as pertaining to values, beliefs, or
principles regarding how power is held and by whom.
Researcher ' s Statement
This statement is based primarily on the "Questions to be Answered
14
presented earlier in this chapter.
The researcher is a man who was born in 1948 and who, as an
informant in this study, is classified as an activist. His political
party affiliation currently is Democratic. His political orientation
is toward radical, that is fundamental, redistribution of power at
Isvel of social organization, such that it is held cooperatively
and justly and is exercised efficiently and carefully. This resecirch
was done in completion of the requirements for a doctorate in educa-
tion between 1978 and 1980.
The researcher's parents were second and third generation Irish
Catholic. Neither one received a college degree, the researcher's
father having left college to go to work to support a family which
grew to include seven children, of whom the researcher is the oldest.
The family was low-middle income during the researcher's childhood
and was located in an all-majority, metropolitan suburb in the North-
east. The parents were very religious, politically passive Democrats
with a middle-of-the-road political orientation, neutral towards
unions, and inclined towards racial tolerance in the abstract.
The researcher worked hard for good marks and participated in
school sports and religious social action clubs. His contact with
peers usually took the form of sporadic group involvement and a
consistent relationship with one best friend. In-group/out-group
issues in a very small parochial school were sometimes painful, but,
by graduation in 1966, the researcher was popular despite feeling
"different," a difference due, in part, to a third grade decision to
15
become a priest. Once in the seminary, a slowly increasing questioning
of tradition and dogma put the researcher in the more liberal camp
and ended in a ’’crisis of faith” and choice to leave the seminairy.
The philosophical foundation of his value system seemed totally negated,
the religious righteousness and the ’’special” nature of a religious
vocation which had provided an important coping mechanism and identity
for many years no longer obtained.
Six months later, entry into VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America) instead of the Army provided a confrontation with, on one
hand the debilitating suffering and loss resulting from rural poverty
and racism and, on the other hand, the warmth, strength, and spirit
of a hamlet of low-income, black people in North Carolina. Thereby,
the familiar good-evil dichotomy was recreated in inescapably concrete
terms. The value-basis for a new morality was found in daily human
experience, rather than in inherited values and concepts requiring
transcendental leaps of faith, and the ’’special” role of a helper
provided a comfortable identity.
Also while in VISTA, contact with other VISTA' s of similar age,
race and background, but more knowledge, helped to provide a leftist
analysis which placed poverty, racism, and the Vietnam War in a compre-
hensive political context. Relationships with black and Hispanic
women and men over the following years provided consistent, caring,
and articulate assistance in recognizing and getting beyond many racist
ways of thinking and behaving. Former relationships with many friends
were lost and the parent-son relationships were strained severly.
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particularly by the researcher's attempts to 'show the light’ to his
parents and six younger siblings.
The researcher has held blue-collar jobs (e.g., construction,
truck driver), white collar jobs (e.g., intake and referral of
heroin addicts, affirmative action officer, multi-service agency
director) and has done organizing (VISTA, Welfare Rights Organization).
His volimtary activities have included helping to start a commxanity
health center, representing mental health and retardation service
consijmers, organizing jobs programs, and racial crisis intervention.
He expects to be involved in such activities permanently because
of their relationship to his goals, because of the feeling they give
of doing something worthwhile, and because of the natiare of the personal
relationships that develop in such work. His long-range goals are
to unite people around common problems ultimately toward fundamental
changes in the system. His short-range goals are related to his
education and current job and to determining the personally most effec-
tive way to work toward his long-range goals. The long hours, internal
organizational conflicts, and frustration in achieving objectives are
the hcirdest parts for the researcher, but small accomplishments, seeing
others grow, and personally growing and learning make the hardest
parts tolerable.
The researcher believes that the ability to listen sensitively
to people and to examine one's own attitudes are particularly important
to successful interracial organizing and activism. In his opinion and
experience, an example of something that did work would be starting a
17
neighborhood health center . People came together with a specific
objective and stuck with it. On the other hand the health center is
an example of a failure because the racial make-up and power structure
of the board never approximated true integration, especially considering
the primarily minority patient population. The researcher also believes,
P^i^^^ily on his own mistakes, that assuming that one knows best
is the most serious potential mistake in this work.
Currently the researcher works fifty-five to sixty hours weekly
on a job which is related to his long-range goals, and volunteers
less than five hours per week. He lives in the community, but not
the neighborhood, where he works and often socializes with people
from the organization and/or community in which he works. Seldom
communicating with others doing the same work except on day-to-day
issues, he feels he receives guidance from and is accountable to
friends, coworkers, those he is trying to organize, and himself.
VISTA training, formal education and on-the-job training especially,
helped to prepare him for his work in the community.
He works with interracial rather than all white organizations
because of his long-range goals, because of his experience and skills,
and out of personal preference and comfort. His approach to dealing
with racially-divisive issues is to attempt to reveal the underlying
issue which both sides have in common and stress the need for unity
to deal with that issue or opponent. He believes that internal
racial tensions are usually handled poorly by avoiding honest dialogue
in community organizations. Getting whites to share real (informal)
18
organizational power and finding minorities willing to continually
battle that resistance are the most difficult dynamics in the researcher's
experience in interracial organizations. The personal significance of
race to the researcher is past and present personal relationships, the
hope of his and other children growing up appreciating the beauty of
^iffs^snces and similarities among people, and the belief that inter—
cooperation is a basic measure of progress toward his long-range
goals
.
The researcher measures organizational success in this context by
the personal and political growth of members, progress toward clearly
defined goals, and the racial integration of the leadership and member-
ship. Personal success in his work is measured by the success of the
organization, by learning and growing and by others who have benefited
from his work. He assesses the success of the organization he has
worked with as good and his personal success as fair. The most impor-
tant thing he has learned about creating interracial organizations
is that the racial integration of the organization and its leadership
must be taken seriously as an organizational goal equal in importance
to other goals. The most important things he has learned about himself
are that he has abilities and that accepting responsibility for deal-
ing with one's racial prejudices is much more important than the
extent to which one is prejudiced.
People that the researcher particularly admires for some aspect
of their lives or accomplishments include Cesar Chavez, Huey P. Newton,
Mother Jones, and a couple of local, hardworking, competent organizers.
Qualities that he particularly respects are honesty, competence,
commitment, and perseverance.
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In defining a successful organizer or activist, the researcher
stresses the ability to transfer skills, provide vision, and win
victories. Qualities that he believes successfxil organizers and
activists have in common are perseverance, not needing the limelight,
competence, and honesty particularly in regard to their racism. The
researcher describes unsuccessful practitioners' common characteris-
tics as expecting too much to happen too soon, not working hard
enough, trying to have too much personal control, and dishonesty
about racial feelings.
The longer-involved practitioner, according to this researcher,
is genuinely committed, and tends to de-emphasize the importance
of material goods in his/her life. Shorter-involved persons, on the
other hand, either are romantic advent\arers or have a low tolerance
for frustration and/or higher seciority needs (e.g., higher income,
stable job)
.
The researcher considers the question of reform versus revolution
to have meaning, but little in the way of answers, in his life. It
provides a method of analysis of current activity as related to long-
term goals. He views the work as providing ample opportunity for
masochism due to the enormous demand on minimal resoiirces, but believes
that essentially it is the opposite of masochism, that is, self-love
and love of others, that gives its deepest meaning to the work.
The researcher does not believe that his long-range goals can be
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achieved within this economic system or the political system which it
dominates. But he does believe that his goals are achievable, probably
not in his lifetime, and that a better political and economic order
can be created by the people who bear the burden of the current one.
Such goals and beliefs sometimes give rise to fantasies of
personally creating enormously successful, effective people's organi-
zations or fantasies of earning local esteem and national reputation
similar to that of a Cesar Chavez or Saul Alinsky. The endless
frustrations anf failures of community work also generate in the
researcher other fantasies, for example, the arrival of the seemingly-
1ess-complicated revolution which would end the methodical grinding up
and discarding of human life for anti-human profits. Sometimes
caring about, among others, his own betrayed and exploited parents
and bright young city kids who are programmed to fail creates a sense
of powerlessness and rage that exults in fantasies of equivalent pain
and destruction coming down on the heads of those who are responsible.
But in reality, there's always another meeting to go to, or
another crisis and the fantasies evaporate. The process of building
toward basic change is a slow and difficult one, but there are rewards.
People and organizations learn and grow and accomplish goals.
History vindicates radical opinions and analyses of those in power and
what they do. And one grows personally and politically, despite
frequent confusion and doubt, enjoying the feeling of acting in accord
with personally satisfying and socially constructive principles of
human dignity.
21
Organization of the Remainder of the Dissertation
In this study the researcher presents and analyzes data regard-
ing motivations for a white person to initiate, continue, and discon-
tinue involvement as an activist or organizer in a non-affluent, urban
interracial community organization. Psycho-social data is analyzed
in order to develop a synopsis of demographic and other characteristics
common to informants.
In Chapter Two, the researcher examines in detail different types
of organizers and activists, several theories of racial prejudice,
interracial worker-cllent relationships, and models of personal
behavior for whites in interracial settings. A model of psycho-social
development and a methodology for ranking an individual's or groups
values are also presented.
In Chapter Three the researcher reviews in detail the methods and
procedures used to collect the data, and the rationale for their
use. The methods of data analysis and the limitations of the study
are outlined also.
Chapter Four consists of the presentation of the data from the
interviews and Value Surveys. A short discussion of types of values
and value systems, and some of the results of a large-scale value
survey are included for contextual amplification.
In Chapter Five the researcher analyzes the data and integrates
the findings bringing to bear his perspective as a participant-
observer and key informant. The overall body of data also is broken
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down so that differences between sub-groups can be examined. The
Rokeach Value Survey results are used to confirm or disconfirm
interview-based findings. Then the Value Survey findings are con-
trasted with the findings of Value Surveys of other populations. A
composite profile of an hypothetical practitioner is presented amd
finally, the psycho-social characteristics of informants are analyzed
from the perspective of Hampden-Turner ' s Model of Psycho-Social
Development
.
The final chapter consists of a discussion of the implications
of the findings for the selection, training, and support of activists
and organizers in interracial, urban, low-income organizations.
Consideration is also given to issues relative to race relations,
social change, possible future studies, and other concerns of the
social sciences and practitioners.
CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In this chapter, the author first will examine the organizer
and/or activist for social change, inasmuch as the organizers and
activists of this study are concerned invariably with social change
whether normative-educative or power-coercive in nature. Through
an examination of the issues relative to these practitioners, the
need for further research on their activities will be established.
Second, the author will review five theories of racial prejudice,
certain psycho-social correlates of prejudice and racism, and issues
relative to the relationship between the majority "helper" and the
minority "helpee." This review is intended to illiaminate issues
confronting the white organizer and activist in an interracial
setting and how he or she chooses to deal with them.
Third, the author will outline briefly the thoughts of several
writers regarding the qualities of a model of new behavior. Such
a model may be helpful in identifying the necessary attributes of a
successful, effective activist or organizer of an interracial organi-
zation.
The Organizer/Activist for Social Change
The orqanizer/act ivist as a general type . In this study one particular
organizer/activist is considered, that is, the white person who
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participates either as a very active member or as an organizer of an
interracial community organization in a non-affluent area. However,
there are many other types of activists/organizers in many different
settings
.
Traditionally, the community activist often is thought of as
a middle or upper-class woman who donates her time to various
charities, often as a hobby or simply because of social expectations.
To a considerable extent, such are the motivations of many men and
women volunteers. Research by Shevitz (1967) confirmed that many
persons participate in 'do-good' organizations, especially presti-
gious ones, either because it is expected of persons in their social
position (status-lending motive) or because they expect such partici-
pation to enhance their social status (status enhancement motive). In
both cases, status-lending and status-enhancement, commitment to the
organization's goals is a secondary or non-existent issue. Shevitz
fxirther found that, particularly in higher status organizations, those
within the highest occupational group were more likely than others to
participate for status-enhancing and status-lending reasons. Thus
it appears that many volunteer activists, especially in the more
prestigious 'do^good' organizations participate for essentially selfish
rather than altruistic or humanitarian purposes.
In the last ten or twenty years there seems to have been an
increase in voluntarism generally, but especially of those persons
who appear to be more committed to organizational goals. Maier (1973)
saw the increase resulting from four major societal trends: 1) a shift
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in how people view authority; 2) the replacement of wisdom by situa-
tional competence; 3) the movement towards individual self-actualization;
and 4) an increasing interest in human relations and people—oriented
work. It may seem that these trends are a cause for optimism about
the new wave of persons who volunteer their time, and yet Maier
cautions "Today volunteerism has to face the delicate decision
between a voluntarism which will move into uncharted territory and
provide services that would otherwise be neglected, and a voluntarism
merely serving as a veneer" (p, 18). A choice, then, between the
uncertainty of change and the predictability and safety of status
quo confronts the modern community activist.
One factor that inevitably will influence the outcome of that
"delicate decision" is that of risk and how it is perceived by those
faced with the decision. Here again social status is important. A
popular belief regarding social status, which is tied to the romanti-
cization of the poor, is that the poor can afford to take risks in
the pursuit of social change because they have little or nothing to
lose. However, Fleming (1973) has shown that people who are stigmatized
because of poor employment history or welfare status "may feel that the
odds 9 out of 10 are too risky." The loss of a job, the revocation
of parole, the denial of food stamps are possibilities too real to
take risk lightly. College students, on the other hand, "rarely
exercised the option of rejecting the risky alternative" because the
potential consequence would not seriously jeopardize their current
status or privileges as students (p. 74).
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The implications Fleming's work has for this study are: first,
a person's position in society may greatly influence his interpretation
of the desirability of alternatives, and second, a person's social
position may greatly affect his perception of the uncertainty of
actually attaining the desirable outcome.
it appears then that the high status of many members of 'do—good'
ions and the low status of many low—income people may mitigate
against a choice in favor of moving beyond "a voluntarism serving
as a veneer." It is interesting, in this light, to examine the
present and past social status of persons who are activists or organi-
zers in the "\ancharted territory" of interracial community organizations.
Organizers, as defined in this paper, generally have at least
one reason for involvement that activists do not have, a salary. Most
of the organizers with which this paper is concerned are paid agents of
social change, although not well paid according to a classification of
four types of social change agents by Tichy and Hornstein (1976).
Their classification scheme accovinted best for differences in the
following areas: personal characteristics, values relative to social
change, conceptualization about what mediates change, change technolo-
gies employed, and the settings in which change work is carried out.
The foxor types of change agents which emerged were: 1) the
Outside Pressure Type, who works to change systems from the outside
through the application of pressirre using such tactics as mass
demonstration, civil disobedience, and violence; 2) the Analysis
for the Top Type who works primarily with business and government
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units to improve efficiency and output and employs analytic proce-
d\ires to develop expert advice; 3) the Organizational Development
Type, who works to improve a system's problem-solving capabilities
through applied behavioral science techniques; and 4) the People
Change Technology Type who works to change individual functioning in
organizations through such techniques as behavior modification and
need achievement.
Of these four types, the Outside Pressure Type was the most
distinct, made up (in the Tichy and Hornstein study, 1976) of people
from Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), Nader's Raiders,
Quakers, radical conservatives, and Alinsky organizers. This type
generally earned less money, and had less education, were younger and
were more political than the other three types. Fifty-six percent
believed that the current structure of this society causes alienation
and fifty-eight percent advocated radical change. Those agreeing with
the need for radical change accoianted for thirty-six percent of the
Organizational Development Type, twenty-eight percent of the People
Change Technology Type, and not siorprisingly , only ten percent of the
Analysis for the Top Type.
Interestingly, the most significant difference between the Outside
Pressure Type and the other three types was in relation to power
.
This was apparent in the way a situation was diagnosed, in the way a
strategy was planned, and in the evaluation of success. Only the
Outside Pressure Type diagnosed a situation primarily in terms of
"who has power" and only they planned a stategy to develop power to
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implement change. All four types sought to influence individuals within
the system to implement change and to provide information for decision-
makers to make their own decisions, but only twelve percent of the
Outside Pressure Types used the latter approach.
In the evaluation of system-change success, two of the top three
criteria were shared by each type, namely, "satisfaction of system
members" and "system output" (products, accomplishments, ideas, etc.).
But "power equalization" was the distinct criteria for the Outside
Pressure Type, as opposed to "attraction of good quality people" for
Analysis for the Top Type, "system ability to problem solve" for the
Organization Development Type, and "individiaal ’freedom" for the People
Change Technology Type. Moreover, for those change agents working
to change systems from the outside, "power equalization" was far and
away the most important criterion (p. 960).
The importance of power equalization in the work of the organizer
of interracial organizations will be discussed later; but the Tichy
and Hornstein study may lead one to surmise that, due to the similarities
of settings alone (i.e., outside systems), the paid organizers of this
study in certain respects will have more in common with the Outside
Press\are Type of professional social change agent than with the three
other types
.
"Establishment" organizers/activists . What of those professionals who
are activists or organizers or advocates for social change neither as
citizen volunteers nor as professional change agents? Those who, in
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some way related to their work, try to use their professional knowledge
or status to bring about social change. Undoubtedly they number in
the tens or hundreds of thousands but there is little documentation
of their numbers, organization or activities. Although the influence
of this type of change agent is usually felt within the boundaries
of discreet professional disciplines, a cross disciplinary organization
such professional is currently being organized in Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts.
Zald and McCarthy (1975) have categorized two types of these
change-oriented professionals, to whom they refer as "organizational
intellectuals." One they call the "organizational altruist." This
is the person who works to transform the goals of his particular
field from service to the "haves" to an increased pattern of service
to the "have-nots." An example of this group's efforts might be the
creation of the Community Psychology Division of the APA. The other
type is the "program professional" whose social change advocacy and
professional duties are more directly tied together. The commitment in
this case is to specific programs and policy changes rather than to any
specific occupation or organizational setting. For example, one
person may work at different times for a city redevelopment agency, a
legislative committee, and a community service agency bringing with him
into each setting a strong advocacy for rent-subsidized scattered site
housing.
Richard Flacks, past anti-Vietnam war organizer and current Chairman
of a sociology department for a large midwestern university, states
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that the role of the intellectual who is not in a direct service type
of organization is "to support those opposing the status quo and try to
formulate frameworks within which that opposition can be effective in
humanistic as well as pragmatic terms" (1977; p. 30).
He has said that there is a new kind of intellectual radicalism
emerging, unique to the 1970' s, and connected with both "a revival
of Marxian types of paradigms in major intellectual disciplines" and
intellectual developments in other parts of the world (p. 28).
Neither Flacks nor Zald and McCarthy provide any characteristic
descriptions of the "intellectual" type of change agents they discuss.
Rogers, on the other hand, surveyed public school administrators with
an eye toward identifying "innovators." Finding that only 2.5% of
educational administrators are innovators, he identified six of their
common characteristics relative to their colleagues. First they are
young and second they have a high social status in terms of education,
income, and prestige. Third, they rely on impersonal and informed
sources of information. Fourth, they are cosmopolitan in their outlook.
Fifth, they exert leadership within their system. Sixth, they are
viewed as deviant by others as well as by themselves.
Anti-war activists/organizers . Coincidentally, several of these
characteristics probably hold true for the forementioned Richard
Flacks for two reasons. First, he would seem to be a fairly innovative
educator/administrator and second he was an active anti-Vietnam War
organizer. In the latter capacity, he is part of a group that have
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been described often and with repetitive results.
Some of the characteristics enumerated by Kenniston (1968 and
1971) in his stiadies of radicals
- primarily anti-war organizers and
activists - are as follows. They were; young; of a high socio-
economic status in terms of parents income and education; higher than
average intelligence; described by peers, professors, government
interviewers, etc. as too cosmopolitan; able to exert leadership.
Particularly moral leadership, although \incomfortable being "in
control" of others; and viewed as deviant by self and others.
Apparently, Flacks is not the only ex-anti-war activist who has some
characteristics which are shared by innovators in educational admin-
istration.
A model of psycho-social development . Charles Hampden-Turner in
Radical Man
, (1970) provides a way of understanding why there are
characteristics common to, for example, education administration
innovators and anti-war activists. His research and model will
be used later in analysis of the data on interracial community organizers.
At this point, it may be worthwhile to become acquainted in a brief way
with his model for psycho-social development and its applicability to
innovators and activists alike irrespective of their setting.
The model is based on a view of human development as an upward
spiral consisting of nine parts each of which is permeated by man's
existence and values. Each part derives its meaning from its place
among all the parts as well as the strength or weakness of the totality
of the parts. One must remember, also, that the nine "different" parts
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are really part of a continuum of related facts which comprise one
living and inseparable person, and which are separately identified
purely for convenience.
Hampden-Turner summarizes the parts of the model as applied to
radical man as follows:
"His radical existence projects its own moral and creative
synthesis into the world.
a) He is radical in his vision, which can stare into the
face of injtistice and absiordity without yielding in
determination to "balance" and make it just.
b) He fashions periodically new and daring facets to his
identity which he examines and understands.
c) He forever seeks fresh and greater competence for him-
self.
d) He invests and commits himself to others authentically
and intensely.
e) He risks himself by deliberately suspending his assump-
tions and exposing his undefended self to friends and
to the forces of reaction.
f) He bridges the distance to the deviant, the despised,
the minority groups, and the "enemies" of his country,
to make contact, to bring compassion, and to discover
novel life.
g) He finds self-confirmation; and the new meanings he
invests transcend his own personality and enter into
the consciousness of the community.
h) He forms cooperative relationships of higher synergy,
but only after a desperate dialectical confrontation
and struggle to understand.
i) He integrates these experiences by using radical and
unifying concepts which emerged from the dialectic to
expand his consciousness" (p. 60 ).
Although, optimally, the various parts will be relatively even in
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potential strength, humn beings get their distinctive personalities
not only from the various combinations in the content, but also from
special emphasis on one or more of the nine segments, working from
a. through i. we can recognize: "a) the reporter or observer;
b) the "character"; c) the power seeker; d) the man-of-act ion; e) the
mystic; f) the emissary or mediator; g) the pragmatist; h) the "do-gooder,"
therapist, co-operator; and i) the intellectual" (p. 60 ).
Radical man, in Hampden-T\irner ' s definition is all these and
more.
Anti-war activist vis a vis a model of psycho-social development.
How would the anti-war radicals that Kenniston studied measure up
against this picture of radical man? Hampden-Turner has provided his
answer to that question based on Kenniston 's findings in regard to
their childhood and adolescent experience, and current attitutdes
and behavior; the latter is reproduced below.
Existence
An extraordinary distinctiveness and separateness of
personhood. Very independent. Deliberately attempting
to change themselves as people.
a) Perception
Unusual capacity to get ambivalence about their parents
to present differentiated portraits. Strongly oriented
to people, who are viewed with empathy and compassion.
Keen perception of the organized hypocrisy in society.
b) Identity
Very "psychologically minded" and self-analytical.
Possessed the quality of self-insight usually found
only in those with extensive psychotherapy.
c ) Competence
A basic feeling of self-respect and adequacy. "Success-
ful" by all conventional criteria.
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d) Investment
. authentic and intense
Commitment which is personal and moral not formal and
ideological. Intimate connection between inner life
and social action.
Usioally open, candid and trusting.
Vivid and expressive manner.
e) Self-suspension and Risk
Endurance of great tensions in Movement work.
Shame and horror at first American escalation of war.
Futxare open, fluid, undefined.
Appalled at condition of poor and oppressed.
f ) Briding the Distance
The greatest tolerance for isolation and aloneness.
Work with the poor and deprived while knowing they will
never be truly "at home" in this environment.
g) Self-confirming. Self-transcending impact
Great personal satisfaction in Movement work.
Great affection for co-workers and discovery of meaning.
Intimacy with opposite sex seen as landmark of personal
growth.
Highly ambivalent about technology and 'academic games.'
h) Dialectic leading to higher Synergy
Disagreements very openly stated and aboveboard.
Love and respect for parents survives periodic conflict
and reconciliation.
Dedication to the norms of participatory democracy.
i) Integration of Feedback and Complexity
Powerful fusion of conscious and unconscious motives,
personality and politics, will and conscience, ego and
super-ego, self and principle. More emotional and more
reflective intellectual etc. High self-confidence and
deep self-doubts (p. 460).
Clearly there is a very high degree of "fit" of anti-war organizers
with Hampden-Turner ' s model. In Radical Man , he reviews studies of
persons as diverse as corporation manager. Free Speech Movement acti-
vists, engineering students, and creative writers showing that the
degree of development of the nine stages in any person is a reliable
indication of the ability of that person to function in creative,
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productive, self- and other-actualizing ways. And, despite the fact
that he presents no data specific to educational administration innova-
tors, the model provides a way of describing and understanding the
differences and similarities between Roger's innovators, Kenniston’s
radicals, and, as will be seen in Chapter Five, people who eire active
in interracial community organizations.
Social workers for social change . One of the professions which entails
a high degree of interracial contact is social work and in that
respect much has been written and will be reviewed later in this chap-
ter .
The constant contact between social workers coming from middle-
income classes and clients who are poor and often members of a minority
group forces the thinking social worker into a period of questioning
the value of what (s)he does for and to clients vis a vis what will
improve the client's socio-economic status. There are those who answer
the questions by following the course set out for them in social work
school as they rise in the ranks of social workers, growing more conserva-
tive as they do so {Epstein, 1970). Then there are those who, at least
for a time, function as the organizational altruist described by
Zald and McCarthy (1975) and try to reorient the profession. This
often has involved disenchantment with the illness model (Better, 1972;
Taber and Valtano, 1970; Attencio, 1971; Solis, 1971; McCormic, 1970;
Shannon, 1970; and Pierson, 1970), and support for approaches
"encompassing an overall view of societal structure" (Better , 1972 : p. 3).
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Argioments have been raised in favor of client-control rather than
social worker-control of the client's destiny (Pierson), social worker
use of professional/organization knowledge, status, and power for
client advocacy (Atencio; Solis; McCormick; Dubey and Grant, 1970;
Pierson; and Hush, et al., 1970) and community advocacy (Hush, et al.).
A 1970 survey of 821 practicing social workers by Taber and
Valtano showed the respondents to be in favor of social worker
"social action and activism." More specific, activist alternatives
such as consciousness-raising techniques (Atencio) and commxinity
organization (Florez, 1971; Dubey and Grant; and Pierson) have been
advanced and, less often, documented (Keith, 1970).
What does such activism and agitation tell about those responsible
for it? The National Association of Social Workers, Committee on the
Study of Competence, in its Guidelines for the Assessment of Profes-
sional Practice in Social Work (1968) concluded that whatever the
consequences, engagement in this (advocacy) or another controversial
activity presupposes "firm dedication and deep conviction along with
a keen sense of personal obligation. Otherwise, the risk which
Flexner describes as a mark of professionalism, would not be taken"
(McCormick; p. 10).
The low-income community organizer/activist . Epstein's study (1970)
of social worker radicalism based on a sample of 899 New York City
social workers found that in terms of institutionalized and non-
institutionalized conflict strategies of social change (filing
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formal complaints, involvement in partisan politics, support for
and active organization of social protest)
,
rislc was more likely to
be taken by group workers ’and community organizers than caseworkers.
Peer group pressure, in the form of a strong orientation to a profes-
sional organization, was identified as having an influence on the
group workers and community organizers. Epstein suggested that a
"set of unique professional skills, a service ideal, and extra-
organizational controls presiamably were the mediating factors" (p. 129).
Peer influence or pressure may also be a factor among commiinity
organizers in other settings, for example, civic improvement associa-
tions, chapters of national organizations (e.g.. National Tenants
Organization), and non-residential, racially-based organizations.
Bailey (1974) states that, in Alinsky type community organizations,
organizers report activities to discuss problems with and are account-
able to their fellow organizers. The organizers are also a soiorce of
enthusiasm for the on-going work and are those to whom tensions can
be expressed which are "inexpressible" in the community.
Bailey's study. Radicals in Urban Politics; The Alinsky Approach
,
is one of the very few studies of a contemporary, low-income, urban,
community organization and merits attention here for its information
about organizers and activists. He describes the former's role as
"constantly looking for issues" by going into neighborhoods or blocks
and discovering commonly mentioned problems which (s)he then articulates
unless his/her moral scruples cause him/her to suppress or recast them
in a less objectionable manner . The organizer must also develop
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leadership usually by identifying a person with the necessary qualities
and working closely with him/her. Bailey's organizers usually lived
outside the community they were trying to organize because of the
belief that objectivity was necessary and hard to maintain due to a
ten to sixteen hour workday. The director of the project that Bailey
studied had been an unpaid activist before becoming a full-time
organizer and later project director at $12,00 0 per year. The
assistant director received $9,000 per year and the staff organizers
$ 8
,
000
.
However, most of Bailey's data was about the unpaid activists
whom he defined as those organization members who have "a high level
of involvement in a protest-oriented community organization, which
demands several hours each week, and continues for at least several
months. (Activism) entails participation in the decision-making
process of the organization, responsibility for implementing some
policies, necessitates acquiring a position of formal or informal
leadership. .. being thought of by the organizers and other leaders as
an activist ... (and) have a commitment to the organization" (p. 109).
Bailey's findings, based on participant observation and survey
research, showed that activists were more committed than other residents
to quality education, safety, health, and adequate housing in their
community in which they were well-integrated, and to which they had
strong financial and affective ties. They found the community a
salient place in which to expend civic energies, had a strong sense of
civic duty, participated extensively, and felt efficacious in community
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affairs. They were more favorably disposed toward social change than
other residents and were more strongly committed to preserving civil
liberties. Activists had higher income and more education than their
neighbors and felt that they were accomplishing something worthwhile
and developing personally by participating in the community organiza-
tion. Based on these characteristics, among others, Bailey judged
that "a conventional participation syndrome may be operating" typical
of those who participate in conventional social and political action
(ward politics, Jaycees, etc.).
On the other hand, he found that the same activists sought power
and were intensely dissatisfied with most governmental services,
believing that government is lonconcerned, unresponsive, and failing
to meet the community's needs. Fiarther, activists thought that local
control was needed, and that officials must be intensely pressxired
before they will perform even their assigned tasks. In addition,
the activists viewed protest as an effective and morally legitimate
tactic. Bailey held, "The consistency of my findings with those of
other studies of protestors suggests that a protest participation
syndrome may exist" (p. 132).
Bailey posited two possible interpretations of the apparently
conflicting findings: the "wild-eyed radical" theory that the
"activists generage their discontent internally with little regard
to actual conditions" (p. 132), or the 'good citizen' theory that
"the activists' evaluation is a rational assessment of the way local
government functions in their community" (p. 132). Because roost
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of the conmunity residents were also dissatisfied with government
services, and because the activists were not more dissatisfied with
government service, Bailey concluded that "activists are on
most dimensions typical civic leaders who live in an atypical community,'*
and that the major factor separating radicals from other civic leaders
is orientation toward government" (p. 133).
The degree to which this holds true for activists in interracial
organizations will be explored later; some will be meirbers of Alinsky
type organizations, most will not. One might assume that in some
cases commitment of time and energ^^ to improve conditions of life will
be a common characteristic of the activists in Bailey's study and this
study. It is less certain that attitudes toward government, protest
activity, and social change will hold equally true.
However, a study by Shanahan and Gillsbury (1975) of twelve
community organizations in Eastern Massachusetts indicates that such
attitudes may be common among such organization members and may
comprise part of a larger picture.
The study, taken as a whole, exemplifies as much as any-
thing else a political movement that exists and is growing
in this covintry. It is a movement that is made up of people
on the left and of the working class (which includes most
of us who now have little control over the events of our
lives). It is a movement which believes first of all that
individuals acting together with other individuals can make
history and, secondly, that history will be made, not by
Washington politicians. Wall Street managers. Ivy League
professors, or multinational engineers, but by people in their
communities and in their workplaces, rising up to forge an
alternative society (p. V).
The civil rights organizer/activist . A study by Fendrich and Tarleau
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(1973) of the occupational and political correlates of 1960’s civil
rights activists (mostly, if not all, white) ten years after leaving
college revealed a present political orientation very similar to that
enunciated in the above statement. "The activists identify themselves
almost exclusively as radicals and liberals .. .are likely to demonstrate
and participate in illegal political activities. .. (and) join organi-
zations that are attempting to reorder the priorites of the community
and societal institutions" (p. 251). The authors do not appear to
view these attitudes and commitments as developments arising from
events following the activists' college involvement, but as a combina-
tion of their ideological commitments, which were evident ten years
ago, with the typical societal pressures of making a living.
Occupationally, the civil rights activists were heavily concentrated in
education and human services.
Moreover, the level of participation in conventional two-party
politics by the civil rights activists (28%) is very close to that
of activists in Bailey's study (24%).^ Also similar to Bailey's
activists was the civil rights activists' concern with power at the
local level "where attempts are being made to replace the power of
the business community or in reforming the Democratic party, thus
reorienting the political structure on more humanistic lines" (p. 251).
Based on these two studies , it appears that in the areas of attitude
^The levels of participation for the control groups in the Fendrich
and Tarleau study were 13% for former student government members and
6% for non-involved students.
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toward political structure or government and participation in conven-
tional politics, at least, there are similarities between low- income
community activists and persons who were civil rights activists in
college in the 1960's.
Demerath, Harwell and Aiken (1971) did a study of a very similar
population, 166 Northern white student workers in the Summer Community
Organization and Political Education (SCOPE) Project for voter registra-
tion in 49 Southern locations in 1965. However, their findings and
conclusions were not particularly in accord with those of Fendrich
and Tarleau. Focusing on the activists' criteria and contingencies
of personal and political evaluations of success, Demerath et. al.
fotind that the "volunteers sense of a job well done was related as
much to the summer's supplementary tasks (Negro support achieved
and altering Negro attitudes toward whites) as to its major support
objectives" (p. 68). This data was used by Demerath et. al., to
support their contention that either vicarious or displaced aggression
against the middle-class world is the motivating factor for much of
the white student Left. The authors found some shift in volunteers'
attitudes toward violence as a necessary stage in the movement, but
little broader change; although the students were frustrated, no real
turn to the left or radicalization nor increase in alienation was
apparent. Few student's career plans were affected and little dent
was made in the personal lives of most volunteers. The volunteers
were described in one sense as "political romantics" whose partici-
pation was sustained by "emotion rather than a systematically articulated
coitimitrnent (p. 78), and was theirefore subject to change with their
changing social positions. The authors also decribe intellectuals
who are attracted to movements as often being less than committed
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because of their possible loss of interest in playing out a scenario
<^ue to their intellectualization of emotions and their greater
ability to imagine both difficulties and possibilities before they
actually occior . They suggested, "Perhaps the message is that both
the romantic and the intellectual are often crucial as gadflies in a
movement just beginning, but woe-be-tide the movement that seeks
ultimate success by converting gadflies into workhorses" (p. 79).
Several factors which may account for some of the difference
between the results of the Fendrich and Tarleau and Demerath et. al.
studies are: 1) Fendrich' s subjects' activism occurred several years
before that of the second study, 1960-1963 as opposed to the siammer
of 1965; 2) the duration of involvement may have been greater for the
subjects of the former study; 3) the risk was far greater for the
subjects of the former study - (a) their activities took place in the
Florida town in which their college was located, (b) they "were
jailed, beaten, egged and harrassed by hostile crowds" and
(c) they were "exposed to the negative sanctions of a generally hostile
university community" (p. 247), including suspension of those
arrested.
These differences in the experiences of two samples of activists
might lead one to the interpretation that the reason that the Fendrich
and Tarleau (earlier) activists were such a distinct group during their
activism and ten years later was due to the fact that only a certain
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type of person would be willing to accept the potential consequences
of jail, suspension, etc. for the stated goals, if at all. That is,
a self-selecting phenomenon might have been operating. On the other
hand the interpretation could be made that the experience of partici-
pation and its consequences were the key factors in radicalizing
otherwise normal students. This view is supported in part by
Demerath et. al. who found that for the few of their sample who
engaged in protest activity (only 20% of the entire sample regarded it
as their preferred activity) it correlated positively with: greater
time spent in community organization than in voter registration;
more local black support; greater project cohesiveness; greater faith
in the project and personnel; and higher opinion of Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee. All of which "was important to
volunteers on personal and project levels," and was seen as "confirma-
tion of a major Simmel-Coser insight concerning the sociology of
conflict (Coser, 1956) - 'increasing the intensity of conflict
between two groups heightens within-group cohesion'" (p. 71). The
two interpretations are not mutually exclusive and, in fact, probably
operate together. That is, the civil rights movement's goals,
activities, and attendant risks may have attracted persons with certain
characteristics, who then were profoundly affected by their activist
participation in movement activities, particularly those activities
involving greater risk or conflict.
Pinard, Kirk, and Van Eschen (1969) studied the Process of
Recruitment in the Sit-In Movement along Interstate Rt. 40 among the
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Freedom Riders" most of whom, in their study, were whites. Those
blacks who were involved in the early stages tended not to be from
the most deprived socio-economic strata, unless they possessed a radical
ideology in which case they (black and white) were the earliest joiners
and more active than their less deprived and less radical comrades.
Once involved, however, those blacks and whites who were more deprived
were more active in general, regardless of ideology. Thus, radical
ideology and deprivation were both significant determinants of early -
or late - joining the degree of activity. Deprivation was the more
important determinant in early phases of involvement, and radical
ideology was just slightly less crucial, but Pinard et. al. points out
that it exerted a strong effect on its own and did not fxanction simply
as an intervenor between deprivation and participation. The authors
also found that participation increased expectation of desegregation
for 79% of black and 57% of whites and decreased that expectation for
only 1% of blacks and 4% of whites. These data would seem to lend
support to the idea that both of the interpretations made here of
Fendrich and Tarleau's and Demerath's data hold true and are comple-
mentary ,
The study of Pinard et. al highlights the importantance of
ideology. At one time to be called "liberal" was complimentary to
whites in progressive circles, at least until the emergence of Black
Power when it began to come under popular scrutiny and attack. By
1972 even the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social
Sciences had received the message in no uncertain terms in "A Letter
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to Black Educators in Higher Education" (Wilcox, 1972):
Organizations controlled by white liberals serving blacks
3.re dangerous# White liberals do not respect self
—sovereignty
for blacks because black suffering is a tool to divert atten-
tion of white liberals from their own ideological bankruptcy.
White liberals try to change others, not themselves, and try
to reform black rather than white institutions" (p. 106).
Donald Bailey (1976) did a long-range (12 year) study of white
ministerial students from a southern university starting in 1964 and found
that the shock of role assumption as a pastor in a conservative parish
often produced "burned-out liberals" whose attitude was "I stuck my
neck out now it's someone else's turn" (p. 28). Although 73% claimed
to have become more liberal and 83% held the ideal of direct involve-
ment in civil rights activism, 35% left their parishes within five to
seven years of leaving the seminary and 15% more were negotiating
for non-parish positions rather than face conflicts with conservative
parish laymen over social action. Those who were the most desperate
to leave were those who had conformed the most to their parishioners'
attitudes. Many white liberals besides these ministers found themselves
in the similar situation of being too aware and involved to feel comfort-
able with conservative whites and uncomfortable or unwanted in their
familiar positions wihin the Civil Rights Movement. And, as Wilson
noted, the liberal ideology did not provide a sufficient analysis or
program thereby leading liberals often to inaction.
Marx and Useem (1971) found four themes of conflict recurring in
three minority movements involving majority members (Civil Rights,
Abolition, and Untouchability Movements):
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ideological disagreement between minority members (ins) and
majority members (outs). Ins were freguently more militant
and radical on the issues. Outs were often affiliated with a
broader set of causes and movements.
divergent backgrounds and experiences of activists effecting
internal structure and culture.
Outs were usually from more privileged background and had
rnote important skills and experience — writing, internal organiz—
ing, planning, fund raising, but lesser commitment to system
change. They may inhibit development of those skills in ins.
cultural conflict - the Movement is really a microcosm of the
whole social system.
In's characteristics - suspicion, distrust, scapegoating
Out's characteristics - stereotyping, patronizing, paternalism
development of these conflicts over time - Ins were more
involved at start, but as struggle gained strength and/or
failed to bring about meaningful change the latent conflicts
became more visible (p. 93).
CORE is used by the authors as an example of an organization in
which these themes were evident. The participation of the white liberals,
which usually overshadowed but remained one of their several liberal
activities was not connected to a direct emotional pressure resulting
from segregation and discrimination. The authors contended that this
personal relationship to the issue contained the potential for radicalism.
Therefore, they said, it was inevitable that the disagreements on issues
would arise, with the liberals taking the less militant side of the
arguments consistently. This led to blacks stressing self-help while
the whites stressed the strategic advantage of involving white activists
to increase movement legitimacy and resources, including money. The
same phenomenon held true for the Untouchability Movement in India
(Mahatma Gandhi who, as a cast Hindu and out memoer , disagreed with
B. R. Ambedhar who was an Untouchable, an in member) and for the
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Abolitionist Movement in the United States (Benjamin Lundy was a white
abolitionist, and out member, who disagreed sharply with David
Walker, a black abolitionist, when the latter included the possibility
of violent strategies in his Appeal ) . In all three cases, the ins
feared the top down kind of reform which leaves the community unorganized
and without self-pride, self-reliance and self-confidence. The situa-
tions were complicated, however, by the fact that because the outs
symbolically represented the power structure, when it came to working
with some deferential minority members, the outs were more effective.
Lenin (1928) said outsiders in a class struggle would be more
militant and committed because of their overall understanding of the
social order and its functioning than the workers who, at best, gain
a job-oriented consciousness. But in these three movements the ins
"tended at least to believe" that the outs were less radical and less
committed to the cause (p. 101). In addition, in these three movements
the most active, radical ins frequently were also "highly educated and
very aware of the complex social issues involved in the liberation
struggles" (p. 103).
Marx and Useem raise several issues at the end of their article, •
some of which are relevant to this study. For example, what facili-
tates cooperation between ins and outs and when might such conditions
occur in the life of a movement? Also, do internal movement tensions
portend broader societal changes?
Some other questions arising from this literature review weave an
interesting backdrop to the questions put to activists and organizers
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in interracial organizations. One thread to follow is the importance
of ideology. In an interracial organization, are there "ins" and
"outs"? If ideological disagreements between ins and outs are not an
issue in an interracial organization, what are the effects of the
three remaining conflict themes - divergent backgrounds and experiences
of activists, cultural conflict, and development of conflicts over
time?
Regarding ideology, Demerath et. al. stated that:
one of the most conspicuous distinctions between current
liberals and radicals .. .concerns the means-ends conception
of the movement itself. Whereas the older liberal perspec-
tive regarded movements as a means to societal ends, the
current more radical view would seek to transform society
into a continuing mass movement in its own right (p. 79).
Would the activists of interracial community organizations recognize
and affirm as their goal, such a transformation? Would the organizers?
How important is ideology to activists before joining and during involve-
ment?
Other threads to follow might be: does deprivation have anything
to do with motivation for joining or becoming an organizer of an
interracial organization or with level of activity? Does participa-
tion increase expectation of an integrated community? Is there a
burn-out syndrome among activists and organizers similar to that of
the southern liberal ministers? Are activists and organizers more
radical/liberal than peers before joining? Does participation
radicalize/liberalize them? What are the criteria of success for
activists and organizers? What are their attitudes toward government
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and power at the local level? Are the activists concentrated in a
particular type of occupation? Do activists or organizers have an
alternative view of society? Are they 'good citizens' or 'wild-
eyed radicals' or some of both? Is peer pressure an important factor
in an interracial organization?
Some of these questions will be answered in this study, some
will not. Hopefully, other studies will occur which will be able to
address comprehensively these and related questions.
White Racism and Prejudice
It seems clear that the members of an interracial community
organization must deal with white racism and/or prejudice - not only
from soiorces external to the organization, but also from members and
organizers of the organization, unless it is assxamed that by their
involvement whites prove their freedom from racist or prejudiced
beliefs and attitudes. This study does not make that assumption.
Therefore, five theories of prejudice as described by Allport (1954)
will be reviewed briefly, the psycho-social correlates of prejudice
as revealed by several researchers will be discussed, race as a
factor in helping relationships when the "helper" is a majority group
member and the "helpee" is a minority group member will be considered,
and finally the need for a new non- or anti-racist model of behavior
will be explored.
Five theories of prejudice. No single theory or approach to the
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issue of race prejudice provides an adequate explanation of it; each
one has a valid point to make and, when considered with each other
approach, provides a good way to think about the problem.
historical approach provides a broad social context in which
to view prejudice. There are different types of historical studies
on the subject, one example is the exploitation theory held by some
Marxists and others. This theory holds that "race prejudice is a
social attitude" fostered by the ruling class politically, scientifi-
cally, in the arts and so on, for the purpose of "stigmatizing some
group as inferior so that the exploitation of either the group itself
or its resources may both be justified" (p. 204).
Although the theory is true as far as it goes, it cannot explain
why some people develop more or less prejudice than others in any given
social situation, all other things being equal. Thus, while presenting
a clear picture of the "rationalized self-interest of the upper classes,"
it alone is not an adequate explanation of race prejudice (p. 204).
The sociocultural approach to understanding race prejudice also
stresses the total social context in which prejudiced attitudes and
beliefs grow. Some writers of this persuasion emphasize group
traditions leading to conflict; some the social mobility of favored
and unfavored groups; some the relative niombers of the populations
concerned; some the types of contact existing between groups. The
urbanization of prejiodice, one of the sociocultural approaches, holds
that the normal ability of people to be concerned about each other in
a positive way has been overwhelmed by inhuman, impersonal, and
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dangerous, big city life. Values are dictated by external sources, for
example, the snob appeal of commercials teaches people to look down on
those who are poor. At the same time people come to hate those
controlling them and look contemptuously at those with money, personified
by the Jew who has become the symbol of the urban merchant. Although
this theory makes sense, particularly because it works upward and down-
ward, it fails to explain many things, for instance, race prejudice in
rural areas.
Another theory, which has gained considerable p>opularity since
Allport's study of prejudice, is the belief theory of prejudice aind it
would seem to fall within the description of the sociocultural approach.
As set forth by Rokeach (1968) it holds that the "importance of racial
attitudes as determinants of racial discrimination has been greatly
overrated and the importance of belief similarity underestimated" (p. 80).
In other words, racial discrimination often occurs not because of
attitudes about race, but because of differences, real or imagined, in
beliefs. The implied solution to racial prejudice, therefore, is
contact between persons of different races and congruent belief systems;
the reasons this cannot happen easily, following Rokeach, is that
social sanctions prohibit such contact. This leads Rokeach to the
contention that "in those actions not subject to social sanction,
discrimination would not take place, not even in the South" (p. 81).
The belief theory is helpful for the attention it draws to
factors which might otherwise be overlooked resulting in an overly
pessimistic or lopsided view of the importance of race prejudice to
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ths ind iv idu.a.1 • Howsvsir
^
its id6ntif icstion of socis.! sanctions as
the sole inhibition to race prejudice-free behavior seems to under-
estimate the impact of historical and other sociocultural factors
which determine, at the macro-level, economic relationships between
races and, at the micro-level, what the child is taught to believe
and feel about people with certain distinguishing physical features
or group membership. Firrthermore, the studies used to support the
belief theory "must be interpreted with caution" (Diestenbier
,
1970:
211). Many, if not most, are limited by paper and pencil, laboratory
type settings. Such settings can act as a presure not to discriminate
(Fendrich, 1966); moreover, Diestenbier has asserted that scales
used in such studies by reason of their design "tend to find slight
amounts of negative Negro prejudice and large amounts of belief
prejudice" (p. 210).
The psychodynamic approach stresses psychological factors rather
than broader social themes. The frustration or scapegoat theory's
basic contention, for example, is that deprivation and frustration
lead to hostile impulses which are directed against a victim who
really has little or nothing to do with the source of frustration.
The emotional intensity of the individual’s feelings blocks logical
thinking and, rather than analyzing the evil, (s)he personalizes it.
A weakness of this theory is its failure to explain why everyone
subjected to the same frustration and deprivation does not react in
this way.
Theories with a phenomenological approach assume the convergence
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of historical, cultural, and personality factors and focus solely
on the situation confronting a person and how he views it. "His
response to the world conforms to his definition of the world" (p. 210).
Visible differences and verbal labels are relied on to identify the
perceived object. While this approach accounts for the immediate
issues surrounding a prejudiced act, it overlooks the importance of
underlying personal, social or historical factors.
The earned reputation approach focuses on the object of prejudice
and is probably the most popular approach among lay bigots. No
social scientist would dare proclaim a theory based entirely on this
approach. The closest thing to it is an interaction theory which
holds that hostile attit\ades are partially created by earned reputa-
tion of the objects of prejudice and partially by factors essentially
irrelevant to them. This theory is only acceptable if appropriate
weight is given to each of the two sets of factors, however, it is
not particularly illuminating.
The best approach to understanding prejudice is to include all
of the approaches in a multiple causation theory. This review is
intended to facilitate the discussion of approaches used by activists
and organizers to understand race prejudice, for it will be upon that
understanding, in part, that decisions will be based regarding what to
do, if anything, about internal and external prejudice and racism.
Psycho-social correlates of prejudice and racism . This study will
attempt to explore certain beliefs, attitudes, and values of activists
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and organizers in order to determine their motivation and possible
correlates to "successful" involvement with an interracial community
organization. Rokeach's definitions which follow will be used for
claJ^ity s sake: "a belief is any simple proposition, conscious or
lonconscious, inferred from what a person says or does, capable of
being preceded by the phrase 'I believe that...'" {1968: 112).
Beliefs cannot be counted on as accurate as reported by the believer,
because there are often compelling social, or personal reasons,
conscious or iinconscious, (s)he will not or cannot tell.
"An attitude is a relatively enduring organization of beliefs
aroiand an object or situation predisposing one to respond in some
preferential manner" (p. 112). Every attitude has three components;
cognitive, affective, and behavioral.
A value is a type of belief, often underlying other beliefs and
attitudes and centrally located in the belief system, about how to
behave, or about some end-state of existence worth or not worth
attaining. Values may be conscioiasly or unconsciously held and may
be inferred from behavior . An adult probably has tens or hundreds
of thousands of beliefs, thousands of attitudes, but only dozens of
values
.
Research has shown that meas\arements of value can predict
attitudes and behavior toward persons of other races. Rokeach
conducted a survey of white adult Americans in 1968 which solicited
opinions on various issues related to race- intermarriage, intelligence,
etc. - and reactions to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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From that survey, Rokeach constructed an index of the extent to which
the respondent exhibited a racist attitude, namely, anti—racist,
in between, and racist. Comparing these rankings with the rank-
ordering of a list of values enabled Rokeach to identify patterns of
values characteristic of anti—racist, in between, and racist white
Americans (as of 1968).
No significant differences were found in the rankings by the
prejudiced and unprejudiced groups of the following values: "a
world at peace, freedom, self-respect, social recognition, true
friendship, being capable, cheerful, courageous, forgiving, helpful,
honest, independent, loving, responsible, and self-controlled"
(1973: 69). However, significant differences were found for the
remaining twenty-one of the thirty-six values. The largest single
difference was found for "equality," ranked fourth by anti-racists,
twelfth by in betweens and fourteenth by racists. This finding was
similar to an earlier Rokeach study (1968) which showed that those
sympathetic to or having participated in civil rights demonstrations
ranked "equality" third of twelve. Those who were sympathetic but
did not participate ranked "equality" sixth, and those unsympathetic
ranked it eleventh of twelve. Fifty policemen in a midwestern city
ranked equality last and a sample of unemployed blacks ranked it first.
"Clean" is the value with the second most significant differences:
It was ranked fifteenth by anti-racists, eighth by in betweens, and
sixth by racists. The overall value pattern of the adult white
American racist, based on Rokeach 's study, placed "more emphasis on
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religion, personal happiness, material comfort, conformity, conventional
behavior, hard work, and the security of the family and nation and
less emphasis on egalitarianism, self-actualization, inner peace,
aesthetic and intellectual values, sexual love and tolerance* The
anti -racist, on the other hand cared significantly more about; "an
exciting life, a sense of accomplishment, a world of beauty, eguality,
inner harmony, wisdom, being broadminded, imaginative, intellectual
and logical" (1973; 101). Rokeach's portrait of the racially
prejudiced is highly consistent with descriptions by Adorno et. al.
(1950) and Allport (1954) which developed the correlation between
prejudice and the authoritarian personality.
Several more recent studies further investigated the telltale
personality trait of authoritarianism with consistent results.
Defining positive prejudice as being shown in a "declaration against
the personal recognition of, or the sanction of, racial inferiority
and the desire to demonstrate that conviction by exalting, following,
or electing the Negro stimulus person" Diestenbier (1970; 213),
found that dogmatism, rigidity and attitudes associated with authori-
tarianism are negatively related to positive prejudice. Center et. al.
(1970) found that persons scoring higher on a scale measuring authori-
tarianism would more commonly change their opinions in the direction
advocated by a supposed authority than would those scoring lower.
The same study also found that persons scoring higher would assign
the "locus of causality" of a juvenile delinquent to the individual
himself rather than to circiimstances beyond his control and could
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initially more commonly recommend a harsher treatment of the delinquent
than would those scoring lower in the trait. Investigating the
relationship between humanitarian attitudes and helping attitudes,
Fisher (1973) found that irrespective of whether the attitudes were
positive or negative, "the amount of concordance among humanitarian
and helping attitudes was greater for low than for high authoritarians"
(p. 165).
Professional majority "helpers" and minority "helpees" . One might
hope to find a low percentage of authoritarians or racists in those
so-called helping professions that deal with minority group members or
anyone for that matter. Reassuringly, the results of a stiidy using a
value scale and dogmatism scale as reported by Rokeach (1968) showed
that those persons classified as "close-minded more often entered
military or commercial careers of an administrative nature" (p. 155),
Nevertheless, the problems that arise in interracial "helping"
situations have been well documented, at least in the field of social
work. Since this study is concerned in part with white professionals
(organizers) helping both minority group members as well as majority
group members to get organized, it may be beneficial to review those
problems
.
Bank (1971) found eighty-six articles or studies in a review of
the literature contending the existence of a lack of rapport between
white helper and black client. Turner (1970) found that clients and
workers from different ethnic origins have different value orientations
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and perforin differently in interviews. Moreover, he concluded that
clients from differing groups achieve differing levels of adjustment
following treatment. Not all writers on the subject approached the
issue from as mild a point of view as rapport or value orientations.
For some the existence of racism was a factor that needed to be
acknowledged. Gitterman and Shaeffer (1972) viewed the problems not
as faults of one part or another but as "obstacles to the joint
effort" (p. 287). They identified three basic situational factors
as defining the framework and substance of the encounter: "Institu-
tional racism, social distance, and mutual unknowness" which lead to
"fear and suspiciousness, anger, pain, defensiveness and guardedness"
between the client and worker" (p. 276). Lewis and Ho (1975) focusing
on the Native American as a client noted among white social workers
a general "lack of understanding of Native American culture, retention
of stereotypical images of Native Americans, and use of standard
techniques and approaches" (p. 379). Atencio (1971) described the
white social worker as a "Freudian policeman" concerned merely with
adjusting and adapting Latino clients to a 19th century, European norm.
Shannon (1970) dealt with the implications of personal racism
in white social workers head on. She rejected liberal guilt as the
core of racism and asserted that "today we have an acceptable conditioned
response which has been strengthened by gross, negative, dehumanizing
generalizations and stereotypes and maintained by conditioned fear of
strong group reprisal if the prohibition against socialization with
the black man is broken" (p. 273). Shannon suggests that this
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situation results in lack of both self-awareness and recognition of
racial attitudes in white social workers who often tend to deny the
existence of color differences. These traits, she wrote, result in
many of the white social worker's shortcomings when dealing with
minority clients as noted by the previous authors. The theme of
racism as a conditioned response was followed by Reeves (1971) who
stated that preconditioning instilled in whites an image of a
powerless and invisible black person. Therefore, when confronted
directly or indirectly with black militancy, whites respond with a
panic which is "based on emotionalism rather than on any real threat
of physical danger" (p. 28).
Florez (1971) and Garcia (1971), among others, have responded to
the identified deficiencies of the majority worker-minor ity client
relationship by suggesting alternatives - for example, the use of
ethnic social workers. In general, however, most of the articles in
the professional journals suggested ways to make the relationship
work.
One of the most frequent recommendations for the white social
worker was the importance of gaining a knowledge of and respect for
the frame of reference of the client, including values, customs,
lifestyles, culture, and history (Shannon; Pierson; Freeman et. al.;
Atencio; Gitterman et. al.; and Lewis et. al.). New social worker
training (Bank, 1971), new kinds of staff, and new ways of relating
to other social services and social institutions (Freeman et. al.)
were some methods suggested to achieve the goals of new ways of
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engaging and staying with a client (Pierson; Shannon). Gitterman
et. al. and Sotoyaya (1971) emphasized the importance of identifying
and helping the client develop those factors within the client's
family and culture which promoted group cohesion and individual
integration, including the client's particular adaptive pattern of
accomodating, fighting or existing (Shannon). But much of the emphasis
was on the social worker's ability: to be sincere cind exhibit genuine
concern and respect (Lewis; Atencio); to admit his/her limitations
and judgements (Mitchel, 1969; Lewis; Freeman) and, to become more
sensitive through collaboration with minority social workers (Fibush,
1970). Shannon's specific recommendations in this regard were:
1) develop increased self-awareness; 2) recognize one's own racial
attitudes; 3) ask why one needs them; 4) examine the kinds of control
placed on one by group sanction of white racism; 5) stop considering
oneself special because of interracial associations; 6) stop denying
that color differences exist (pp. 273-276).
Of course, voices of caution have been raised. Cooper (1973)
warned against "sensitive white clinicians" overcompensating for
unconscious guilt by "unrealistic rescue fantasies .. .denial, reaction
formation, an intense drive to identify with the oppressed, and a
need to offer special privileges to the victim" (p. 79). Brennis
and Laub (1973) have raised the fear that a "concern for the social
causes of a patient's distress, partisan empathy for the patient as
victim, emphasis on politics as opposed to psycho-dynamics, and disdain
of the status and differential skills of professionals" might lead
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to the denial of psychiatric illness itself and replacement "by
notions of social illness: which can provide an easy way to quell
doubts about workers' therapeutic efficacy" (p. 45).
Although these admonishments undoubtedly are warranted in some
cases, the most common recommendation for social workers by those
writing about the majority worker-minority client relationship was
involvement in non-psychiatric models of intervention. Freeman (1970),
Hush (1970), Dubey (1970), Pierson (1970), Keith (1970), McCormick
(1970), Sotayaya (1971), Atencio (1971), Solis (1971), and Florez (1971)
argued for the adoption of styles of intervention that included,
but were not necessarily limited to, individual, family, and community
advocacy and community organization. It is dubious that such agree-
ment is solely the result of a lack of efficacy among the practitioners,
rather than a combination of that and the limitations of the psychiatric
illness model itself.
New Model for Behavior
Several writers, through consideration of the personal qualities
necessary for a social worker working with other-race clients, were
led to sketch their impressions of an "ideal type." Atencio wrote
of "the new humanity" that uses the institutional structure to assist
in the development of that person who will end the need for all
revolutions. Reeves declared that "the fundamental aim of the new
white identity is a greater responsiveness in white people to the
societal problems created by racism," and went on to warn that "a
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white person in a black setting can anticipate some racial slurs...
however .the white man can also become desensitized (to name calling
and projected hostility ) as a result of his new identity .. .which becomes
the antithesis of white racism” (p. 31) . Shannon noted that the white
person who achieves such an identity would feel alienated from
whites, because of differences in attitude and conduct, and isolated
because (s)he would not be fully accepted by blacks, thereby leading
him/her to search for other whites who have similar feelings.
Edler (1974) has outlined five stages of racial awareness in whites,
the last of which is similar to the hypothetical person described
above. Edler 's "New Anti-Racist: the Internally Directed White
Activist" sketches a person who has moved beyond the guilt and
superiority of white liberalism and acts in recognition that he must
take responsibility for institutional and personal changes in the
community around him. Achieving this stage of development, however,
is only a starting point from which the white anti-racist must deal
with the contradiction of having the privileges associated in this
society with whiteness and simultaneously confronting and dealing
with the white racism in his/her own white society.
Allport (1954), while noting the possibility of innate temper-
mental qualities and the relationship of permissive homes to tolerant
personalities, emphasized that "tolerant thinking about ethnic groups
is, no less than prejudiced thinking, a reflection of a total type of
cognitive operation" (p. 410). Harapden-Turner (1971) found that
subjects scoring highest on Martin's "tolerance scale" are, according
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to his model, creative and radical people who are typical in their
willingness to bridge social distances of those "advocates of dialogue"
who have been "murdered by those terrified out of their wits by the
prospect of dialogue" (p. 51). Kenniston (1971) talked of a "new
opposition" that must be prepared for decades or a lifetime of work
in order to effect the meaningful social change they seek. The
existence of that "new opposition" he held, dictated the necessity
for a reanalysis and reformulation of the theoretical assumptions
with which man and society traditionally have been understood,
particularly: that of "the virtually limitless malleability and
inf luenceability" (p. 387) of people through socialization and more
direct coercion; that of the way beliefs are developed, held and
activated; and, the role of conflict in hxaman development. Rogers
(1975) also has painted a picture of "the emerging person" who is
characterized by a desire for authenticity, an opposition to highly
structxared, inflexible, bureaucratic institutions, a deemphasis of
the importance of material things, a non-moralistic caring, the wish
for intimacy, a skepticism about technological science, self-awareness,
respect for nature, the process of personal change, and self-directedness.
The data to be gathered in this study is sufficient to determine,
at least generally, the degree to which the psycho-social correlates of
organizers and activists in interracial situations approach either the
person idealized by these models or the "insensitive white profes-
sional" described earlier. A related question which is adressed
partially by the data is "What is the connection, if any, between
1
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racial/cultural sensitivity and the effectiveness of the organizer
or activist?" Also, on which theory of prejudice are the opinions
and actions of the activist/organizer based, formally or informally?
Such questions, in addition to those formulated previously, form a
fascinating backdrop to the picture of the activist and organizer
which is to be found in the data.
Conclusion
In Chapter Two, the author has reviewed current knowlege of
activists and organizers in detail. He has reviewed five theories
of prejudice, psycho-social correlates of prejudice and racism, and
issues relative to the dynamics of majority worker-minority client
relationships. Also, new models of personal behavior have been
discussed. Throughout the chapter questions and issues have been
raised which are pertinent to the data which will be presented and
analyzed in later chapters.
CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to identify the psycho-social
characteristics of white community activists and organizers involved
in interracial settings and to examine their motivations for initiat-
ing, continuing, and discontinuing their involvement. These characteris-
tics and motivations are examined in relation to determining possible
predictors of involvement, success, and longevity and in relation to the
ways in which belief systems are developed, maintained, and chamged.
In order to accomplish this purpose, the overall methodology is
comprised of six major setps including 1) the identification of
seventy-five interracial activists and organizers and, 2) the selection
of twenty-three as respondents on the basis of amount of experience,
and distributions of age, sex, socio-economic background, political
beliefs, type of organizations, organizer/activist ratio, availability,
and potential quality as an informant. Of the twenty-three respondents,
3) seven were chosen as key informants for more complete, comprehensive
interviews in order to facilitate preliminary data analysis, but all
twenty-three were inclixied in the overall analysis. Step 4) was the
execution of the interviews, followed by 5) administering the Value
Survey and 6) the analysis of the data. A more complete explanation
of the methodology follows this Introduction.
This chapter presents detailed descriptions of the methods and
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procedures used in this study. Separate sections are devoted to a
d.efinition of the multiple methods approach and rationale for its
use in this paper. Additional sections describe the particuleir
methods and instruments used and their rationale, the data collection
process, and a presentation of the interview schedule and technique.
The final sections refer to the methods used for the analyzing the
data compiled in the study and the limitations of the study.
Definition of Approach
A multiple methods approach which combines the techniques of two
disciplines was used in executing the research in this study. The
first method is that of the field study belonging to anthropology,
particularly that of urban anthropology. This method involved a) defin-
ing the population to be studied, b) defining that aspect of the popula-
tion on which to focus, for example, internal group structure, c) immer-
sion in the population (i.e., participant observation), and d) gather-
ing, analyzing and interpreting the data.
Foster and Kemper (1974) wrote that the primary methodological
tool used by urban and rural anthropologists for gathering their data
is the key informant. The key informant is one who occupies a role
in the group under study which allows him to be well informed about
that group but who also is able to share to some degree the anthropolo-
gist's frame of reference and his interest in abstract generalized
and comparative aspects of culture (Campbell, 1955). Traits of the
good informant are knowledgeability , physical exposure, effective
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exposure j perceptual abilities j availability of information, and moti-
vation, according to Bank (1960).
In many respects, the use of key informants in anthropology is
similar to the use of the interview in other social sciences. How-
ever, as Campbell pointed out, the interview is a Scimpling technique
in which any member of the same can be substituted for any other member
of that population. The use of key informants, on the other hand, is
an explicitly formalized methodology utilizing persons with particular
skills and experiences "who are extensively interviewed cind upon whose
responses exceptional reliance is placed aind, thus, it is to be most
clearly distinguished from randomly or representatively sampled
interviews (p. 339).
In order to increase the degree of validity of this study's
results, the second method to be used was more easily quantifiable.
Because so much of the information sought in this study is value-
laden, Rokeach's Value Survey (1967) was used. The Value Survey
requires the respondent to rank order two eighteen-item lists of
values, one composed of terminal values (e.g«, 3 comfortable life,
equality, mat\are love, salvation), one of instrumental values (e.g.,
ambitious, clean, imaginative, logical). The respondent has only
his/her internalized systems of values to tell him/her how to rank
the values listed, thus the task is highly projective in nature
somewhat like the Rorschach or the Thematic Apperception Test.
Rokeach (1973) contended that "it is not the absolute presence or
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absence of a value that is of interest, but their relative ordering"
(p. 27).
Rationale for Approach
Rationale for multiple methods . The benefits of the multiple methods
approach to social research, according to Webb et al., (1966) are
a) the ability to elicit differing kinds of information about the same
variable or situation because of this different methodological strengths
and weaknesses and, b) the ability of two or more independent measure-
ment processes to mutually disconfirm or confirm each other's findings,
which greatly reduces uncertainty in interpretation. It is difficult
to imagine anything which could be precisely and comprehensively
measured by any one method, regardless of the degree of refinement
of that method. Zelditch (1962) declared in this respect that
To demand that every piece of information be obtained by a
probability sample is to commit the researcher to grossly
inefficient procedure and to ignore fundamental differences
among various kinds of information. The result is that we
create false methodological issues.... (p. 576)
Zelditch described nine main forms of data collection and stated
which form is best-suited for acquiring certain types of data. He
stated that enumeration and samples are most appropriate for fre-
quency distributions, participant observation for incidents and histories,
and interviewing informants for institutionalized statuses and norms. A
combination of the latter two forms were used in this study which is not
concerned with frequency distributions.
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Galtung (1967) listed nine main forms of data collection in three
stimulus settings. One form in each setting is used in this study,
each with generally increasing validity according to Galtxang:
participant obseirvation in an informal stimulus setting, open-ended
interviews with informants in a formal lanstructured stimulus setting,
and structured questionnaires in a formal structured stimulus setting.
Rationale for field study method . Aside from the appropriateness of
informant interviewing as a method to achieve the objectives of this
study, there are two practical considerations of significant weight
which necessitated this methodology, that is, availability and
applicability of data. Bailey (1974) noted the lack of professional
and academic attention to low-income community organizations, specifi-
cally Alinsky-style organizations which have the best reputation for
effectiveness, when he observed that "during the past 25 years not a
single article in the major political science or sociology journals
has focused on the Alinsky phenomenon" (p. 3). A similar situation
exists regarding urban, non-affluent interracial community organiza-
tions, despite a considerable amount of information about interracial
laboratory test situations and the Civil Rights Movement. For this
reason, interviewing key informants who have been active in such
organizations was necessary. Moreover, interviews and the Value
Survey provide data which is as current as possible and which, by
reason of that fact, will allow for maximum applicability by practi-
tioners. One has only to consider the current inapplicability of
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much data regarding racial issues in this country which is now twenty-
five or even ten years old in order to appreciate the need for up-to-
date information.
for and validity of Value Survey method . One reason for
the use of the Value Survey is its capability to obtain data about
attitudes towards ethnic groups, as discussed earlier, auid low-income
groups. It seems reasonable to place confidence in at least these
aspects of the Value Survey because of the congruence between its
results and the work of Adorno (1950) cuid Allport (1954). Moreover,
the Value Survey's results are reasonably stable over time yielding
test-retest reliabilities in the .70' s after seven weeks. Additionally,
many of the findings make sense on intuitive grounds and at least the
largest value differences between groups could have been predicted
on various theoretical grounds. They could have been predicted
...by considering the logical relations existing between a
given value and attitude, by considering the value components
that are theoretically implied in such global measures of
personality and ideology as the F or Dogmatism scale, by
considering the common institutional influences on values and
attitudes, or on the basis of sociological considerations
such as those concerning the common effects of socioeconomic
position on values and attitudes" (Rokeach, 1974; 120).
Cronbach and Meehl (1955) identified and distinguished between
various kinds of validity in psychological tests, naimely construct,
content, and predictive validity. Rokeach (1974) indicated that his
findings show that the Value Survey's particular approach to the
measurement of values has each of these three types of validity.
Campbell and Fiske (1959) demonstrated that different values are
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differentially related to specified attitudes and behaviors in their
work which used a multitrait-multimethod matrix to determine con-
vergent and discriminant validation of values, attitudes, and behaviors.
Based on empirical findings, the Value Survey may be said to exhibit
not only discriminant validity but also convergent validity to the
extent that certain values are significantly related to certain
behaviors as well as attitudes (Rokeach, p. 96).
Galtung (1967) suggested that there is value in analyzing complex
value-patterns even if they do not serve as predictors of overt
behavior for three reasons. First, they may predict future assertions
of value, i.e., verbal behavior, very well. Second, they serve as
indications from the depths of the individual, "giving us a synchronic
cut in time both in the life of the person and the life of the system,
valuable for the analysis of both” (p. 126). Third, even if the value
patterns do not predict behavior, this only indicates that a simpli-
fied model of belief-behavior consistency fails, thus requiring both
an analysis of the reason for the failure and the collection of more
data.
Validity of key informant method . A great deal of information regard-
ing values may be found out directly from the key informants as well,
but validity is a greater problem in interpreting these results than
those of the Value Survey. Webb (1966) listed several possible
sources of error in interview data resulting from the respondent which
could apply to this study: being aware of being tested j selecting
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one of a number of "selves" to present; responding out of a certain
set, e.g., inclination to agree rather than disagree. While the
possible effects of these sources of invalidity cannot be eliminated
entirely, they were reduced by conducting the interview in the infor-
mant's home or office in most cases, and eliminating the use of paper
and pencil stimuli.
Differences in sex, and age between informant and interviewer,
and differences in the styles of interviewers are possible sources of
errors resulting from the interviewers according to Webb. The proba-
bility of these being active factors in this study is reduced or
controlled for by using only one interviewer, the researcher. The
tape recording of the interviews permitted monitoring of differences
in his interviewing style. Differences which were observed were minor
and were functions of his familiarity with the interview schedule
over time and his acquaintance, or lack thereof, with the informant.
Coincidentally, the researcher's age was the same as the median age
of the informants.
Galtxang listed the advantages of the interview as; flexibility ,
i.e., ability to adjust to changing social position, levels of know-
ledge, etc.; follow-up , i.e., questions can be improvised and adjusted
to get all that is relevant out of an individual; control of the
setting
,
i.e., knowing the circumstances under which the questions
are answered; naturalness
,
i.e., reminiscent of conversations in
social life; reliability , i.e., reduce the chance of misxanderstanding
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questions; validity
,
i.e., allows more nuances, more refinement, or
the easing of an embarrassing question and thus more validity. The ef-
fect of each of these advantages were significant in this study.
Campbell (1955) stated that despite drawbacks, some of which will
be found in every research method, ’’the use of informants in qucinti-
tative studies may be successfully carried out and may produce findings
of validty and generality” (p. 342). Foster and Kemper (1974)
advocated the striking of a balance between einthropology
’ s ’total
imersion’ in the setting to be studied and the other social sciences’
dependence on more formal statistical approaches as a way towards
more accurate data. The use of informants and the Survey in this
study was intended to achieve that balance.
Author bias vis a vis validity . As indicated in this study’s intro-
duction, the experiences of the author qualify him as a subject for
the study. Accordingly, he was treated as a key informant and was
interviewed by a colleague fcimiliar with the purpose and method of
this study prior to the execution of the research in order to uncover
existing biases, some of which are revealed in the Researcher’s
Statement. The question is, what effect do the biases have on the study
and how can they be dealt with? Webb (1966) listed ’’biased view-
point effect" as one of the two classes of error to which participant
observation is subject (the other class is inapplicable to this
study). This effect may cause the observer to selectively expose
himself to the data, or selectively perceive them, and worse yet.
shift over time the calibration of his observation measures. As
stated earlier, the use of a tape recorder should facilitate the
controlling for s\ach shifting.
Regairding selective expos\are and perception, Schwartz and
Schwartz (1955) spoke of two types of affective involvement that can
influence the nature and validity of data, "projective distortion"
and "sympathetic identification" (p. 350). Projective distortion can
lead to distortions of reality and misinterpretations of data that
stem from the observer's personal difficulties in living and virtually
eliminate his/her ability to record valid data. Sympathetic identi-
fication, on the contrary, can lead to empathic communication cind
imaginative participation through identification and role-taking. It
facilitates the observer's understanding of the subject's inner life
and social world and increases the validity and meaningfulness of
his/her observations.
Because the researcher has control over neither his/her affective
responses nor their effects on his/her observations, "he must contend
with his feelings as pcurt of his data. Only by increasing his own
awareness of them, their biases, and their effects on him will he
be able to counteract their disturbing influences" (p. 352). It
is the researcher's contention that by virture of his status as a
graduate student dxoring the last six years and by studying issues
relative to the creation and functioning of low-income, urban,
interracial organizations, he is aware, to a considerable extent,
of his biases and their effects and is continuing to explore them.
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Beecher and Carper's (1956) work on the effects of graduate work on
identity and Bailey's (1974) experience as a participant observer
support this contention. In sum^ it is hoped that the researcher's
emotional involvement, observation, and awareness of both himself and
the observational field come together in optimum balance.
Vidich (1955) stated that the participant observer must be
skeptical of himself in all data-gathering situations and must
objectify himself in relation to his respondents. "This process of
self-objectification leads to his further alienation from the society
he studies. Between this alienation and attempts at objective
evaluation lies an approach to the problem of validity" (p. 363).
As Schwartz and Schwartz, in particular, described the influence
of "sympathetic identification" on the nature and validity of the
data, it was apparent that they believed that some kinds of bias do
not necessarily decrease the validity of a study. In a somewhat similar
vein, Hampden-Turner (1971) disputed the norms and even the existence
of value-free science and argued that insistence on strict methodology
obliges the social scientist to lean in the political direction which
is supportive of the status quo. He wrote that rather than detach-
ment, the necessary component to understanding others is at least
a momentary suspension of self-concern - to switch from self-involvement
to other- involvement . But overall, "Where men choose between aspects
of their past experience to create their preferred combination
(of symbols) the moral choice is at the very heart of existence and
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cannot be exorcised from the investigator or his subjects." Con-
sequently, following Hampden-Turner
,
"Affirmation and involvement are
appropriate to existential inquiry" (p. 34).
In anthropology, Peattie (1967) and Valentine and Valentine (1970)
argued convincingly, according to Foster and Kemper (1974), that the
urban researcher owes a debt to the people he studies, who make his
job possible. This debt, they contended, can best be repaid when
anthropologists become attentive to community needs and attempt to
help their informants cope with the urban system. Thus, although
anthropologists carry with them the traditional stance of objectivity,
due to the natiire of the work and the urban sitxaation, "it seems
inevitable that future urban research will be more concerned with
'relevance,* that it will be more 'applied' than earlier work" (p. 16).
Foster and Kemper wrote that this raises an even more fundamental
question about the traditional bias of anthropological research:'
"Is the best fieldwork performed by 'outsider* or 'insiders'?"
(p. 17). Galtung answers that, for the sake of validity, interviewing
should be done by persons native to the setting rather than by foreign
social scientists. Such is the approach of this study.
It should be understood that consideralbe effort was devoted to
the reduction or elimination of the effects on these data of respon-
dent or researcher error. However, this study's methodology is based
on the belief that an awareness in the researcher, and in the reader,
of the researcher's biases and their effects, the use of a multiple
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methods approach, and the use of the researcher as one of several
key informants combine to produce a high degree of data validity in
this study, which, hopefully, will make it that much more relevcint
and applicable.
Data Collection
In the process of data collection, several sources of informa-
tion were utilized including an E.R.I.C. Search (Research in Edxacation
and Current Index to Journals in Education), Psychological Abstracts
(printed index with the same title), and a Social Science Search
(Social Sciences Citation Index) . The Boston Public Librairy and the
Widener Library at Harvard were very helpful in this process which
produced most of the information included in the Literatiore Review
and Methods and Procedures sections of this paper. Very little was
uncovered regarding the members, organizers or activities of contempo-
rary, interracial, low-income organizations, however, and it soon
became apparent that extremely little research had been done on them.
Thus, the interviews with carefully-selected organizers and activists
of appropriate organizations form that body of data most significant
in this study.
Interviews . In order to obtain the desired information in a syste-
matic way, the interviews focxised on eight major areas of concern and
generally followed a list of questions designed to provide the
necessary information in these areas, supplemented by other information
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as volunteered by the informant. The areas of concern are reproduced
below and can be found with the sets of questions in the Introduction
section
:
1. Who are the organizers and activists?
2. What in particular do they do?
3. How do they go about accomplishing their goals?
4. Why are they involved in creating or participating in
interracial, low-income, community organizations?
5. How do they deal with issue of race?
6. What skills, knowledge, and experience are important to
successful involvement?
7 . What are the results of their work?
8. Informants' conclusions.
Technique . Seventy-five potential informants were identified either
by public reputation, by observation of the researcher, or by referral
from those who knew of the pxirpose of the study. Of that number, a
group of twenty-three were selected on the basis of the following
criteria: length of involvement; socioeconomic background distribu-
tion; age distribution; a mix of both sexes; involvement with social
action-oriented community organizations rather than those with
strictly a locality development, recreation, or social planning
orientation; some diversity of political beliefs; organizer/activist
ratio; and availability.
Potential informants were contacted by phone or in person,
introduced to the purposes of the study, and asked if they were
willing to be interviewed. The purposes of the study typically were
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explained as: the attempted identification of why and how whites
become, stay, and stop being involved in interracial organizations;
and, a way of finding out what kinds of training and support systems
are needed for such people. Approximately forty people agreed to be
interviewed; some heard about the study and volunteered to be inter-
viewed because it sounded interesting to them or worth supporting.
Everyone who was asked chose to participate. The informants' incentives
for participation were normative (e.g., for the good of interracial
organizations and those associated with them) and somewhat remunerative
(e.g., for the experience of participation, for a copy of the data).
Dry runs of the interview and Value Scale procedures were
conducted before actual execution. Interviews were conducted wherever
the informant was comfortable. There was never anyone but the informant
and researcher involved in the interview. The necessity of the tape
recorder was explained, the purpose of the interview was explained
once again and the interview typically followed the pre-set list of
questions but allowed space both to follow the informant's thoughts
and to investigate unanticipated, important issues. When it was
practical, Flanagan's (1954) critical incident technique was used as
a guideline in order to obtain behaviorally specific information.
The intent of Flanagan's approach, which has been used frequently as
a research measure of typical performance (e.g., Hobbs, 1954;
Jensen, 1951; Smit, 1952), is not only to make questions specific
in terms of what the particular situation is and how it is located
in its pertinent circumstantial field, but also to be clear about
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what the subject did in that situation.
The intejTviews generally lasted two to three hours and occassionally
would have to be completed in a second meeting. It was not possible to
administer the Value Survey immediately because of the length of the
interviews. Therefore, they were mailed to informants with detailed
iristructions (see Appendix A) one to eleven months after the interview.
Twenty informants (87%) returned the Survey completed.
Method for Analysis
This section describes the manual, analytical, and statistical
procedures and methods used to ajialyze the data.
The researcher listened to the recording of the seven key
informant interviews, logging each tape, and taking extensive notes.
The interview schedule was used to organize the notes into sections,
and the answers to each question of an expanded schediile were written
down. Within each question, similar answers were grouped together.
These grouped answers served as the basis for classifying the
remaining sixteen informants' answers. The niomber of informants
giving each answer was added up and computed as a percentage of the
total number answering that question. (Because there was a total of
102 separate questions, it was not unusual for several questions not
to have been answered during each interview.) All questions and
answers were coded, except for the more open-ended questions like
political fantasies, and were fed into a computer. Factor analysis
and correlation matrices were attempted but yielded virtually no
ussful results because of the small sample size and the uneven number
of informants answering each question.
Preliminary analysis of key informant cinswers indicated that sex
and organizational role (organizer v. activist) often had a beeiring
on how informants answered questions. Therefore, for each question,
informants were divided into subgroups (e.g., male, female, organizer,
activist) and the nxamber of informants in a particular subgroup giving
a certain answer was tab\ilated as well as the percentage which that
number represented of the total number of informants with the parti-
cular subgroup answering that question. The percentages indirectly
show the influence of role and sex on the answers informants gave, and
allow for comparisons between subgroups. A benefit of this use of
percentages for comparison is that they show the importance of an
answer relative only to those who answered that question, rather than
to the total number of informants.
When comparing answers of subgroups, it was desirable to have
an idea of the accuracy represented by the given percentage, relative
both to the size of the sample and to the popularity of the answer.
Therefore the following procedure was followed to determine the degree
of accuracy of cin individual subgroup's answer.
The total niamber (r) of informants giving a certain answer was
divided by the sample size (23). Then the total number in the subgroup
(g) was divided by the same size (23). The two quotients were then
multiplied and their product (a) constituted the degree of accuracy
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of that subgroup's answer. This equation reads a=(r/23) x (g/23).
For example, the highest possible accuracy score on any answer for
the subgroup of women would be a=( 23/23) x (14/23) =.609. Other highest
possible accuracy scores are: men, .391; activists,
.522; organizer,
.478.
When a comparison between subgroups was done their mean or average
accuracy score (A) was computed by adding the two pertinent accuracy
scores and dividing by two, A=(a^+a
2 )/2 , thus the highest possible
average accxiracy score for this study was .609. By this method,
accuracy is relative both to the proportion of the same sample
giving an answer and to the size of the subgroup. In this study,
average accuracy (A) scores over approximately .25 are considered
high and under approximately .085 are considered low. Subgroup
comparisons in the text read (X% v. Y%, A), where, for a given answer,
X% and Y% are the percentages of the total n\amber of X and Y subgroups
answering that question, and A is their average accxiracy.
Informant answers and specific subgroup answers were inspected
and analyzed to develop a profile of an hypothetical practitioner
based on representative demographic characteristics and popular,
non-contradictory answers. The body of interview data was examined
for expected and potential patterns and relationships between answers
and, as hoped, unexpected findings resulted as well. The major
questions raised in the Review of the Literature also were investi-
gated with surprising results.
The Value Survey results were tabulated for the entire group of
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informants and for the four major subgroups and five representative
indices were constructed. In order to determine the rank order of the
values, the rank assigned by each informant was listed for each value
resulting in a list of twenty ni:imbers for each value. The numbers were
^•^iranged in numerical order, then the median and the arithmetic mean
were determined and added together to produce a combined score on
which the ranking of the values was based in relation to one another.
The median was used because "it is important as a measure of position
or location." The arithmetic mean was used because it facilitated
the ranking by providing more precise differentiation between the
values. The use of both measures was intended to provide more
accurate and reliable rankings because of the complementary properties
of the median and mean (Ostle, 1954; 53-55).
The Survey findings were then used to confirm or disconfirm the
major elements of the analysis and interpretation of interview data.
Also, some Survey rankings were compared to those of other populations
and were further interpreted based on Rokeach's (1973, 1976) work.
Finally, the psycho-social characteristics of informants as
identified by this study were analyzed from the perspective of
Hampden-Turner ' s Model of Psycho-Social Development as described in
Chapter Two.
Limitations of the Study
Most of the limitations of this study have been discussed
adequately in the Introduction and Methods and Procedures Sections.
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sovurcsSj ths hissss of ths suthoifj ths nstiurs of ths primaxy msasuxs—
msnt procsss (i.s.j ths intsrvisw), and ths sxploratory naturs of
ths study,
Rsgarding ths last itsm, soms amplification is in ordsr. Although
ths uss of ksy informants is an explicitly formalized methodology which
has served as the foundation of anthropological research for decades,
it has certain inherent weaknesses. One is the fact that, in most
instances including this study, it is not possible to be sure that
that group about which the informant is knowledgeable is representa-
tive of a larger group. That is, it is unclear to what other popula-
tions the obtained results may be applied; this is a problem of
external validity which can only be addressed by the confirming or
disconfirming nature of the findings of future studies about similar
populations
.
Another more specific limitation has to do with the concept of
"interracial." In the Definition of Terms, interracial was broken
into truly interracial or integrated, interracial, and barely inter-
racial or desegregated. These terms can be thought of as describing
a continuum with respect to the nxambers, power, and responsibility
of the group which is in the minority in any organization; but the
intermediate term "interracial” generally is used in this study unless
a more specific description is necessary. However, this raised a
a thorny question: "How are the distinctions between these gradations
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to be made and by whom?" It is possible that in the interest of
clarity, a bone of contention has been unearthed, because it is
questionable if one out of ten or a hundred interracial orgamizations
would fit the criteria for truly interracial or integrated. It is
^ value statement to say that such distinctions are or are not worth
making, and, by making the distinction, the researcher reveals a
bias. The bias can be stated succinctly: the more racially integrated
an organization is, the better. The degree of integration of an
organization in terms of numbers, power, and responsibility, where
appropriate, was determined by the researcher rather than by the
informant in order to maintain internal consistency.
Regarding the measxrrement of power and responsibility several
specific criteria were used; 1) what is the racial make-up of the
executive or steering committee of the organization; 2) who is
president and who is treasxorer; 3) who chairs the active committees
(e.g., personnel, budget); 4) who talks a lot and is listened to in
meetings; 5) what is the racial make-up and function of informal
sub-groups that are in communication between meetings? In the
researcher's experience, the answers to these questions are generally
stiff icient for a fairly accurate assessment of the power structure of
community organizations.
An issue that merits more attention than it receives in this
paper is the difference between the status of whites who are members
of a predominantly minority organization and status of black, Latinos,
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3.nd othsir minority insnibsirs who ax's ineniber's of a prsdominantly white
•^^93-nizat ion , In the former case, although the white person is in
the numerical minority, {s)he carries with him/her the ascribed
power and privileges belonging to whites in this society regardless
of where they are and, in that sense, being in the minority is an
unfamiliar and unreal role. In the latter case, the minority group
member in a predominantly white organization is in a situation which
is comparable to his/her familiar, real role in the larger society.
The way in which organizations and individuals respond to these
situations will differ and cannot be explored in any depth here.
However, it is important to be aware of the impact on interracial
group dynamics of the power relationships in the larger society.
A related issue that also gets short shrift in this paper is the
minority/majority status of the Jew. Jews are treated as majority
group members in this study, yet one Jewish informant felt that
having been treated as part of a minority and having felt alienated
from the majority had a significant impact on him, particularly in
relation to his attitudes toward other minorities. Unfortunately,
time and sample size did not allow for much consideration of this
topic in this paper . Nevertheless , to some extent it would seem
to have had some influence on the data.
Another issue deserving consideration is the significance of a
person's reason for involvement in an interracial organization.
That is, the way in which a person views the purpose of his or her
participation, and/or the way in which the purpose of one's
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participation is viewed by others, can affect a person's behavior,
particularly in an interracial organization. For example, in a
block cl\ib each member usually represents only the interests of
himself/herself and his/her own home, and thus can be assumed to act
like himself/herself . However, in another, perhaps citywide,
organization that same person might act very differently if (s)he
views the purpose of his/her participation as being the representa-
tion of the interests of a constituency. His/her style and concerns
might change, for example, from a more relaxed, process-orientation
in the former circumstance to a more competitive, power-orientation
in the latter circumstance. This is often particularly the case
when one is viewing oneself or being viewed by others as the repre-
sentative of an ethnic group. This is an important group dynamic
which does not receive due recognition in this study again due to
the constraints of time.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
Introduction
In this chapter there is a brief description of the methods
employed in gathering and compiling the interview data, followed by
a detailed presentation of the interview findings in narrative and
tabular form. There is also a short explanation of the Value Survey,
value systems, and types of values. This is followed by the tabular
presentation of the Value Survey results, including for comparison
the results of a Value Survey of 1409 adults by the National Opinion
Research Center in 1968.
Interview Data
The following data is organized according to the seven broad
questions presented in Chapter One. The detail and sequence shown
here are representative of that which seemed most natxaral and effec-
tive while interviewing informants. Each informant was asked basi-
cally the same questions which each answered in his/her own words.
Similar responses were then grouped together; each group of answers is
represented here with the corresponding percentage of informants.
In each case 100% equals the total number of informants who answered
that question. Sum totals over 100% are due to multiple answers;
totals under 100% are due to the exclusion of small numbers of
atypical answers.
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These thjree questions aire taken out of ojrder because of their
importance for understanding informants' answers.
What do you mean by organizing? The majority (56%) define it as
empowering people. Others said helping people get together and deal
with common concerns ( 38% ) , pulling things together to get from A to
B (25%), and opening people's eyes to connections with larger issues
(13%), One-third gave two or more of these meanings.
What is racism? Most (55%) define it as prejudging people,
positively or negatively, due to their race or color. Others said it
is belief in or actions based on belief in white superiority.
What causes racism? Capitalism (46%) and taught attitudes (46%)
were most frequently blamed, then fear (39%) and ignorance (31%).
Many (46%) named two or more causes.
Who are the organizers and activists ?
What are their ages and sex? How many are organizers and acti-
vists ? There are twenty-three informants in this study most of whom
are women, which is indicative of the fact that most people involved
in voluntary, urban, interracial organizations are women. By circum-
stance most of the activists of this study are women and most of the
organizers are men which may or may not be true of the larger popula-
tion. The largest age group is thirty to thirty-foxxr . Table 1 shows
the numbers and percentages in each category.
What is their family and social background ? Twenty-eight percent
of informants are second generation (i.e., their parents emigrated).
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fifty-seven percent are third generation, fourteen percent are fourth,
and seven percent are fifth or more. Seventy-four percent were from
Western Europe, twenty percent are of Semitic heritage.
Table 1
Informants bv Sex, Role cuid Age
Category Nxamber Percentage
activists 12 52%
organizers 11 48%
women 14 61%
men 9 39%
women activists 9 39%
men activists 3 13%
women organizers 5 22%
men organizers 6 26%
twenty-five to twenty-nine 5 22%
thirty to thirty-four 11 48%
thirty-five to thirty-nine 5 22%
forty to forty-five 2 8%
The majority of informants’ parents did not complete college (see
Table 2 ) . They were almost evenly split between blue and white collar
occupations (see Table 3). Eighty-two percent of informants classi-
fied their families' income level as middle-income or below during
their childhood. Lower-middle comprised the largest single group
( see Table 4 )
.
Table 2
Parents’ Formal Education
Highest Level Completed Mother Father
eighth grade or less 18% 38%
high school 41% 13%
some college 18% 13%
college 24% 19%
advanced degree - 19%
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Table 3
Parent's Occupation
Category Mother Father
white collar or prof fessional 15% 50%
skilled blue collar 33%
blue collar 26% 17%
clerical 21%
housewife 21% -
Table 4
Family Income During Informant's Childhood
Category
lower middle 36%
low 23%
upper middle 23%
middle 18%
Informants' families' religious affiliations are described both
by faith and by level of involvement. "Passive" includes a range of
from no participation to attendance at weekly services. "Active"
refers to a relatively higher level of activity and involvement, for
example, participation in religious social clubs or study groups,
organized charitable works, retreats, etc. Family politics were
similarly described - by party and involvement. In this case "active"
meant more than voting.
In both religion and politics, the majority of families were
described as passive. More families were Democrats and Catholics
than any other categories (Table 5).
Informants generally came from liberal, prounion, racially
tolerant families (Table 6). They grew up in Northeastern cities or
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suburbs, nearly always all-majority environments (see Table 7).
Ninety-one percent of informants lived with both parents. Fifty-six
percent have one or two siblings but none is an only child. Thirty-
three percent were the eldest child in their family (see Table 8).
Table 5
Religious and Political Family Characteristics
Passive
Catholic (30%
)
Protestant ( 22%
Jewish. ( 9%)
Mixed ( 9%
Active 25%
Catholic ( 17%
)
Protestant ( 4%)
Jewish '. ( 4%)
Passive 62%
Democrat ( 33%
)
Republican ( 14%
Mixed ( 10%
Independent ( 5%)
Active 35%
Democrat ( 24%
)
Republican ( 5%)
Mixed ( 5%)
Table 6
Family Politicalj Uniorij and Racial Orientations
Political Orientation
liberal
conservative
mixed (liberal and conservative) 19%
socialist
other
Union Orientation
pro-union 60%
neutral 20%
not sure
anti-union 7 %
Racial Orientation
tolerant
pro-act ive
intolerant 19%
reactionary 5%
Table 7
Family Environment
Racial Environment
all majority 62%
predominantly majority 19%
contiguous majority and minority areas. ...... .10%
integrated 10%
Locale
city 45%
suburb 32%
rural 8%
mixed 17%
Region
Northeast 78%
Southeast 9%
Midwest 9%
West 4%
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Table 8
Family Membership and Birth Order
Parents
both
father only 4%
mother only 4%
Siblings
none 0
one 26%
two
three 9%
four 22%
five 0
six or more 13%
Birth Order
first 33%
second 29%
third 14%
fourth 5%
fifth 9%
sixth 0
seventh or more 9%
What was their experience with peers and school as children?
Informants generally were academically successful, of average or greater
popularity, and athletic. The income-levels of their neighborhoods
were somewhat lower than the income-levels of their schoolmates.
Most experienced a major change in peers due to moving only once or
not at all (see Table 9).
Table 9
Peer Group and Academic Characteristics
General Associative Pattern
belonged to a group...
moved between groups.,
a few close friends...
solitary
38%
24%
19%
10%
Table 9 - Con't
Associative Pattern in School
in-crowd
moved between groups 33%
popular but not in-crowd member., 17%
no group 6%
Popularity in Neighborhood
popular 69%
average popularity 24%
unpopular 7%
Peer Ethnicity
various majority ethnics 39%
predominantly own ethnic group 30%
predominantly majority, a few minority .... 13%
interracial 7%
Economic Environment - Neighborhood
lower-middle 50%
low 17%
middle 11%
upper-middle or above 11%
other 11%
Economic Environment - School
middle 40%
lower-middle 33%
other 27%
Type of School
public school for 12 years 35%
mostly public school 20%
religious school for 12 years 20%
mostly religious school ..15%
private or other schools 10%
Academic Performance
top 5% of class 50%
smart but not top 5% 18%
average. . 14%
below average 4%
performed below capability 0%
Academic Consistency
consistent in high school and college 63%
improved in college 20%
did worse in college
Table 9 - Con't
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Athletic Involvement
athletic 70%
non-athletic 30%
Major Change Due to Moving
never 41%
once 35%
twice 0
three or more 18%
What is their political history? Many informants were involved
as volianteers either in an activity trying to help people or in an
electoral process before they developed a political context for their
activity. Sixty-five percent first became involved in such an activity
as teenagers, twenty-two percent between the ages of twenty and twenty-
four, thirteen percent between twenty-five and twenty-nine.
Their first progressive involvement would come later for many
informants. For most it was either the Anti-War Movement or religious
social action projects. Table 10 details all informants' first pro-
gressive activities.
Table 10
First Progressive Involvement
anti-Vietnam war
religious action
anti-poverty agency
student organizing
community schools.
grass-roots community organizing.
Adlai Stevenson campaign
civil rights movement
United Farm Workers organizing
YWCA
30%
22 %
9%
9%
9%
9%
4%
4%
,
4%
, 4%
The Civil Rights Movement of the ’50’s and '60's made a strong
impression on sixty-three percent of informants, a moderate impres-
sion on twenty-one percent, and a weak or no impression on fifteen
percent.
The Kennedys made a strong impression on forty-six percent of
informants, a moderate impression on fifteen percent, and a weak or
no impression on thirty-nine percent.
Religious activism or "the social gospel" or ecumenism made
either a strong impression or no impression on most informcints. A
strong impression was made on thirty-eight percent of informants and
a moderate impression on six percent. No impression was made on
forty-four percent and a weak impression on thirteen percent.
Eighty-seven percent of informants can identify a particularly
significant experience or involvement that was a turning point or
awakening in their thinking or attitudes as teens or young adults.
For the largest group of informants (thirty-five percent) it was an
experience that for them centered around contact with Black or His-
panic people. For thirteen percent it was the Anti-War Movement.
For nine percent it was an intercultural experience and for the remain-
ing twenty-nine percent it was one of the following kinds of experi-
ences: religious, hippie-cult\are, educational seminar, economic discrimi-
nation, tutoring in a poor area, a politically active friend.
However, fully seventy-one percent said that there had been an
important interracial or intercultural experience or involvement that
led to a change in their attitudes. Nineteen percent said there had
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been no such single experience.
What jobs and education have they had? Fifty-seven percent of
informants have had more than one type of job. Sixty-one percent have
worked as white collar professionals (e.g., social worker, bureaucrat,
private industry), thirty-five percent have held blue-collar jobs,
thirty percent have held clerical jobs, and twenty-six percent have
been teachers. Twenty-six percent have been paid as organizers, thir-
teen percent have worked as housewives, and seven percent have held
skilled blue-collar jobs . None of the informants have been in the
miltary despite strenuous efforts by several draft boards.
One hundred percent of informants have extended their formal
education beyond high school. Many were in school at the time of the
interview; twenty-six percent had completed some college, forty-
eight percent had completed college, and twenty-six percent had
received a masters degree.
Forty-eight percent anticipate a graduate degree in their future,
ten percent plan to get a language teaching certificate, five percent
are aiming toward finishing college. Twenty-four percent are unsure
about future formal education and foiarteen percent said they will not
return to school.
What in particular do they do?
How do they define it? How do others define it ? Of the five
types of answer given, no two were contradictory. Forty-five percent
of informants gave more than one answer . Fifty percent say they are
trying to help people take control of their lives, often by fighting
for their rights. Fourteen percent (or 38% of that 50%) add that they
are trying to change services or institutions. Thirty-six percent
defined their activity as organizing, and nine percent say they cire
trying to create broad coalitions of people and groups. Only nine
percent define what they do as being an activist.
The informants generally feel that others who are sympathetic
to what they are trying to do would agree with these definitions.
Twenty-five percent believe that others would define them as organizers,
twenty-five percent as people trying to help others take control of
their lives, twenty-five percent as people trying to improve services
or institutions, eighteen percent as a combination of these, and seven
percent as activists. Informants often expect that those who are
xansympathetic to their goals and methods would describe them as mani-
pulative troublemakers.
What does it look like they do? Seventy-five percent of informants
gave more than one answer. If someone simply observed their activity
for one week, seventy-five percent said that they would be seen
going to meetings. Fifty-six percent said they would be seen
talking to people, thirty-eight percent said teaching and/or training
people, twenty-five percent said writing, nineteen percent each said
getting people together, suggesting alternatives, and researching.
Only thirteen percent said knocking on doors; the only activities
named less often than doorknocking were fundraising, administering,
wheeling and dealing, and manipulating.
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How long have they been and do they expect to be involved? Most
have been involved for over ten years. Thirty-six percent of infor-
mants have been involved for five to nine years, forty-one percent
for ten to foxirteen years, fourteen percent for fifteen to nineteen
years, and nine percent for twenty to twenty-four yeeirs.
Seventy-seven percent expect to be involved for the rest of their
lives. Foxarteen percent are not sxare but think probably the rest of
their lives.
Why are they involved in creating or participating in interracial
orqanizat ions
?
Only three basic reasons were given by twenty-three
informants and sixty-one percent gave two or more of those three.
Eighty-three percent agreed on one reason which was their work's
relationship to the informants' long-range goals. Second to that was
personal preference for interracial settings which was mentioned by
forty-eight percent. Living in an interracial commxjnity was mentioned
by seventeen percent. Foxur percent added one of the following to the
previoxis answers; "knows no better alternative," "this commxanity's
problems are race related," "it's just the way things happened," and
"it's the area in which I am effective."
What do they get out of it personally? Despite the high level of
agreement on reasons for involvement, there is a considerable variety
of answers from respondents regarding what they personally get out
of it. Eighteen different answers were given, but movement toward
long-range goals was again the top answer (see Table 11).
\
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Table 11
Sources of Personal Reward
movement toward long-range goals
....55%
personal relationships
sense of justice, fairness, doing what's right 27%
the challenge of the struggle 27%
feeling their contribution makes a difference 23%
making the world better for their children 23%
their own growth and learning 23%
seeing people grow and learn
dealing with people's pain. 18%
accomplishments and victories 14%
alleviate guilt.
express anger g%
see people working together 9%
other "psychological factors" 5%
gratitude 5%
being needed 5%
flaunting authority and "respectability" 5%
separate identity from parents 5%
What did they hope to get out of it initially? Apparently
informants' first involvements did not happen as a result of a desire
to help people or to create social change. Fifty-eight percent of
informcuits initially hoped for some improvement or change in their own
lives as a result of involvement. Curiosity or adventure were the
motivators for fifty-three percent. A change and curiosity were
named by twenty-one percent. Only sixteen percent said they hoped
to help someone else and five percent hoped to change the world.
Eleven percent had no expectations and eleven percent expected to get
educational credit as a result of their first involvement.
What are their goals, short-range and long-range? Informants
averaged 1.8 short-range goals per person. Forty-three percent of
informants said that one short-range goal currently is to build the
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organization with which they are working and to help it accomplish
its goals. Thirty-eight percent stated that the happiness and security
of themselves and/or their families are short-range goals. Twenty—nine
P®^cent named employment related goals
^
for example^ a new job or
iricreasing marketable skills. Twenty—four percent named short-range
goals which were race-related, for example, "help people of different
^S-Ces work together," and "increase minority pcirticipation in organi-
zation."
Sixty-five percent of informants mentioned only one long-range
goal. Forty-five percent of all informants said that uniting different
people over common problems was their long-range goal. Fifty
percent said fxondcimental changes in the system was their long-range
goal. Twenty percent named both of these as their goals.
Twenty-five percent named personal-oriented long-range goals.
Twenty percent identified specific changes in institutions or services,
for example, closing a prison, or opening a battered women's shelter.
Ten percent said the elimination of racism was their long-range goal.
How does cxorrent activity relate to short- and long-range goals?
Eighty-nine percent of informants said that their current activity is
related directly to their short-range goals. Six percent said it is
indirectly related.
Seventy-five percent said their current activity is related
directly to their long-range goals. Twenty percent said indirectly.
What are the hardest parts of this work that make them want to stop?
Thirty-seven percent of informants said that internal organizational
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conflicts are one of the hardest parts. Thirty-seven percent also
said that frustration in achieving objectives, or with the day-to-day
requirements is one of the hardest peirts. Sixteen percent noted long
hours. Eleven percent said endless meetings. Eleven percent each
said that realizing the imbalance between their power and the opposi-
tions' power, and racial attitudes of members of the organization are
some of the hardest parts. Other 'hardest pcirts' mentioned by five
percent (one person) were; personal attacks; questioning the worth
of the work; feeling alone; few people doing everything; seeing the
despair and waste of young people; no contact with minority organizers;
distasteful chores, e.g., writing proposals; and helping people who
then cut you off. Thirty-seven percent named more than one factor.
What makes it worth continuing? Informants averaged two answers
each. Fifty-three percent said that personal relationships are the thing
that bring them back when times are hardest and they want to stop (see
Table 12).
Table 12
Incentives for Continuing
personal relationships
belief that the work can and/or must be done..
small victories and accomplishments
sense of justice, fairness, doing what's right
personal growth
seeing people grow
anger
big victories and accomplishments
meeting certain emotional needs...
53%
42%
26%
21%
21%
16%
11%
5%
,
5%
What kind of fantasies do they have about the work, personal and
political? Sixty-six percent of informants' personal fantasies are
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related to career goals, especially regarding competence and recognition.
Specifically, fantasies about doing their job better and being recog-
nized for it is the most popular theme. The recognition leads to
a better job for half of the sixty-six percent. Examples of the
fantasy jobs are: national consultant to community organizations;
administrator of an immigrant service center; and a job where staff
and community people have real input and make things happen.
Forty-six percent of informants' personal fantasies are about
recognition for lanpaid political/community work. Another thirty-six
percent are about the realization of goals, for example: having kids,
being in love, and being part of a mass movement; a world state where
everyone's basic needs are met and the people are in control;
beginning something that grows into a popular movement.
Twenty-three percent of informants related personal fantasies which
are partially or totally negative, for example: "selling out and going
straight"; world war; macho women soldiers, and living in a facist state
people finding out that I really don't know anything."
Informants' political fantasies on the other hand, are similar to
their long-range goals generally. Forty-one percent have fantasies
about fundcunental changes in the system, for example, "equal access
for everyone"; "revolution, redistribution of wealth, people control-
ling their own lives"; "people taking control and instituting democratic
socialism"; "city subservient to its neighborhoods, no corruption,
justice."
Thirty-five percent fantasize about different people united
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over common problems. Examples are; "a together Left, local and
national networks"} "be part of a multi-racial, multi—issue movement";
"a broadbased committee to deal with problems of integration"; each
street in the community organized."
Twenty-nine percent imagine specific changes in institutions
or services like closing prisons, electing a particular candidate, or
a community mediation program reaching its potential. Twelve percent
are personal oriented, for example, "a love relationship supportive of
my 9 to 5 struggle"; "attaining a particular job."
How do they go about accomplishing their goals?
Where does their personal financial support come from? Eighty-
two percent of informants are supported primarily by their own labor.
Approximately two-thirds of -these feel their job is closely related
to their politics.
Thirty-six percent are supported in part or entirely by their
mate. Ten percent at the time of interview were receiving unemploy-
ment compensation or public assistance.
How much time do they put into their work? Informants were asked
to respond to this question in two ways, first, time put into voluntary
(unpaid) work and, second, time put into paid work.
Forty-seven percent said they average between one and fifteen
hours of voluntary work per week. Thirty-six percent said between
sixteen and thirty hours per week. One person refused to estimate an
average saying that he put in the time as needed. Most informants
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said, in fact, that the number of hours worked during any week varied
greatly depending on whether the circumstances are normal or a crisis.
Those who said over twenty hours per week were not holding a paid
job at the time and were receiving support from a mate, unemployment,
public assistance, or combination thereof.
Regarding paid work, forty-five percent reported that they work
forty-one to fifty hours per week. Four of the six people report-
ing that they average over fifty hours per week are paid organizers,
the other two are administrators in community programs.
Thirty-five percent of informants at the time of interview held
administrative positions, equally split between community education
and other community-based organizations. Twenty-two percent were
paid organizers. Nine percent each were teachers, government agency
bureaucrats, or unemployed. Others worked as a n\arse's aid, a
researcher for a community organization, and a staff member of a
community newspaper. A majority of informants are paid occassionally
to consult to organizations or teach a course in organizing, race
relations, or a specialty area. Table 13 shows the amount of time in-
formants spend on paid and voluntary work.
Do they live and socialize with the people they are trying to
organize? Eighty-one percent said they do live with the people they
are trying to organize. Ten percent said sometimes, ten percent said
they live in a similar community.
Significantly fewer, thirty-five percent, said they do socialize
with the people they are trying to organize. Twenty percent said they
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do not. Forty-five percent said "sometimes."
Table 13
Time Spent on Paid and Voluntary Work
Average Hours Per Week Paid Voluntaurv
one to four 29%
five to ten
eleven to fifteen — 18%
sixteen to twenty - 24%
twenty-one to thirty 10% 12%
thirty-one to forty - -
forty-one to fifty 45% 6%
fifty-one to sixty 15% -
sixty-one to seventy 10% -
seventy-one to eighty 5% -
not applicable 15% 6%
other - 6%
Do they often communicate with others doing the same kind of
work about broader issues than the day-to-day? Seventy-two percent
reported that they do not do so often enough. Seventeen percent said
"yes," eleven percent said "no."
From whom do they get guidance and to whom are they accountable
for what they do ? There are major differences in the people from whom
informants get guidance and to whom they feel accountable. Sixty-
six percent of informants get guidance from their mates and/or friends.
Fifty-nine percent say they are accoxantable to themselves. Informants
averaged two answers to guidance and one and one-half to accountability.
Table 14 compares informants answers to both questions.
What training did or do they receive ? On-the-job training was
named by sixty-seven percent; thirty-eight percent of informants men-
tioned no other training. Twenty-eight percent received training in
community organization methods as VISTA volunteers. Seventeen percent
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said they never received any training, and eleven percent said they took
community organization courses in school.
Table 14
Sources of Guidance and Loci of Accountability
Guidance Accountability
mate and/or friends 65% 6%
co-workers
,
same organization 59% 35%
self and/or nobody 24% 59%
co-workers, other organizations 29%
reading 6%
mentor 6%
those being organized 6% 24%
the community - 12%
How do they deal with the issue of race?
Why are they involved with interracial rather than all-white
organizations ? Thirty-three percent of informants responded with more
than one reason. Thirty-three percent said because the community they
live in is interracial. Thirty-three percent said because of their own
personal preference and comfort, and thirty-three percent said because
it is more in line with their long-term goals. Nineteen percent said
they would not work with an all white organization. Ten percent said
they have suitable skills for interracial organizing. Five percent
each said: "because it is easier to organize minorities since they have
more reason to be angry"; "because of personal preference and my
current job"; or "because it is more challenging."
Are racial issues an important topic of conversation with members
and potential members of the organization ? Sixty-seven percent said
they are an important topic. Twenty-eight percent said they are not.
How do they deal with divisive race related issues? If an
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obviously racially offensive reinark is made in a meeting, fifty-three
percent of informants believe that it must be addressed in some way.
(Many commented that this is not a frequent occurrence, and said
their response, if any, would depend on the circumstances.) Twenty-
six percent prefer that an organization member respond other than an
organizer or themselves. Sixteen percent stated that it is the respon-
sibility of a person of the same race as the person making the remark
to respond, compared to five percent who stated that it should be a
member of the racial group to whom the remark referred. Twenty-one
percent said that the response should not be alienating, sixteen
percent said the response should defuse the situation so that the
meeting can progress. Sixteen percent said that no response should be
made at all, at least until there is enough trust to do so.
How are internal racial tensions handled? Forty-nine percent
said "talk them out"; seventeen percent said "indirectly," for
example, behind the scene. Seventeen percent simply said "poorly."
Eight percent each said: "avoid them"; "organizer trains leadership
to deal with them"; "it's not my place, it's up to the people"; or
"exlude bigots from the organization."
What personal significance do racial issues hold for the informant?
Half of the inforinants gave more than one response, and again long-
term goals were mentioned most often. Thirty-eight percent said
racial issues are crucial to their long term goals. Twenty-five
percent mentioned friends, relatives, or loved-ones who are members
of minority groups. Twenty-five percent also said that they want
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their children to grow up in racially integrated settings. Nineteen
percent each said one of the following about the personal signifi-
cance of racial issues: "personally prefer integrated settings"; "a
basic issue of justice"; "most important social issue facing this
country." Eleven percent said they have racial fears, and one person
said she understands oppression as a woman.
What is the most difficult issue or dynamic in interracial
organizing? Attitude change was by far the most common euiswer to this
question (sixty-seven percent). The desired attitude most commonly
mentioned was trust, primarily between other majority and minority
members of the organization, but also between the informant and members.
Thirty-three percent said that the interracial power balance
within the organization was the most difficult dynamic. Eight percent
said recruitment of minorities, and eight percent said internal
squabbling.
What skills, knowledge, and experience are important to successful
interracial organizing and activism?
What particular areas are important ? Informants averaged 2.8
responses each. No one response was given by more than thirty per-
cent, but forty-five percent said that the ability to listen to
people and/or sensitivity to people are important. Table 15 shows
all skills, knowledge or experience named as important by more than
five percent.
What has worked? Fifty-three percent of informants related an
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effort or campaign against government, for example, winning furloughs
for inmates of a state prison; a coalition of groups marching on the
house of the local director of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development; a budget fight with City Hall; or a campaign around
class size against the school department.
Table 15
Important Skills, Knowledge, or Experience
sensitivity to people
community politics
institutional and personal racism 30%
ability to listen to people 25%
group dynamics 25%
class analysis 20%
problem-solving techniques 20%
urban political systems 15%
ability to talk to people 10%
political education 10%
ways to influence people 10%
ability to examine your own attitudes 10%
Twenty-seven percent related issues internal to the community
in which they were or are working, for example, a quickly organized
defense in response to repeated stonings by white youths of a black
family's house; a safe-house program for women; high circulation
figures of a commxanity newspaper; increasing the number of people
involved in the board of a neighborhood service center.
Seven percent described a campaign against the private sector,
for example, a campaign to get a slumlord to improve his property.
Forty-six percent mentioned key criteria or factors in the
successes they described. Those included: having the facts; good
assessment of the situation and its possibilities; a clear issue with
clear objectives; strategic alliances; good local leadership;
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doorknocking; easy tasks for those you hope to involve; good lobbying;
and good follow-through.
What has failed? Thirty-three percent of informants spoke of
an effort or campaign against government, for example, the community
not getting credit for beginning a campaign that ultimately unseated
a notorious judge; an effort to keep someone from being fired; or a
reactive parents' council.
Thirty—three percent related failures in internal community
struggles. Some examples are: losing rapport with a group due to
trying too much too soon or "being teachy"; a mediation effort that
ends in a fight; a community agency board that is not truly interracial;
poor patient education in a commionity health center.
Twenty percent spoke of private sector struggle failiires. One
informant told of a tenant organizing effort in a multi-unit apartment
building. After the building was organized and the landlord refused to
come to meetings, all the tenants were evicted and the building was
burned down. Another informant spoke of unsuccessful efforts to stop
gentrification, involving not only private sector, but also government,
and internal community issues. A final example of failure in confronta-
tions with the private sector was an organization getting a slumlord to
fix up one piece of property and not following through on his other
properties in the neighborhood.
From these and other examples, several types of failure emerge,
one or more of which could be true of any situation. The most common
is the partial victory, type A, in which some of the goals are
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accomplished but later goals, or secondary benefits of already achieved
goals, are not realized.
The second most commonly mentioned failure is the reactive posture,
type B. This describes the organization which is continually respond-
ing to crises or to initiatives coming from somewhere outside of the
organization. Examples include: letting the availability of funds
determine the organization’s agenda; defending from attack a black
family's house in a white neighborhood without on-going outreach to
residents of the neighborhood; or organizing against a referendum
ballot question. It seems that even succeeding in preventing something
undesirable from happening can feel like a failure to participants
because of the enormous amount of energy that it requires without
ultimately bringing the organization any closer to its goals.
Type C fail\ires are backfires, that is, unanticipated and unwel-
come outcomes usually the opposite of what was intended. The previous
tragic account of tenant organizing resulting in evictions and fire is
a clear instance.
Type D failures are those efforts which go nowhere. These were
described least often by informants. Meetings are held to discuss
and decide what to do and then virtually nothing happens either
because the initial plans do not achieve the desired results or because
of insufficient follow-through or both.
Most informants (66%) mentioned one or more factors which were
responsible to some extent for the failure they discussed or which are
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indic3.toJrs of failvurs. Thsy includsj organizing around nsgativa
issues, often to maintain the status quo; being too reactive; a defen-
sive posture; no clear goals; poor assessment of the political sitxaa-
tion; not being in touch with the community; not placing the issue
in a broader context; lack of follow-through; trying to do too much
too fast; getting teachy; people stopping short of possible accomplish-
ments; not being really interracial; providing services without meaning-
ful involvement or education of the consumer; community or organization
not getting credit for its accomplishments; and people not coming out.
It should be noted that twenty percent of informants said that
as long as a campaign or an effort is moving toward its goals, is
increasing awareness of an issue, or is activating people, it cannot
be classified as a failure.
Are there things that should never be done ? The most frequent
prohibition (54%) was against superimposing the organizer ' s/activist '
s
ideas on other organization members or assiaming that (s)he knows better
than anyone else.
Fifteen percent said never set local people against each other,
for example, by scapegoating a particular family or building of
tenants. Fifteen percent also said that people should never be put
into a leadership position because of their race alone.
One informant said never ask people to do what you would not,
and one said never set organizational policies and goals before
involving people from more than one race.
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What are the results of their work?
How do they measure organizational success ? Informants have
three key criteria of organizational success: (a) victories and
accomplishments; (b) personal or political growth of members; and
(c) progress toward a clearly defined goal. Sixty-three percent of
informants named at least two of these criteria. Table 16 shows all
responses
.
Table 16
Measures of Organizational Sucess
victories and accomplishments 58%
personal or political growth of members 58%
progress toward a clearly defined goal 47%
racial integration of leadership and organization. . .26%
continued existence of organization 21%
ability to motivate people 5%
ability to deal with public officials 5%
quality of leadership 5%
How do they measure personal success? Informants responded
to this question with as many criteria related to their organization
as to themselves. Thirty-one percent mentioned only organization-
related measures, thirty-one percent only personal measiares, and
thirty-eight percent gave both. Table 17 shows all responses.
Table 17
Measures of Personal Success
learning and growing
success of organization
performing their duties well
people benefiting from informant's work
their continued commitment
41%
41%
35%
24%
6%
How successful have the organizations been? How successful have
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they been? The majority of respondents replied either "good" or "very
good" to both questions.
Several organizers and one activist avoided making judgements.
Their replies to the former question were: any success is less than
what is wished for, you can always do better; it's up to the organiza-
to determine success, not the organizer; it's too soon to know;
and, there are no failures if people are activated. To the question of
Personal success their replies were: for the long hours the results seem
small, but it's not a problem if you don't lose hope; the organization
must determine my success; and, too soon to know. Table 18 contains the
rest of the answers to both questions.
Table 18
Organizational and Personal Success
Organizational Personal
very good 13% 25%
good 40% 44%
average 7% 6%
poor 7% 6%
other (reported in text) 27% 19%
What is the most important thing they have learned about them-
selves in this work ? Nearly half of the informants in response to
this question spoke about their abilities - they were either women
learning about new abilities or both sexes learning about their
limitations. Many also spoke about good feelings coming from dealing
with their own racism. Table 19 shows the responses.
What is the most important thing they have learned about creating
interracial organizations ? There were three general types of response
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to the question.
Table 19
Learned About Self
dealing with own racism feels mind-expanding, growing 29%
I am somebody with abilities
my limitations
not to internalize oppression
I f ight/express anger better for others than myself 12%
I understand whites more than blacks 6%
The first type focuses on the fact that interracial organizing
is still organizing. The forty-seven percent that answered this way
said it needs a focus besides being interracial, or there's little
difference between creating white and interracial organizations.
The second type focuses on race as an issue in interracial
organizing, for example: interracial sharing of the control of the
organization must be a goal of the organization; contact between people
of different races is a goal in itself; internal racial issues must
be dealt with. Thirty-three percent of informants gave this type of
response
.
The third type, from twenty-seven percent, focuses on the limits
of what can be done. Examples of this type are: you can't tell
people not to be racist, accept distrust and the reasons for it; and,
there's more forces pulling people apart than getting them together,
accept the limits of what you can do.
Who are their heroes? What personal qualities do they particularly
respect? Most of the respondents named personal acquaintances in
response to the first question. The next highest category of responses
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was American labor struggle figures from the first half of this
century. At the same time, many declared that they really don’t have
heroes as such. Honesty and dealing with people in a straightforward
but respectful way were the most frequently mentioned personal
qualities. Informants named an average of two heroes and qualities
each. Table 20 shows the responses for both questions.
Table 20
Heroes and Respected Qualities
personal acquaintances 64%
labor struggle figures 50%
no one is perfect 28%
leftist revolutionaries 21%
civil rights movement figxires 21%
anti-Vietnam war figures .-...14%
nobody 14%
other, viz., Susan B. Anthony, Maggie Kuhn 14%
honesty/straightforwardness 55%
dealing with others with respect 44%
ability to stick with it, especially under pressure 44%
getting things done 22%
intelligence 22%
other, viz., charity, morality, peaceful, not
needing recognition, sensitive, takes risks 44%
Conclusions of informants .
What is a successful organizer/activist ? Informants emphasized
concrete behaviors in their answers. Two that are listed separately in
Table 21 are transferring skills and developing leadership, however
they could be combined because leadership development essentially is
transferring skills and building confidence. In that light it is
interesting to note that fifty-six percent of informants said either
transfer skills or develop leadership, or both versus the thirty-nine
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percent who said win victories or achieve goals.
Table 21 lists all responses given by more than one person.
Table 21
Informants’ Definitions of the Successful
Organizer or Activist
transfers skills and/or develops leadership 56%
develops leadership
wins victories/achieves goals 39%
draws people to meetings 33%
transfers skills 33%
does not biarn out 22%
has realistic expectations 17%
does not need to control or be in front 17%
provides a vision 11%
is sensitive 11%
assesses a situation accurately 11%
What do successful organizers/activists have in common? What do
longer-involved organizers and activists have in common? Informants
emphasized personal characteristics particularly interpersonal
attitudes in their answers, in contrast with the last question.
Sensitivity to people, perseverance, commitment, a long term view and
an ego that does not get in the way were the most common answers.
Although the answers regarding common characteristics of successful
and longer-involved organizers and activists are similar, they clearly
are not identical. Informants do not believe being involved for a
long time and being successful in interracial organizing are equivalent.
Approximately seventy percent of informants gave more than one
answer to these two questions which are contained in Table 22.
What do unsuccessful organizers/activists have in common? What
do shorter-involved organizers/activists have in common? Most of
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the answers to these questions revolve around the theme that the work
is long, slow, and difficult. Those who are unsuccessful or who stay
involved for only a short time are seen as having unrealistic expecta-
tions. Another strong theme is the organizer's or activist's ego-needs
which get in the way of effective work. Informants averaged almost
two responses each to both questions (see Table 23).
Table 22
Characteristics of Successful Organizers and Activists
Characteristics of Longer-Involved Organizers and Activists
Successful Longer
sensitivity to people 44%
commitment 17% 31%
long-term view/a vision 22% 31%
perseverance
not needing to be out in front/
28% 25%
personal needs met 28% 25%
competence 22% —
a hard shell 17%
able to get things moving 17% -
not single issue oriented
able to be satisfied with small
— 13%
victories 11%
good instincts for tactics 11% —
able to play different roles
honesty, especially regarding their
11% —
own racism 11% -
Table 23
Characteristics of Unsuccessful Organizers/Activists
Characteristics of Shorter-Involved Organizers/Activists
Unsuccessful Shorter
expect quick changes/don't
understand process 38% 69%
one shot types with "the answer"/
try to control too much 38% 46%
don't work hard enough/work too hard 38% 23%
lose hope - 31%
family requirements/personal problems 6% 23%
insensitive 19% -
working conditions - 15%
dishonest about own racial feelings 13% -
L
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(The following questions were added to the interview after most
had been completed. Therefore, only seven to ten informants are repre-
sented by the percentages.)
Is the question of reform versus revolution relevant to your work?
Seventy percent of informants answering said yes, thirty percent said
no. Those saying yes spoke either about a connection between changing
people's attitudes and altering oppressive institutional/economic
forces, or about creating a base of support for change.
Can your goals be achieved within this political and economic
system? Eighty-eight percent of the informants answering said no.
Eleven percent said maybe within the political system and eleven
percent said not s\are. No one said yes.
Is this work masochistic? Eighty-six percent of those answering
said no. Fourteen percent said yes but not to do it would be more
masochistic. Those who feel it is not masochistic added either that
it is self-loving and other-loving work, or that there is nothing sick
about commitment to ideals despite sacrifice, or most often, given what
this system does to most people, to accept the status quo is truly
masochistic. Fighting back through interracial, urban organizing is
seen as a very healthy, necessary response to a very unhealthy situa-
tion .
Rokeach Value Survey Data
Informants were asked to rank order two lists of values based
on their relative importance as guiding principles in their lives.
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The ranking method assumes that it is not the presence or absence of
a value that is significant but their order in relation to each other.
The first list was composed of eighteen values which may be
called terminal values because they concern desirable end-states of
existence . Two ways of classifying terminal values are as personal
or social. Personal terminal values are self-centered or intra-
personal such as self-respect or salvation. Social terminal values
are society-centered or interpersonal such as equality or a world of
beauty
.
The second list was composed of eighteen instrumental values,
so-called because they concern desirable modes of conduct . Instru-
mental values can also be classified in two ways, namely moral values
and competence values. Moral instrumental values have an interpersonal
focus which, when violated, arouse pangs of conscience or feelings
of guilt for wrongdoing. Examples of moral values are honesty and
forgiving. Competence or self-actualization instrumental values have
a personal focus which has little to do with morality. Examples of
competence values are intellectual and independent.
A particular combination of values comprises a person's or
group's value system which Rokeach (1973; 5) defined as "an enduring
organization of beliefs concerning preferable modes of conduct or
end-states of existence along a continuum of relative importance."
Differences in personal, familial, and cultural experience will
result in both individual differences in value systems and individual
differences in their stability, according to Rokeach. "Intellectual
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development, degree of internalization of cultural and institutional
values, identification with sex roles, political identification, and
religious upbringing" are some of the variables that can cause both
kinds of individual differences (p. 11)
^
The data presented here will be analyzed and compared to the
interview data in Chapter Five* A copy of the instructions given to
informants for completing the Value Survey will be found in the Appen-
dices .
Results . At the top of the list of terminal values ranked by infor-
mants are eqxiality, self-respect, and freedom, and at the bottom cire a
comfortable life, national secxority, and salvation. Honesty, helpful,
and responsible are found at the top of the instrxamental value list
and polite, clean, and obedient are at the bottom.
Tables 24 and 25 respectively show the terminal and instrumental
values of the informants. The tables contain the values listed in
the order in which informants ranked them, the arithemetic mean rank-
ing and the median ranking of each value, each value's combined rank-
ing which is based on the sum of the median and the mean, and the
rankings of 1409 American Adults in an April 1968 National Opinion
Research Center study (Rokeach 1973; 365-367). The combined rank-
ing will be used for the purpose of comparison between groups.
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Table 24
Informants* Terminal Values
Value Combined NORC Mean Median
equality 1 8 • 3.479 2
self-respect 2 5 4.642 3.5
freedom 3 3 5.443 5
a sense of accomplishment 4 11 6.344 6
true friendship 5 12 6.449 6
mature love 6 15 6.995 6
family security 7 2 7.246 6.5
a world at peace 8 1 7.244 8
inner harmony 9 14 8.05 8
wisdom 10 6 8.248 8.5
an exciting life 11 18 9.696 9
happiness 12 4 9.541 10.5
social recognition 13 16 11.446 13
a world of beauty 14 7 13.392 14
pleasure 15 17 13.599 14
a comfortable life 16 10 15.199 15
national security 17 13 15.899 17
salvation 18 9 17.549 18
Table 25
Informants' Instrumental Values
Value Combined NORC Mean Median
honest 1 1 3.649 3
helpful 2 7 5.299 5
responsible 3 3 5.349 5
capable 4 9 6.249 6.5
courageous 5 6 6.699 7
independent 6 12 7.549 6.5
lov ing 7 11 7.199 7
broadminded 8 5 7.799 8.5
imaginative 9 18 9.099 9
intellectual 10 15 9.3 10
forgiving 11 4 10.099 9.5
logical 12 17 9.799 10
self-controlled 13 10 12.149 12
ambitious 14 2 11.549 13
cheerful 15 12 12.949 15.5
polite 16 14 15.099 15.5
clean 17 8 16.399 17
obedient 18 16 17.349 18
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Conclusion
In this chapter the author has presented the findings of the
interviews amd value surveys of informants. Included were brief
descriptions of the methods used in carrying out the research; fuller
treatment of this sxibject is found in Chapter Three. The author
also attempted to place the Value Survey findings in a comprehensible
context through a discussion of values and value systems and the
presentation of some of the findings of a large scale value survey.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter consists of four main sections, each based on a
different approach to the subject nvatter. The first two sections
include more specific discussion and information in an attempt to
reveal as many of the details and nuances as possible. Consequently,
they are larger and harder to read. The last two sections are much
more general, taking in less foreground detail in order to present a
broader and more coherent understanding of the findings.
The first section. Interview Findings, is organized according
to the "Questions to be Answered." It summarizes the major findings,
presents comparative data on subgroup differences, and points out
patterns. Also, at several points there are interpretive subsections
in which an attempt is made to clarify or provide a possible meaning
for issues arising from the findings. In these interpretations, the
researcher uses his experience and status as a key informant and
participant-observer to lend some understanding and flavor to the
findings. The first section includes, under Interpretation, con-
sideration of some of the issues raised in the Review of the Litera-
ture. Tabular summaries of sex and role subgroup differences are
presented in order to provide a better look at possible patterns
not developed in the text.
In the second section, Value Survey Findings, there is a review
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and discussion of the results of the Survey. This is followed by
an attempt to compare the major interview findings with the Value
Survey finding for possible confirmation of the former. Included
are references to and discussion of relevant material from the
Literature Review. This section closes with consideration of matters
related to informant subgroups and other populations.
A profile of an hypothetical, "typical" organizer or activist
is presented in the third section. It is both interpretive and
descriptive, but it is neither representative of all informants nor
a description of any one. It was developed partially in order to help
maintain the perspective that this study is about people, not about
statistics or philosophies or stereotypes. It was also written to
help the mind travel the substantial distance from the specificity
of the previous data to the universality of the fourth section.
The fourth section is an analysis of the personal and psycholo-
gical characteristics of informants using a model of human develop-
ment that takes the issue of radicalism very seriously.
Interview Findings
This section begins with a review of the major findings of
each of the nine broad questions that comprised the interview
schedule. However, many questions produced comparative data on
important subgroup differences, which is also presented, as well as
discussions based on the research contained in the Literature Review.
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Who are the activists and organizers ?
Parent and family characteristics
. Informants come from many
types of families. Their parents' educations range from less than eighth
grade to medical school, half were skilled or unskilled blue collar
workers and half white collar or professional, nearly half were lower-
middle or low-income and half middle or upper-middle income.
A high number of informants come from Democratic, Catholic
families which may be related to the fact that many informamts came
from the heavily Democratic, Catholic area in which the interviews
were conducted. Twice as many families were classified as politically
and religiously passive, which does not seem unique to this population.
Some distinguishing characteristics of informants were their fami-
lies' political orientations (51% liberal or socialist v. 19% conserva-
tive), union beliefs (60% pro v. 7% anti), and racial tolerance (62%
tolerant and pro-active v. 24% intolerant and reactionary). Also,
almost every informant had little or no social contact with black or
Latin people as children (91%), despite forty-five percent having lived
in a major city. Informants came from unusually stable homes (91% both
parents), were predominantly second or third generation (85%), repre-
sented an unusually high percentage of oldest (33%) or second oldest
(29%) children given that almost half (44%) had three or more siblings.
The following comparisons between groups of informants provide
bits of data which may or may not be interesting when considered
alone, but which may create meaning when ultimately considered
together.^ Based on preliminary analysis of key informants' answers.
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sex (inale v. female) and role (organizer v. activist) appeared to be
related to the way in which informants answered some questions. When
such is the case, the comparisons (between men and women or organizer
and activist) are presented.
Overall there was little difference in their parents’ family
income for women and men except that more women came from low-middle
income (42% v. 27%, .174) and upper middle income families (36% v.
0%, .11) and men came more often from middle income (44% v. 7%, .11) or
low income families (33% v. 14%, .11). Female informants were more
likely than males to be from the Northeastern U.S. (86% v. 67%, .39),
to judge their families' racial tolerance as tolerant or proactive
(71% V. 48%, .218), to have grown up in all-majority racial environ-
ments (71% V. 43%, .285), and to have been the oldest child (43% v. 11%,
.152). Male informants were more likely than females to be of Semitic
heritage (44% v. 0%, .087), to have grown up in a majority community
which either bordered a minority community or was barely desegregated
(56% V. 14%, .131), and to have been the second oldest child (45% v.
14%', .131).
^For any one question, such comparisons analyze one answer which one
group (e.g., women) gave more often than another group (e.g., men).
Often the answer being compared is not the most popular answer of
either group, since the majority of each group often gives the same
answer. Only those answers on which the groups disagree are com-
pared. The figures in parenthesis (e.g., 42% v. 18%, .15) show the
accuracy of the percentages based on the total niamber of informants
giving that answer. In this study, the highest possible degree of
accuracy for comparisons is .609 and the lowest is .0. See Chapter
Three for a fuller explanation.
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Activists were more likely than organizers to have come from
politically passive Democratic families (45% v. 20%, .15) and to
have two siblings (42% v. 18%, .15). Organizers, on the other hand,
more often than activists came from active Democratic families
(30% V. 18%, .108), which were politically liberal or socialist
(66% V. 29%, .174) were pro-union (70% v. 55%, .218), were slightly
more often described by informants as racially intolerant or reaction-
ary (30% V. 17%, .109) and were somewhat better educated. More
organizers* fathers finished college (50% v. 30%, .174) and mothers
finished some college (51% v. 36%, .174). Organizers more often had
one sibling (36% v. 17%, .13).
Interpretation . Based on all informants, the findings suggest
that because of the variety in parents' education, occupation,
income, as well as religious and political party affiliation and
involvement, these factors may be less predictive of involvement in
interracial organizations than informants' families' attitudes and
behaviors concerning political philosophy, mions, and racial tolerance.
The findings also suggest that there may be a relationship between
involvement in interracial organizations and family stability, proxi-
mity to familial immigration, and birth order. Perhaps the most
interesting implication is that racially insular environments in
childhood did not deter informants from later significant interracial
involvements and stretching the point, perhaps in combination with
other factors might have made such involvement more likely.
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Pre-adult peer group and academic characteristics
. Most infor-
mants were athletic (70%) consistently high academic achievers (68%)
and socially successful (69%) among their white peers (93%) in school
s^nd in their neighborhoods* This corresponds with the current emphases
informants put both on their educational plans and on the importance
of 'interpersonal' skills in working with interracial organizations.
Informants' families were very settled, only eighteen percent
of informants ever experienced more than one major change in peers
due to moving. The majority (average 70%) of informants either asso-
ciated with one group of peers at a time or moved between groups. The
twenty-four to thirty-three percent in the latter category generally
felt uncomfortable with the exclusionary, superior and other attitiades
conveyed by status-oriented "in-group" members and consequently chose
to move in several social circles simultaneously. Informants tended
to rate their families' income level slightly higher than the econo-
mic environment of their neighborhood and lower than the economic
environment of their school classmates.
Women informants were more likely than men to say that they were
a member of a group (43% v. 23%, .175), that they had a few minority
peers (21% v. 9%, .065), and that they never experienced a major
change in peers due to a family move (50% v. 29%, .152). Men more
often said they had just a few close friends (33% v. 7%, .085), were
athletic (67% v. 43%, .26), associated with all-majority peers
(89% V. 58%, .348), and moved away from peers once (43% v. 30%, .131).
Activists were more likely to say that they were academically
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at the top of their class or smart (75% v. 60%, .326), that they were
an in-crowd member at school (60% v. 22%, .175), and that the economic
environment in school was lower—middle income (42% v. 0%, .11)
.
Organizers, on the contrary, reported theirs as middle-income more
often (80% v. 20%, .13) and tended slightly more often to say their
academic performance was average (30% v. 0%, .065).
Interpretation
. Their highly stable families (92% with both
parents and 76% moving once or never) raises speculation as to the
possible impact that stability and continuity might have had on
informants. Could the stability have provided informants with a high
degree of trust: in the predictability or potential for mastery of
their environment; in committing themselves; in building bases of
emotional and social support; or simply in (their judgements of)
people?
Another speculative notion is that their perceived differences in
income among their families, the neighborhood, and schoolmates as
well as the reasons given for moving between groups indicate a
childhood sensitivity to, or perhaps first-hand experience with,
the potential pains associated with status. The implication being
that that sensitivity eventually was translated into intolerance
of unnecessary status distinctions.
Early involvement . Informants seem to show a pattern of early
awareness and involvement. Most began volunteering as teenagers,
whether the activity was traditional such as a social hour with
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retarded children or delivering holiday food baskets, or less tradi-
tional such as tutoring inner-city children, or controversial such as
organizing a high school food strike. Although their median age was
only thirteen in 1960, nearly two-thirds were strongly affected by
the early Civil Rights Movement and another twenty—one percent were
moderately affected, irrespective of whether the racial orientations
of their families were tolerant or intolerant. Sixty-one percent
were strongly or moderately impressed by the Kennedys.
Organizers were more likely than activists to have begun volun-
teering in their teens (73% v. 45%, .285) and to report having been
strongly affected by the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950' s and
1960 's (63% V. 42%, .213). Activists slightly more often reported
being moderately impressed (30% v. 11%, .085).
Men more often than women were strongly impressed with the
Kennedys (66% v. 29%, .130) and with religioiis social activism
(60% V. 27%, .13) .
Interpretation . It seems reasonable to speculate that these
behaviors and attitudes of involvement and awareness might result in
the informants, as adults, wanting to help people or to create social
change and joining organizations in order to do so. However reason-
able, such speculation appears to be incorrect based on informants'
initial expectation of involvement as adults, which focused on
curiosity and personal benefit. Perhaps, then, it would be more
accurate to say their early awareness and involvement were indications
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of an inclination or predisposition to respond affirmatively to
(unanticipated) socio-political situations which the informant
perceived as requiring action for the benefit of him/herself and/or
others
.
Later invoIvement . Subsequently informants became involved in
what they call progressive political or community activities, (e.g.,
3-nti—war, anti—poverty
,
students' rights, or grass-roots community
work), which usually included organizing and/or militant actions
(e.g., marches, demonstrations). These first progressive involvements
were predominantly with white people.
Sooner or later an informant's activities brought him/her
into contact with people whose backgrounds, views of the world,
experiences, lifestyles, and beliefs differed, sometimes sharply,
from his/her own, and dialogues would occur. Much discussion took
place in these organizations and around activities concerning:
1) the nature of the system or circumstances that necessitated a
response; 2) the reasons for responding in a particular way; and
3) the positive and negative consequences that might, or did, result
from their response. Such discussion, in addition to the exposure to
new people and the often-radicalizing nature of organizing or militant
actions, frequently had a pivotal impact on informants' attitudes.
For almost half of the informants (44%), this impact had a racial or
cultural character. In fact, at one time or another nearly three-
quarters of the informants had a significant racial or cultiaral
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experience which led to what they regard as a positive change in
their attitudes.
Activists' first progressive involvements were more similar to
one another than organizers were, and were more often focused on anti-
war and student organizing activities (50% v. 27%, .174). More acti-
vists than organizers described, not in response to a race-related
question, a particularly significant race-related experience (50% v.
9%, .15), and in response to a specific question about significant
interracial or intercultxaral experiences, more activists than
organizers said their attitudes had been changed by such an experience
(82% V. 60%, .325)
.
Interpretation . There tends to be a relationship between family
racial orientation and the likelihood of a significant racial/cultural
experience, such that informants from a racially tolerant or proactive
family were less likely to have an attitude-changing racial or cultural
experience than those from intolerant or reactionary families. This
seems to follow if it is assumed that the attitudes of tolerant-family
informants were quantitatively or qualitatively less in need of change.
This assumption would seem to imply, further, that tolerant-family
informants would have been more strongly impressed by the Civil
Rights Movement than informants from intolerant families. However,
the finding that family racial orientation had no bearing on the
degree to which informants were impressed by the Civil Rights
Movement does not support that line of reasoning. Further investi-
gation into the relationship between parents' racial tolerance and
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that of their children seems to be needed.
Education . Three-quarters of the informants (74%) have completed
college. The rest have completed only some college (26%), primarily
organizers (36% v. 17%, .131) and women (36% v. 11%, .131). Of
those who have finished, some have gone on and completed gradxoate
school (26%), primarily activists (33% v. 18%, .131).
If informants follow their educational plains, at least three-
qtlarters will have a graduate degree eventually. More activists them
organizers expect to get a graduate degree (75% v. 9%, .22). There
is a tendency for more men than women to indicate no interest in
school (38% V. 0%, .065). Although male informants have more formal
education, female informants will equal or surpass them based on their
educational plans.
Concluding interpretation . Here most of the background data on
informants ends. This interpretation, which relies on the researcher's
participation and observation as well as reported findings, is intended
to convey an overall sense of some of the determinants, orientation,
direction, and consequences of informants' psycho-social development.
The parents of most informants lived through a depression and a
world war not long after they or their parents came to this country.
Those generations' hopes and dreams of making it, of succeeding, were
still alive, if somewhat taken for granted, by the time they reached
our informants. These second and third generation Americans had
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opportunities for better jobs and educations and more rewarding lives
than their parents. They were taught that they deserved every
opportunity no more and no less than ainyone else, and that with the
freedom to try their best and the justice of a fair reward for their
effort and ability, they would succeed. Indeed as youth they were
academically and socially successful. Already having equalled the
secondary education of many of their parents, they moved on to
college, and/or started to earn a living.
Eventually their curiosity or self-interest brought them into
contact with people and situations that challenged their intelligence
and integrity with assaults in human terms on their conceptions of,
among other things, justice and freedom for all. On a personal level
they might have experienced, or witnessed, or heard first-hand about
people whose efforts and abilities merited reward but were denied it
systematically, the reward of a job or subsidized housing, for example,
going to someone of the right color or with the right connections. Or
they might have been forced to recognize the importance to the mainte-
nance of the status quo of the human cost of an acceptable, planned
rate of unemployment. And then there was Vietnam. Justice and
freedom seemed to become simply slogans used to rationalize their
antithesis
.
If there was neither equal freedom for all to try, nor the justice
of a fair reward, the long—anticipated success was a shallow, cynical
farce. Success, even self-respect, could not be found in the absence
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of equal freedom and justice. On the contrary it could only be
found in their pursuit. Therein lay the informants' redefined meaning
of success.
What in particular do they do? Informants define their activity in
two ways, by operational description and by title designation. By
far, the most common operational description which is given by both
activists and organizers, is trying to help people take control of
their lives (50%). Women gave this definition roughly twice as often
as men (69% v. 33%, .26). Organizing was the most common title
designation {36%)j it was named by most of the organizers and no
activists (64% v. 0%, .15).
Activists were much less inclined than organizers to use either
title designation, organizer or activist, instead usually defining,
their activity operationally as trying to help people take control of
their lives or trying to change services or institutions.
The three most frequently mentioned observable activities of
informants were all interpersonal in nature - going to meetings (75%),
talking to people (56%) and teaching/training (38%) - as opposed to
such impersonal tasks as researching (19%), writing (25%), and develop-
ing alternatives (19%). Organizers were much more likely than
activists to mention teaching/training and the impersonal tasks
(75% V. 13%, .13). Women were more likely than men to say talking
to people (66% v. 43%, .135). It is curious that so few informants
said doorknocking (19%), none of whom were activists.
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The informants have not become involved in this work just
recently. They represent a range of from five to twenty-four years
of involvement with the median being twelve years - a sum total of
about 260 years of experience. Median length of involvement did
not differ from organizers to activists or from men to women. How-
ever, women are more likely to have been involved for ten to fourteen
years (54% v. 22%, .195); men are clustered more in the five to nine
and above fifteen years categories.
There is a very high level of verbalized commitment to continuing
this work for the rest of informants' lives (77%). There are also
strong indications that those who have been involved longer are more
likely to say they are definitely involved for life.
Interpretation . The fact that activists are likely to define their
activity with operational descriptions rather than with title designa-
tions may indicate that theirs is a less self-conscious role than
the organizers'. Although all the informants' defined activities
are other- and changed-oriented, a distinction between the activists'
and organizers' roles may be illuminated by the organizers' greater
focus on teaching/training. The organizer apparently operates from
the perspective of training members of the organization as opposed
to the activist whose responsibility is primarily carrying out his/her
own duties and speaking out. This sets the organizer apart as one with
special skills, special responsibilities, and a title, namely,
organizer
.
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This interpretation seems to gain support from the data regard-
ing both how informants measure personal success and how they define
a successful organizer/activist
. In the former case organizers are
more likely than activists to use organizational measures only
(e.g., the success of the organization), and in the latter case they
show a tendency to more often talk about drawing people to meetings
and transferring skills than do activists.
Why are they involved in creating or partcipatinq in interracial
organizations ?
Motivations, goals and fantasies . Claude Steiner and other ra-
dical therapists have declared that the political is personal and the
personal is political (Agel, ed., 1971; 3-11). That principle
might inform an analysis of informants' expressed motivations for
involvement, a salient characteristic of which is the combination and
integration of political and personal factors. Political and personal
factors are named regarding: reasons for involvement, reasons for
continuing, the hardest parts that make them want to stop, short-
range goals, long-range goals, and personal fantasies.
The most frequently mentioned motivation was long-range goals.
And the most frequently mentioned long-range goals were fundamental
changes in the system (50%) and uniting different people over common
problems (45%). Only half as many (25%) mentioned even one personally
oriented long-range goal. Male organizers were the only group to
mention only one goal each and not to mention any personal long-range
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goals
.
Informants' responses to a general question about why they are
involved with inter’racial organizations overwhelmingly concern long-
range goals (83%) which primarily are other-oriented opposed to
personal, self-oriented reasons (48%, 17%). This disparity decreases
as informants are asked to consider what they personally get out of
the work (long-range goals 52% v. personal relationships 30%), and
is further reduced and even reversed when asked what makes it worth
continuing (personal relationships, 53% v. belief that it can/must
2be done, 42%). Their top responses to the question about the hardest
parts that make them want to stop juxtapose once again personal and
goal-oriented factors (internal organizational conflicts, 37% v.
frustration in achieving objectives, 37%). Personal factors comprise
the dominant but not exclusive subjects of informants' personal
fantasies (career goals, 46%; recognition 31%; long-range goals, 31%).
Interpretation . Although there is a discernable conceptual distinc-
tion between the political nature of some motivations (e.g., fundamental
changes in the system) and the personal nature of others (e.g., per-
sonal relationships), the everyday practical distinctions cire not as
sharp. Bear in mind that virtually all informants (95%) indicate that
their current activity is related directly (70%) or indirectly (25%)
2
Long-term goals as such were not mentioned in response to the ques-
tion of worth of activity but "belief" is mentioned for the first
time. The interpretation is made here that it refers to belief in
the necessity and/or possibility of achieving long-term goals.
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to their long-range goals. Their daily attempts toward the long-range
goals of uniting people over shared problems (45%), for instance,
involves establishing personal relationships (53%, 30%) to discuss
problems and options with which to solve them, which is how one
begins to help a person to take more control of his/her life (50%),
idually and as a member of a real or potential group. Inherent
in such a dialogic process, for the informant as well as for the other
person(s), is a challenge (26%) to change (improve) the environment
and to change (learn, grow) themselves (22%). The informant, and
others, may derive from that on-going process a sense of doing
what is right (26%) or of doing their part where they can (22%)
which, they may reason, hopefully will improve the situation for them-
selves, their children (22%) and others. Th\:is personal motivations
are in operation from the start in harmony with the political motiva-
tion of long-range goals.
Initial expectations v. motivations, goals and fantasies. A
surprising finding which was mentioned earlier is that informants'
initial expectations of involvement were predominantly self-oriented,
in contrast to the predominant other-oriented quality of their younger
voluntarism, their long-range goals, their definitions of what they
do, and their description of a successful organizer/activist . Over
half initially were concerned about something in their own lives, or
were gratifying their own curiosity. Less than one-third were
expecting to "change the world" or help people. The remaining frac-
tion were motivated by the need for educational credit or a job.
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In this study organizers as a group tended to have more diverse
expectations (e.g., credits, jobs) than activists most of whom
expected, if anything, a personal change (70% v. 33%, .22) or to
satisfy their curiosity (70% v. 22%, .195), or both (50% v. 0%, .11).
The male informants tended to be more likely than the females to
expect to help others (50% v. 17%, .109).
Now, years since those initial expectations, there are many more
expectations, more diverse and more other-oriented. Although most
informants agree on the primacy of moving towards long-range goals
and on personal relationship as reasons for being involved, there
are some differences among s^lbgroups of informants. In answer to the
questions of what they personally get, and what makes it worthwhile,
male organizers were considerably less likely than any other group,
including male activists, to say personal relationships. For their
part, male activists were least likely to speak of a belief that the
work can or must be done. As a group, activists tended to be more
likely than organizers to feel good about little victories and accom-
plishments (40% V. 22%, .13) and their contribution to them (42% v.
9%, .13). Organizers, on the other hand, tended to be more likely
to get good feelings from acting in accord with their sense of justice
(36% V. 16%, .13), from helping to alleviate others' pain (36% v.
0%, .084), and from expressing their anger (27% v. 0%, .065) directly
or though others. Women were inclined to be more likely as a group
than men to enjoy the challenge of the work (56% v. 0%, .109); they
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name more short-range goals than men (58% v. 12%, .175) and they are
also more likely to say frustration is one of the hardest parts (42% v.
14%, .13).
The personal fantasies of male and female informants do not
differ in type, but the men more often fantasize alaout recognition
for their work (75% v. 50%, .15) and about the realization of their
goals (75% v. 50%, .15).
Regarding short-range goals there are indications that women's
are more likely to be career-related than men's. The major differences
in short-range goals, however, are between activists and organizers.
More activists prioritize the accomplishment of organizational goals
(67% V. 33%, .238) while more organizers prioritize personal and
family happiness and security (56% v. 33%, .195); it should be noted
that these differences do not appear to be age-related. There is
also a tendency for organizers to identify more frequently career-
related goals (33% v. 17%, .109).
As mentioned previously, informants long-range goals and
political fantasies are almost identical; uniting people over common
problems, specific changes in services or institutions, fundamental
changes in the system, and a few that are personally-oriented.
However, key distinctions within long-range goals are between men and
women whereas within political fantasies they are between organizers
and activists.
Women enunciate more long-range goals (60% v. 30%, .217), more
often including uniting people (53% v. 43%, .217) and personal
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goals (39% v. 14%, .13). Organizers, male and female, are more likely
than activists to relate political fantasies about uniting people
(56% V. 11%, .131) even though activists stated it as a goal as often
as organizers (45% v. 45%, .217). Due to male organizers, organizers
as a group are less likely to name fundamental system change as a
9®3.1 (50% V. 40%, .195) or as a fantasy (56% v. 22%, 152). Organizers
are also less likely to name specific changes in services or institu-
tions as fantasies (44% v. 11%, .109).
Interpretation . Returning to the Literature Review, the findings
of Shevitz (1967) that status-lending and status-enhancement motives
are main reasons for participation in "do-good" organizations are not
confirmed by this st\jdy. It is possible that Shevitz would not classify
these organizations as "do-good" and thereby exempt these activists
from his conclusions. In any case, there is no indication that such
motives are in operation judging from informants' initial expecta-
tions of involvement, their current reasons for involvement, politi-
cal and personal, their criteria of personal success, their definitions
of the abilities and qualities of the successful practitioner, or
their long-range goals
.
On the other hand, recognition and improved job possibilities
are mentioned often as personal fantasies of informants, lending some
credence to the idea of status-enhancement motives operating.
Certainly, the repeated issues of leadership, personal control and being
in the limelight, although mostly construed negatively, indicate an
awareness of status-related factors. Therefore, while there does not
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appear to be any reason to believe that informants have status-lending
motives, status-enhancement is an issue with which informants are
concerned. But, its potential role as a motive is undetermined.
However, one would have to believe that informants either have a com-
plete blind spot or are uniformly dishonest regarding the importance
of status-enhancement in order to conclude that it is a significant
motive. Such a conclusion seems unwarranted, particularly in view of
the fact that informants rank social recognition in the bottom third of
their terminal values on a Value Survey.
Moving to another issue, in Chapter Two four themes of conflict
between minority members (ins) and majority members (outs) in minority
movements were described (Marx and Useem, 1971). Very few informants
currently work in predominantly minority movements or organizations,
therefore their experiences as reported here cannot substantiate or
contradict directly that study's findings. However, similar conflict
themes based on class rather than race do surface in organizations
in informants' communities, specifically in regard to the issue
"local people" (ins) versus "outsiders" (outs).
Whether the outs started an organization, or whether it already
existed, they (outs) were usually in the minority in number, but not
in influence. Over time the four conflict themes would emerge:
"Ideological disagreements" - in contrast to Marx' and Useem'
s
model, the outs were frequently more militant and radical than
newly-joined ins. Ins had less political experience and were not
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associated with a broad set of causes and movements; "Divergent
background and experience of members" affecting internal structure.
Consistent with Marx and Useem, outs were usually from more privileged
backgrounds and had more of the needed skills and experience - writing,
internal organizing, planning, fund raising, etc. They initially
fostered but later sometimes inhibited development of those skills
in ins when their influence was threatened. "Cultural conflict"
in this case class conflict - "In's characteristics - suspicion,
distrust, scapegoating; Out's characteristics - stereotyping, patroniz-
ing, paternalism. The Movement is a microcosm of the whole social
system." "Development of these conflicts over time" - as ins
increased the depth and breadth of their skills, confidence, and
radical ideology, latent conflicts become more visible sometimes
resulting in outs withholding needed skills and resources, and/or
ins dislodging outs from informal leadership positions and sometimes
from the organizations entirely (p. 100).
In this adaptation of Marx' and Useem' s model, variations from
the original model may be explained by the fact that the original
was developed from am analysis of three large-scale movements in
which the most active, radical ins were also "highly educated and
very aware of the complex social issues involved in the liberation
struggle" (p. 103). Whereas in this application of the model the
focus is narrowed to community organizations in which the outs often
recruited, as potential members, ins who usually were less educated
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than they were, less informed on complex social issues, and less
political. Outs hoped not only to organize ins but also to radicalize
them. Despite these differences between the original and adopted
models, the four conflict themes seem to hold true.
However the crucial implication of the model, as interpreted by
its authors, is that the direct emotional pressure resulting from
oppression contains the potential for ins' radicalism. If their
implication is correct and if the model holds true as applied here,
then those informants of this study who are ins from lower income
families and communities (i.e., low-middle and low income) should be
more radical than the informants who are outs from upper income
families and communities (i.e., middle and upper-middle income).
Using the long-range goal of fundamental changes in the system a
criterion of radicalism, it can be said that informants from lower-
income families indeed are more radical. Fundamental changes in the
system is the top goal of informants from families of low (80%) and
lower-middle income (63%), but it is barely mentioned as a goal by
informants from families of middle (0%) and upper-middle or above
income (25%) (69% lower v. 10% upper, .218). This directly supports
the contention by Marx and Useem that ins personal relationship to
the issue contains the potential for radicalism. Similarly there are
indications of support for their suggestion that ins stress self-
help and outs stress the involvement of other outs to increase
movement legitimacy and resources. Specifically, for long-range
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goals, informants from lower income families more often named uniting
different people over common problems (54% v. 30%, .218) and specific
changes in services (usually self-help services) and institutions
(23% V. 10%, ,087), whereas informants from higher income families
slightly more often named personal-oriented long-range goals (30% v.
23%, .131).
It must be remembered that these themes of conflict, in movements
or organizations, and their implications are generalized and, in
the case of the adopted model, depend for their meaning upon am,
as yet, unproven measure of radicalism, i.e., self-reported long-
range goals. Obviously, most ins neither tap nor aire aware of their
"potential for radicalism," remaining less radical and less committed
than many outs. Moreover, the question of what radicalizes outs is
not addressed at all.
A related issue, perhaps irrelevaint to the original model, is
raised by the question of those radicalized ins who are motivated to
further their formal and informal education and experience, and then
move to another low-income community where they are viewed by the
ins as outs. While this may cause personal frustration, theoreti-
cally the ins-viewed-as-outs should have a better chaince for successful
community involvement because there should be fewer ideological
disagreements with the more militant and radical ins, their back-
grounds and experiences should more closely resemble the ins', and
consequently there should be less class and cultural conflict. By
the same logic the radicalized ins who remain in their communities
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should be the most successful, as long as they are not too hampered
by conflict with new outs, for example gentry rediscovering urban
neighborhoods or political sects feuding about whose line on unity
is correct.
Returning to the original guestion of why cure informants involved
in interracial organizations, it appears, from this interpretation of
the data vis a vis the conflict theme model, that the reasons for
involvement may vary with income. That is, although long-rcuige goals
are named by all groups as the predominant reason, the specific goals
of lower-income informants are more radical.
How do they go about accomplishing their goals ? The informants aure
working people most of whom attempt to implement their values through
their jobs and, on a voluntary basis, in their communities. The only
intergroup differences in soxirces of finances are organizers aure more
likely to have jobs that are directly connected to their politics
(80% V. 42%, .282), and women are somewhat more likely than men to
depend on sources other than themselves, e.g., mate, public assistance
(29% V. 13%, .108). Perhaps as a consequence of that, women spend more
time than male informants in unpaid political/community work. Women
are more likely to average sixteen to thirty hoxirs per week (46% v.
0%, .115) while a greater percentage of men average one to fifteen
hours weekly. Conversely, regarding paid work, men are somewhat mere
likely than women to work fifty-one to seventy hours weekly (43% v.
8%, .087), while women are more likely to work twenty-one to fifty
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hours (59% v. 29%, .195).
Most informants live in the communities they are trying to
organize (81%) and sometimes they socialize with those whom they
are trying to organize (45%). For guidance they first turn to friends
(65%) then to co-workers (59%). They feel primarily responsible to
themselves (59%) and then to their co-workers (35%), to those being
organized (24%) and to the community (12%). They seldom remove them-
selves far enough from day-to-day issues to communicate about broader
issues with others doing similar work (72%). Learning by doing was
the most common form of training available to informants (67%).
There are a few differences between activists and organizers in
these aspects of their lives, the greatest nxamber of differences are
sex-related. The few activist/organizer differences concern accounta-
bility and training. More activists say they are accountable to
themselves (66% v. 38%, .195) whereas there are indications that
slightly more often organizers tend to say that they are accountable to
the community or those being organized (25% v. 0%, .065). Also,
organizers are more likely than activists to say they received on-the-
job training (50% v. 33%, .15) or VISTA training (38% v. 22%, .109).
Female informants are more likely than males to say they live
and socialize with those they are trying to organize (83% v. 71%,
.337, and 46% v. 14%, .15 respectively). Men more often say they
socialize sometimes (57% v. 39%, .195).
There seems to be a tendency for more men than women to say
that their guidance comes from themselves (50% v. 9%, .087), but
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they also receive guidance from friends (33%) and co-workers (50%).
However, considerably more women than men say they receive guidance
from friends (82% v. 33%, .240), co-workers from their organization
(64% V. 50%, .218), and co-workers from other organizations (55% v.
0%
,
.131). Women are also more likely to say they do not communicate
often enough about broader issues with others doing the saune work
(83% V. 66%, .285), whereas men are somewhat more likely to say
simply that they do (16%) or do not (33%) engage in such communication.
Interpretation . One difference between the organizers in Radicals in
Politics (Bailey, 1974) and the organizers is that the former us\ially
lived outside the community and went into neighborhoods to look for
issues. The organizers of this study usually live in the commmities
they are trying to organize (77%). Another difference is that Bailey's
organizers are accountable to their fellow organizers. More organizers
in this study said they are accountable to the commxmity/those being
organized (38%) or nobody/self (38%) than co-workers (25%).
A similarity between organizers in both studies is that they
discuss problems with other organizers (63% seek guidance from
co-workers). Another similarity is the long hours. Bailey's organizers
worked a ten to sixteen hour workday and the paid organizers of this
study average eleven hours per day, ranging from nine to fifteen;
all informants averaged ten hours daily counting paid and unpaid work.
Identifying and articulating commonly mentioned problems and develop-
ing leadership are organizers' tasks identified in both studies.
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The definition of activist in Bailey's study, closely fits these
activists with the possible exceptions of "being thought of as cui
activist and involvement in a protest-oriented organization."
Taking the latter first, Bailey studied specifically the Alinsky
approach to commxinity organization, which regularly relies more
heavily on protest activities than do many of the organizations in
this study. Consequently that aspect of his definition is determined
automatically by the topics of the study and need not be interpreted
as a test of activism generally. Regarding the issue of being thought
of by the organizers and other leaders as an activist, the only
difference here would seem to be a semantic one. The activists in
this study and Bailey's have "a high level of involvement .. .which
demands several hours each week. ..{ entailing) participation in the
decision-making process .. .responsibility for implementing some
policies... a position of formal or informal leadership. ,. (and)
commitment to the organization" (p. 109). As discussed earlier, the
activists in this st\ady are not inclined to use the term activist
even when defining what they do, instead using operational defini-
tions. Therefore given the correspondence in actual activity, and
the lack of conflicting title designations, it is reasonable to
conclude that the activists of both studies are organizationally
equals
.
Moreover both groups of activists demonstrate by their involve-
ment a stronger commitment than many other residents to quality
education, safety, health, etc., and they hold strong ties to their
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conununities • In both studies j they feel they aire accomplishing
something worthwhile and developing personally through their partici-
pation. It seems safe to speculate that this study's activists,
like Bailey s have more education than their neighbors, but there are
no data to suggest that they also have higher income as do Bailey's.
Other significant similarities are that both groups seek power,
believe that government is failing to meet their communities' needs,
that officials must be pressured to perform their duties, view protest
as an effective and legitimate tactic and are convinced that local
control is needed.
Due to the extremely high consistency of Bailey's and this
study's findings regarding activists, and due to the similarity of
their settings, namely non-affluent, xarban neighborhoods, Bailey's
conclusions can be applied to these activists as well. Those
findings were that activists do not "generate their discontent
internally" but rather "that the activists' evaluation is a rational
assessment of the way local government functions in their community"
and the major difference between these ”\arban radical” and other civic
leaders is "orientation toward government" (pp. 132-133).
How do they deal with the issue of race? Informants' answers to
questions about a) their involvement with interracial rather than all-
white organizations and b) the personal significance of racial issues
were markedly similar. In both cases, informants combined in their
answers personal and political elements which were of the same type.
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Approximately one third referred to long-range goals, a top answer
in both questions. Personal preference and comfort was a response to
each question also. And in answer to both they talked about the
importance of the interracial native of their settings cind significamt
relationships in their lives.
Men and women were eqxially likely to mention personal, but not
political, reasons in regard to the personal significance of racial
issues. Women were more likely to mention political reasons (50% v.
29%, .15) and men were somewhat more likely to mention a combination
of political and personal reasons (43% v. 30%, .13).
With regard to involvement in interracial rather than all-white or-
ganizations, the activists focus more on the fact that their community
is interracial and their preference for integrated settings than
on long-range goals. Organizers' amswers, on the other hand, are
more evenly split between these three top answers (the first percentage
in each case represents activists, the second is organizers):
interracial commxanity (50% v. 33%, .196); prefer integrated settings
(50% V. 33%, .174); and long-range goals (25% v. 22%, .108).
Both racial attitudes and issues are facts of life and can be
problems in interracial organizations. Approaches to dealing with
them vary significantly. Most informants agree that discussing racial
issues is an important topic of conversation for them as organization
members (67%), and that discussion is the preferable way of handling
divisive remarks (53%) and internal racial tensions (50-a). Nevertheless,
there are differences about how, when, and by whom they should be
discussed. No single answer was given by more than thirty-eight
percent, there was little agreement on these questions.
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Male activists and female organizers are much more likely them
other informants to say racial issues are an important topic of
conversation with organization members or potential members (75% v.
33%, .27). Regarding the handling of divisive racial remarks and
internal racial tensions respectively, there are indications of a
tendency for more women to be concerned with responding to a remark
in a way that does not alienate people (30% v. 10%, .086) and for more
men to say that internal tensions are handled poorly (60% v. 14%,
.087)
.
Activists and organizers differ in the number and types of
responses they give. Activists give fewer answers to the question of
how to deal with divisive remarks (75% v. 33%, .196), less often
saying that it depends on the situation (0% v. 63%, .109) and more
often wanting to defuse the situation and return to the business at
hand (33% v. 13%, .086). Organizers slightly more often tend to want
to avoid the situation or not respond (38% v. 11%, .077) and tend to
see a response as the responsibility of the person or group to whom the
remark referred (38% v. 0%, .065).
Activists are again more likely to agree on how to deal with
internal racial tensions.^ They more often say talk them out than do
^Internal tensions here refer to deeper and longer-lasting phenomena
than isolated remarks; for example, a feeling among some members
that
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organizers (60% v. 43%, .131) who gave twice as many different answers.
Activists are also more likely to agree that attitude change is the
most difficult issue or dynamic in interracial organizing (50% v.
18%, .174).
Interpretation. Considering the apparently positive racial attitudes,
communication skills, personal significance of racial issues, lengthy
®2cperience, similarity of purpose, and other skills, experiences, and
values that informants share, it is somewhat surprising that there was
not more agreement on how to deal with difficult interracial dynamics.
Moreover, there seemed to be a considerably lower level of sophisti-
cation and less confidence in informants' approach to the topic of
race as an issue as opposed to the topic of organizing generally.
Fewer answers were given, and those that were generally were tenta-
tive, relatively non-specific, and not identified with principles or
methods which were consistent or transferable from one situation to
another
.
It is possible that these results may have been caxised to some
extent by poor interview questions. Or it may be that situation-
specific responses in interracial settings are the best that can be
hoped for. On the other hand, it may be that the practice and
science of working with interracial groups are just that limited and
unfamilicir, even to those who choose it as a personally-preferred
majority members want to keep minority members from gaining power
within the organization.
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activity, necessary to their short and long-range goals.
What skills, knowledge, and experience are important to successful
interracial organizing and activism? Empathy and communication skills,
an understanding of how people operate as members of small groups,
comm\anities, economic classes, and races, and ways to solve problems
are the most important qualifications to be a successful organizer/
activist, according to informants. Women show more of a tendency to
be concerned with empathy and communication skills than are men
(66% V. 50%, .261). Otherwise there are no significant intergroup
differences
.
Informants gave examples of their successes and failures . Govern-
ment-related issues were more often given as examples of success than
examples of failures {55% v. 33%, .565). Conversely, internal
comm\inity issues and private sector issues were slightly more often
given as examples of failxires (33% v. 27%, .391, and 20% v. 7%, .174).
Of the four types of failures outlined earlier, there appears to
be a tendency for activists to relate Type A, partial victory, (44% v.
0%, .087) and for organizers to relate Type B, reactive posture,
(50% V. 22%, .109)
.
When asked the rather abstract question of what should never be
done in their work, the largest number of informants answered in
terms of personal behavior or attitudes (62%), half as many answered in
terms of racial dynamics (30%), and the fewest answered in terms of
tactics (15%). The personal proscriptions were proclaimed more
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often by men (66% v. 44%, ,174) and were against condescension or
believing that one knows better, leading one to superimpose his/her
ideas. This characteristic was also the one which was most often
mentioned as common to unsuccessful organizers. The racial restric-
tions were more' often raised by women (44% v. 0%, .087) and were
against putting someone in leadership due to color alone, cind setting
policies or coiirses of action before involving people of more than
one race. The tactical taboos were against organizing around issues
which would set community people against one another.
Interpretation
. A partial explanation, based on informants' examples,
for the higher rate of examples of successful campaigns or actions
against government agencies may be the clarity of the issues and the
ability to personalize the opposition. Government-related issues often
have a specific goal, for example, to effect a certain decision or
policy the responsibility for which can be tied to a specific person.
Such conditions are suited for the implementation of such tactics as
enunciated by Alinsky (1971) - "Make the enemy live up to their own
book of rules." and "Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, and
polarize it." (p. 128, 130). Many internal community issues, on the
other hand, are less specific, seldom occur in relation to any book
of rules other than the Court's, and usually get worse when personalized
and polarized. There are less often clear cut choices involved and
more often conflicting perceptions or legitimate needs which are not
well suited to conflict strategies. Other internal community issues.
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similarly ill-suited to conflict strategies revolve around organizing
to provide a needed service, often in the self-help model.
A possible interpretation of the reason for activists citing
Type A, partial victory failures, versus organizers citing Type B,
reactive posture failures, is related to their different roles in
the organization. That is, activists may concentrate more on following
through on the current campaign or effort to as successful a completion
as possible. Organizers, though, might have a broader organizational
perspective, which places more emphasis on types of issues selected.
This interpretation would seem to gain some credibility from the fact
that organizers more often consider a greater number of criteria in
measuring organizational success than do activists.
Finally, it is interesting to note that interpersonal factors
again ranked so highly in informants' opinions of what is important
and what should not be done. And yet again the political perspective of
people as categorized by class, race, and geographic distinctions is
clearly present.
What are the results of their work? The type of criteria by which infor-
mants measure personal and organizational success are almost identical.
For both they are, respectively: victories and accomplishments (58%)
and success of organization (41%); personal or political growth of
members (58%) and learning and growing (41%); progress toward a
clearly defined goal (47%) and performing their duties well (35%).
The only answer over six percent given to one question and not the
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other was racial integration of organization (26%). This is a
measure of organizational success not mentioned under measures of
personal success, but perhaps assumed as a personal criteria of the
success of the organization. In any case, it is apparent that very
criteria are used by informants to measure both organizational
and personal success.
There are considerable differences between the ways in which
organizers and activists answered the two questions. In the measure-
ment of personal success, organizers are more likely to use success
of the organization as a criterion (71% v. 20%, .152) whereas activists
are more likely to use as criteria their learning and growth and the
performance of their duties (100% v. 43%, .283). But there is also
a tendency for activists to judge their success by others who have
benefited from their work (30% v. 14%, .088).
In the measurement of organizational success the major difference
is that individual organizers rely more on combinations of criteria
than on any single criterion (100% v. 46%, .26). Consequently, even
those criteria which were most popular among activists, victories and
accomplishments (42%) and members' growth (50%), were named more
often by organizers (86% v. 42%, .239, and 71% v. 50%, .239).
Other criteria named mostly by organizers were racial integration
(43% V. 17%, .109), and the viability of the organization (43% v.
8%, .087). Progress toward a defined goal was mentioned more
frequently by organizers than activists (57% v. 42%, .26), but this
fifteen percent difference is dwarfed by how much more often men than
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women named this criterion (100% v. 25%, .196).
By their standards most informants judged their combined personal
and organizational success as good (average 44%) or very good (average
19%) with personal success getting slightly higher marks (69% v. 53%,
.28) .
Activists more often than organizers rated not only their own
(90% V. 33%, .24) but also the organization's success (80% v. 20%, .174)
as good or very good. Organizers were more likely to say poor or to
choose not to give a rating both to personal success (40% v. 0%., .087)
and organization success (80% v. 20%, .131).
There were very few questions to which informants' top response
was race-related. Nevertheless, the single most important thing that
informants have learned about themselves is that dealing with their
own racism is mind-expanding, is a growth-producing experience, and
can be fun (29%), Most of the other responses pertained to the
realization of personal abilities or limitations previously unknown.
The intergroup differences, which were not great, were primarily
male-female. Women more often spoke about their racism (36% v. 17%,
.11) and recognition of abilities (27% v. 17%, .087). There was,
however, a greater disparity between activists who, more often than
organizers, recognized new abilities in themselves (40% v. 0%, .087).
Discovering their limitations was the most important thing men learned
about themselves and they mentioned it more often than women did
(33% V. 18%, .087)
.
When asked what is the most important thing they have learned
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about creating interracial organizations, the most common type of
answer was that interracial organizing is still organizing (47%).
More organizers than activists (57% v. 38%, .152) and more men than
women (60% v. 40%, .152) gave this response. The second most
frequent type of response was about how to deal with race as an
issue in interracial organizing (33%). More women than men responded
this way (40% v. 20%, .108). Twenty-seven percent (27%) of infor-
mants spolce about accepting the limitations of interracial organizing.
Women were slightly more likely than men to give this type of response
(30% V. 20%, .087). Twenty percent (20%) of informants simply said
they had learned how difficult it is.
Many informants (42%) could name no one or said that nobody is
perfect when asked who their heroes are. Yet most informants (64%)
named a personal acquaintance who is something of a hero to them.
Neither of these answers reflect any male-female or organizer-activist
differences. However, a difference is found in the people who named
male and female labor figures (including Cesar Chavez) which was the
second highest category of person named (50%). More men than women
named labor figures (80% v. 30%, .152). Honesty, compassion and
respect in dealing with others, and ability to stick with it were
the most frequently mentioned personal qualities that informants
respect
.
Interpretation . In Chapter Two, Tichy and Hornstein's (1976)
classification of four types of social change agents was presented
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and it was surmized that the Outside Pressure Type was closest to
this study’s informants based on their outside—system approach. That
conjecture is strengthened by a similarity in political views between
Outside Pressure Types and informants. Fifty percent of these
informants view fundamental changes in the system as a long-range
goal and fifty-eight percent of the Outside Pressure Type advocated
radical change, which was twenty-two percent more than the next
closest type.
This study's informants also diagnose situations, plan strategy,
and evaluate success in a manner most like the Outside Pressure Type,
in that power is a significant consideration at each stage. Situa-
tions are diagnosed in terms of the organization's and potential allies'
power to achieve an objective versus the power of the opposition, and
strategies are planned to develop power to achieve the objective.
Moreover, success is measured in part by victories and accomplishments
(58%) - Tichy and Hornstein's "system output"; by the growth of
members (58%) - "satisfaction of system members"; and by progress
toward a clearly defined goal (47%) which ultimately is the return to
members of a significant amoxint of control or power over the conditions
of their lives and their communities - "power equalization." This
last was by far the most important criterion of success for the
Outside Pressure Type but apparently not as key for these informants.
That difference may be indicative of these informants' organizations'
focusing more on providing or monitoring services than strictly on
organizing, or it may be attributable to differences in the methods
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and procedures used to gather and analyze the data in the two studies.
Regardless of that difference, there is no doubt that the informants
of this study can be classified as the Outside Pressure Type, as
defined by Tichy and Hornstein who also found that this Type generally
earned less money, had less education, were younger, and were more
political than the other three Types.
Informants * conclusions . Successful organizers and activists, accord-
ing to informants, are able: to draw people to meetings; to identify,
and transfer skills to, potential leaders; and to win victories and
achieve goals. In the accomplishment of this, the successful organizer
or activist accxxrately assesses the situation, provides a vision but
has realistic expectations, and does not try to control events or to
seek the limelight. Moreover, (s)he is sensitive to people and compe-
tent in his/her work.
Regarding intergroup differences in the description of the
successful practitioner, it is sometimes difficult to tell whether
sex or role (i.e., organizer or activist) is the distinguishing
characteristic. For example, more men than women and more organizers
than activists mentioned drawing people to meetings, by the same
percentages (57% v. 18%, .131). Similarly, more men and organizers
than women and activists said developing leadership was important
(57% V. 36%, .174). In such cases, it could not be determined if a
person's sex or organizational role has more of a relationship to
their answer.
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Most informants defined a successful organizer/activist through
an inventory of capabilities. In contrast, when surveying what
successful organizer/activists have in common they developed, for the
most part, a list of qualities of character starting with sensitivity
to or compassion for people (44%), perseverance or commitment (33%),
long-term view (22%)
,
and not needing the limelight (28%). Activists
agreed more than organizers on most of these qualities, including
perseverance (45% v. 14%, .135), compassion (44% v. 29%, .174), and
not needing the limelight (36% v. 14%, .109). Organizers tended
to name a broader range of characteristics and to agree less. Some
of the organizers' answers have a different tenor than what activists
report, for example, a vision (29% v. 18%, .087), a hard shell
(25% V. 9%, .065), getting things moving (29% v. 0%, .043) and
competence (29% v. 18%, .087).
The only noticeable male-female differences, regarding what
successful practitioners share, are that women more often than men
say sensitivity/compassion (50% v. 33%, .179) and a hard shell
(25% V. 0%, .065)
.
When considering what longer-involved practitioners of interracial
organizing have in common, the top answers regarding longer-involved
individuals were: commitment (31%), long-term view (31%), persever-
ance (25%), and personal needs met (25%). Sensitivity and competence
were not mentioned.
Based on the assumption that the reasons for lack of success may
be more than simply the opposite of the reasons for success, informants
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were asked their opinions of what unsuccessful organizers have in
common. The two most frequent answers were first that unsuccessful
P^3.ct itioner s set their sights too high, that is, they expect quick
or large changes, and get too discouraged when the going gets rough
(38%) and, second, that they try to control too much (38%). The
first reason is the favorite of the organizers (66% v. 20%, .131),
whereas the activists are partial to the second (60% v. 0%, .131).
The male informants, who together related the greatest number of
reasons for failure (60% v. 27%, .131), also believe that one of the
main reasons is working too hard or too little (60% v. 27%, .131).
Other factors mentioned by twenty percent or less and reduced here to
one phrase each are: poor strategy, guilt, hidden agenda, cynical,
thin-skinned, and lack of belief in what they are doing.
Although unrealistic expectations of quick success were mentioned
as a characteristic of unsuccessful organizers (38%), many more
informants indicated that such expectations are characteristic of
shorter-involved practitioners (69%). Many informants see those who
are only briefly involved as "one-shot types with the answer" (46%).
The loss of hope (31%), burnout (23%), family requirements (23%)
and working conditions and pay (15%) were also seen as involvement-
limiting factors.
Activists believe the "one-shot type" theory more than organizers
(63% V. 20%, .131), who hold the "unrealistic expectations" view (80% v.
63%, .196). Women also are more likely to view the shorter-involved
as expecting too much change too fast (77% v. 50%, .195). There is
a slight tendency for men, on the other hand, to say one-shot types
(50% V. 44%, .131) as well as family requirements (50% v. 11%, .065)
and the loss of hope (50% v. 22%, .087).
Informants were asked what they mean by organizing and four basic
answers were given. The only one revealing any significant differences
was given more often by activists and it defined organizing as helping
people get together to deal with common concerns (56% v. 25%, .152).
Men more often gave this definition also (66% v. 27%, .152), while
more women than men said it is pulling things together to get from
A to B (46% V. 0%, .108). The most popular definition on which there
was complete intergroup unanimity is that organizing is empowering
people (56%).
Informants were also asked to define racism. Prejudging people
on the basis of race or color was the most popular definition (55%),
especially among women (63% v. 20%, .142). Belief in majority
superiority and minority inferiority was the second most popular
definition (36%), but it was the top definition among men (60% v.
13%, .093).
The causes of racism were also discussed with informants. The
two most popular theories were taught attitudes (46%) and capitalism
(46%) followed by fear (39%) and ignorance (31%). Activists' top
answers were capitalism (55%) and taught attitudes (44%). Organizers
top answers were fear (75%) and taught attitudes (50%).
The informants were asked if the question of reform versus
revolution is relevant to their work. Seven were activists, one of
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whom said no. Three were organizers, two of whom said no. Six were
women, five of whom said yes. Four were men, two of whom said yes.
Coincidentally or not, the three saying no were the oldest three
who answered this question.
Informants saying yes generally believe that economic/institutional
forces and’ peoples attitudes are connected, the implication being that
changing attitudes may lead to larger changes, and/or that organizing
for reforms can create a base which is necessary to any mass movement
inclxoding revolution.
Interpretation . The findings demonstrate distinct patterns of
difference between sxobgroups.
Organizers and activists have very different approaches, which, it
is assumed, are based on their different roles but which go beyond
that to personality issues.
Organizers are more likely to measure personal success by organi-
zational success and to measure that by numerous primary and secondary
criteria. Their approach to interracial organizing is the same as
it is to all organizing basically, get the people out, develop
leaders, and achieve goals. They emphasize the need for vision,
toughness, competence, and realistic expectations.
Activists more often measure personal success by their growth
and, somewhat, by others who benefit. They are more inclined to
feel good about the organization and themselves, partly because of
recently discovered abilities. They are more likely to be concerned
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about burnout, as illustrated by their emphasis on perseverance,
commitment, and long-term view. They place more importance on
compassion and are wary of people who seek to control, to be in the
limelight, and whose commitment is suspect.
Organizers are more task-oriented, hard-nosed, and down-to-ecirth
about their activity. They siabordinate and perhaps lose themselves in
the organization to the point where they are personally only as
successful as the organization. Much more self-consciousness and
awareness of hxaman factors is found among activists, probably due,
in part, to their historical experience of learning and growing in
the organization. Instead of losing themselves in the organization,
the issue for activists is the organization becoming identified with
them leading to possible burnout.
Additional findings .
Education and income . Men are from lower-income families, have
higher education and correspondingly fewer educational plans than
women. The majority of women are also from lower (low and lower-
middle) income families but overall came from higher income families
than men. Regardless of income class, women have less education than
men and correspondingly, higher educational plans which would eventually
result in their exceeding the men in education if carried out.
Neither amount of education nor educational plans have any
relationship to birth order, to either parent's level of education,
or to parents' political orientation. Amount of education is related
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to parents’ income, however, in that the more income, the more education
except for those from upper-middle families who are all women.
Education and age of involvement
. There is also a relationship
between amoiant of education and the age at which they first took
iri a political activity of any sort, namely the younger the age,
the higher is the current level of education. The age of first
involvement had nothing to do with birth order, the impression made
by the Civil Rights Movement, or parents’ opinion of unions.
Impression of Civil Rights Movement
. Those who came from families
who were active Democrats and liberal or socialist, all were strongly
impressed by the Civil Rights Movement. Of twelve people ’’strongly
impressed,” six were from familes that were Democrat voting, liberal
or socialist, pro-union, and located in all white communities. All
but one informant’s first involvement was between 13-19 in this group.
The degree to which people were impressed by the Civil Rights Move-
ment was not related to parents’ occupation or education, but was
related to age of first involvement. 77% of those in the 13-19
age group were strongly impressed.
Initial expectations (birth order, progressive activity, income,
sex) . Those who were the oldest child were more likely than any others
to get involved in interracial organizations initially more out
of curiosity or for the adventure than for any other single reason.
In general, there was no relationship between the type of progressive
activity first involved in and initial expectations; that is, the
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type of organizing people first got into, e.g., anti-war, anti-
poverty, workplace, or student organizing was unrelated to what they
expected to get out of it, e.g., change the world, change their
lives, or satisfy their curiosity. The two most popular reasons for
getting into this work, to change something affecting their own lives
and curiosity, shared by 53% and 42% respectively, did not vary
significantly according to income group. These reasons did not vary
according to sex either, except that proportionately more women named
the former (change) and, among the few who said "change the world",
proportionately more were men.
Initial expectations, sources of personal satisfaction, and sex.
Comparing initial expectations or reasons for involvement with what
they get personally out of it, half of those wanting to change their
lives initially now get personal satisfaction from progress made toward
their long-range goals and 40% feel that they are making a contribution
to change that makes a difference.
Progress toward long-range goals is also the chief satisfaction
of those who initially were curious; additional satisfaction among
that group is derived from growing and learning, and from personal
relationships
.
Women named four sources of satisfaction for every three named
by men. Progress toward long-range goals is the most popular answer
among both groups and was the only thing mentioned by over half the
informants, male and female. The next most common source of personal
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satisfaction mentioned by about one-third of the men and women was
personal relationships. Four other sources of satisfaction garnered
of the support of men or women respectively. For women
they are their contribution where they can make a difference, and the
future of their children. For men, they are doing 'what is just or
fair, and dealing with other’s pain. Everything mentioned by 22% or
more of the men was mentioned by women, but not vice versa. The
future of their children and the challenge of the work was not mentioned
by any men.
Guidance, accountability, socializing, and sex . Only one person
said he received guidance from and was accountable to those being
organized or the community. 'Friends' was the most common source of
guidance and 'self was the most common locus of accountability.
Women were more likely to name one locus of accoiantability
,
men were
more likely to name two. Men were much more likely to name the
community or those being organized as a locus of accountability.
There was no relationship between income level and locus of accounta-
bility. On the other hand, women were much more likely than men to
say they socialized with the people they were trying to organize.
They were the group most likely to say they got guidance from friends
and least likely to say 'self as a locus of accountability. They
were also more likely to be of low or lower-middle income families.
Subgroup comparisons . In this section, information about
differences between subgroups is presented in tabular form in order
to allow for quicker and more coherent review.
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It is worth restating the meaning of these comparisons. First,
they do not necessarily include the top answers given by each subgroup.
The top answers for the entire group of informants were presented
in Chapter Four. It is safe to assxame, unless otherwise indicated,
that the top answers are fairly representative of the answers of each
subgroup. Second, when the answers of the entire group of informants
are not representative of a given subgroup, say activists, there will
be a considerable difference between that subgroup's answers and the
answers of the rest of the informants, namely organizers. This is
unavoidable because the subgroup of activists plus the subgroup of
organizers equals the total number of informants. Third, where there
is a considerable difference between the answers activists and organi-
zers give to a question, a comparison is developed for each answer
which reveals the difference by showing the percentage of each
subgroup giving that answer. If there is no comparison for a parti-
cular answer to a question, it can be assumed safely that there was
not a considerable difference between the percentage of each subgroup
giving that answer.
Each table represents two related subgroups (e.g., activists
and organizers, etc.) and is divided so as to show, for a given
question, the answer which was given more often by one subgroup than
the other. For instance, under the heading. Activists Higher, and
the question, significant racial experience, for the answer, "yes",
the comparison 82% v. 60%, .325 can be read: women were more likely
than men to say they had a significant racial experience, by
eighty-two percent to sixty percent. The decimal fraction, .325,
indicates that the percentages are accurate to a high degree (on a
scale of 0 to .609). (See Tables 26 and 27.)
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Summary of major differences between organizer and activist informants.
The most significant difference between activists’ and orgainizers'
parents, as they describe them, is that more of the latter were liberal
or socialist than the former. They (organizers' parents) were also
more likely to be college educated and described as active Democrats,
and pro-union, but racially intolerant or reactionary. Organizers
also were more likely to have one sibling.
Organizers much more often described the economic status of their
primary and secondary school mates as middle income. Activists more
often described theirs as lower-middle , and in addition, more often
rated their own academic performance highly and associated with the
"in-crowd" as youngsters.
Activists were less impressed by the Civil Rights Movement as
youth, yet they were more likely to have a significant racial/cultural
experience which changed their attitudes. They became involved in
voluntary activities at a later age than organizers and were more
likely to first become involved in progressive activity through anti-
war or student organizing activities. Activists' initial motivations
for involvement in interracial organizations were more likely to be
curiosity and personal benefit.
Organizers are more likely to define their political/community
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work as organizing and to mention training and impersonal tasks in
describing their activity. But activists are more likely to agree on
^hat they mean by organizing, i.e., helping people get together to deal
with common concerns. Activists are more likely to say they are account-
able to themselves
.
Activists* short- and long-range goals are more likely to be poli-
tical than organizers' who more often have personal or career-related
short-term goals. But organizers more often feel their job is related
to their politics. Activists have more education than organizers who
have more organizing related training.
Activists more often say that personal preference and living in
an interracial commxonity are the reasons they work with interracial
rather than all-white organizations; and they more often say that atti-
tude change is the most difficult interracial organizational issue.
An organizer's response to a racist remark in a meeting will more
often depend on the situation. In handling more widespread racial ten-
sion in an organization, an activist is more likely to want to talk it
out
.
Organizers are more likely to judge organizational success by a
combination of criteria including accomplishments, members learning,
racial integration, viability, and progress toward a defined goal.
Organizers give a poor or no rating versus activists' very good or
good rating of organizational success. More organizers say that the
most important lesson they have learned is that interracial organizing
is still basically organizing.
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When considering personal success, organizers use organizational
success as the main criterion, whereas activists judge themselves by
their performance and growth. Again activists give high success
ratings and organizers give low or no success ratings.
Their different approach to the measurement of siaccess is empha-
sized in the discussion of successful, unsuccessful, shorter-involved
,
and longer-involved practitioners. Activists speak in terms of commit-
ment, long-term view, burn-out, personal needs and control. Organizers
talk about mobilizing people, developing leadership, accomplishments,
and knowing what to expect.
The personal rewards they get from the work also differ, but not
necessarily in the anticipated direction. In this case, activists
emphasize victories, accomplishments, and their contribution to them,
and organizers emphasize a sense of justice, their anger, and others'
pain.
In concliision, there are major differences between organizers and
activists. The differences primarily have to do with: family back-
ground (i.e., parents' political orientation, education, racial tolerance);
racial issues and experiences; initial and current motivation and age of
first involvement; education and training; short- and long-term goals;
and criteria for and estimates of personal and organizational success.
Summary of major differences between male and female informants . Women
vere more likely to be the oldest child in a racially tolerant family
living in an all majority environment. They were more likely to
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associate with groups and less likely to have all majority friends.
Currently, as opposed to men, they more often say that dealing with
their own racism feels good, and more often attach a political signi-
ficance to racial issues. They more often define racism as prejudge-
ment or different treatment based on skin color and they believe more
often that race is an issue to be dealt with in organizations.
Regarding their own activity, women more often define it as help-
ing others take control, and describe it as talking. They mention satis-
faction from the challenge of their work more than men do but also they
identify frustration as the hardest part more often. Though less edu-
cated, less often paid for their work, and less financially independent,
women list more goals than men,, mixing more personal and political goals.
Women more often: define organizing as pulling things together;
are living and socializing with the people they want to organize;
receive guidance from friends; and want to talk about broader issues
occassionally . They emphasize the importance of sensitivity, empathy,
compassion, and communication. Women also stress the importance of a
long-term view.
Men were more likely than women to be the second-oldest child in
a Semitic family. As youth they were more often athletic, were more
strongly impressed by the Kennedys and religious activism, and more
often improved academically in college. They lived in an environment
which offered somewhat greater chance of contact with minority group
members, but men more often associated with a few majority friends.
Currently they attach personal as well as political significance to
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racial issues more often than women do. They are also more likely to
say interracial organizing is still organizing. They more often
define racism- as a belief in racial superiority and they believe
that racism is caused by taught attitudes.
More men initially became involved out of a desire to help
people and now get personal satisfaction from their personal growth
and learning more often than women do. They are better educated,
have received more on-the-job- training, and fantasize more about
recognition and goal-achievement. They more often view historical
labor figures as heroes and feel that there is a direct relation-
ship between their politics and their work.
Men are more likely to say they sometimes socialize with the
people, and they emphasize the importance of not superimposing
one's ideas on others. In evaluating success they focus on progress
toward defined goals, getting people involved, developing leadership,
transferring skills, working hard without overdoing it, and commit-
ment .
In conclusion, it appear that there are major differences between
male and female informants. These differences appear to center
around primarily: racial issues, involvement with or closeness to the
people, general interpersonal skills versus specific organizing
skills, and finally, initial and current motivation.
This brings to an end the first section. Interview Findings,
which is based on interviews of twenty-three informants, material
presented in the Literature Review, and the experience and observations
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of the researcher
. Interpretations of the findings were offered in
order to illuminate, hopefully, implications and patterns of meaning
which might have been obscured by the volume of data. In these and
the following interpretations, the researcher draws not only upon
the responses of imformants but also upon his experiences and observa-
tions as a practitioner and participant-observer. The next section
analyzes and discusses Value Survey data which verify these findings
and further develops some issues raised in this section.
Value Survey Findings
This section contains three pieces; a review and discussion
of the Value Survey results; a verification of several research find-
ings and interpretations; and presentation of subgroup rankings.
Review and disciission of survey results . The top six terminal values,
eqxiality, self-respect, freedom, a sense of accomplishment, true
frinedship, and mature love, seem to describe three related yet
distinct realms of the informants' lives. In the social realm,
equality and freedom are the informants' two most important values,
giving some idea of how they conceive of their ideal world. In
the personal realm, self-respect and a sense of accomplishment are
their two most important self-centered values. This implies that
informants measure their self-worth by their own standards and that
one of their top standards is feeling that they are successful in
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achieving their objectives. The third realm of informants' terminal
values is comprised of significant others - the source of the friend-
ship and matxare love in informants' lives. These six values stand
in contrast to the bottom three which represent by their raink the
informants' rejection of a world view based on national security,
rejection of salvation as a measure of self-worth, and the rejec-
tion of comfort as a goal in life.
The rank order of instrumental values shows a slight clustering
of competence values in the first nine, and moral values in the
second nine. The top three moral values, honest, helpfxil, and
courageous, seem much more activating and self-assertive than those
ranked in the middle, forgiving and self-controlled, or at the end,
polite, clean and obedient. The highest-ranked competence values,
responsible, capable, and independent, emphasize both the ability
of others to rely on the informants and the necessity of informants
relying on themselves.
In summary, informants want to be able to be depended upon to
sincerely and effectively defend and work for others' welfare, even
when isolated. They care deeply about equality and freedom, con-
siderably more than about a world of beauty and national sector ity.
Their opinions of themselves are much more important than recognition
from others, and they would prefer to make a lasting contribution with
their life than to spend it in prosperity and leisure. Close personal
relationships with lovers and friends are very significant in their
lives even more than personal contentedness.
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Verification of several research findings and interpretations. The
method to be followed for this verification will be the identifica-
tion of the source of the finding or interpretation to be discussed,
a brief review of the issue, and analysis and discussion using the
findings of the Value Survey.
At the end of the first category of the interview schedule,
namely "Who are the activists and organizers?", the concluding
interpretation emphasized informants' pre-political expectation of
justice and freedom, which provoked a very strong, emotional response
when the implementation of these values was discovered to be more
shadow than substance. The suggestion was made that informants'
conceptions of their potential success and self-respect were altered
radically in the dashing of those expectations or beliefs, with the
result that personal success was redefined in terms of the pursuit
of equal freedom for all.
Insofar as it describes informants' current value system, this
interpretation receives support from the Value Survey. As discussed
above, informants' instrumental and terminal rankings place helpful,
equality, and sense of accomplishment at the top of informants'
value hierarchy, significantly higher in each case than the average
American subjects in the NORC study. Also lending support to the
p3^0t3,tion is the very low rank of ambition, internally and in
comparison to other Americans, indicating a disenchantment with the
cultural importance generally assigned to "making it.
However the assertion that informants held in high regard
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justics and firsedoin soine nuiubeir of yaairs ac^o cannot be proven or
disproven with the knowledge only of informants’ current value
system, since value systems can and do change. It is worth noting
however that current value theory and research does not conflict with
the interpretation and may lend it some support as follows.
A majority of informants described their families' racial
orientation as tolerant or pro-active and political orientation as
liberal or socialist and a great majority of informants were deeply
impressed as youth by the early Civil Rights Movement. If it is
inferred from these facts that, before their rude awakening, infor-
mants were at least neutral toward, if not pro-civil rights for
blacks, then we can safely say that their ranking of eqxaality was
in the top one-half to one-third of the value hierarchy (Rokeach,
1973; 96-103). It is also safe to assume that freedom and honesty
were within the top one-quarter of their value system then since
they are there now and they are the 'host stable American value(s)...
ranked among the top four values for all age groups" (p. 81).
When such a value system and its associated beliefs about every
American's right to equal opportunity were confronted with the
reality of inequality, the informants own values were thrown into
internal conflict or inconsistency. Specifically, to maintain
high rankings not only for ambitious and social recognition (an
inference drawn from informants' early academic and social success)
but also for equality, freedom and honest was inconsistent in light
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of their new knowledge. Such inconsistencies cannot be tolerated
and cause a change in the organization and/or content of beliefs.
"We would expect inconsistencies that implicate such values to be
emotionally upsetting and their effects to dissipate slowly, to be
long-remembered, to endure over time, to lead to systematic changes
in connected attitudes, and finally, to culminate in behavior change"
(Rokeach, 1968; 167).
For the informants, that belief change and behavior chcinge
can be interpreted as the polarization of informants' political
value orientation and behavior, or their radicalization
. This,
political radicalization can be thought of theoretically, as a cause
and an effect. The radicalization causes more emphasis to be placed
on the political values specifically equality and freedom. And on
the other hand, the political acts that follow from those values
increase the value polarization, or radicalization.
The second category of questions - "What in particular do they
do?" - included informants' definitions of their activity. Trying
to help people take control of their lives and fight for their
rights was the top response (50%). This response seems believable
based on the high ranks assigned to helpful and courageous (standing
up for your beliefs). Also the importance informants attach to
independent but not to obedient follows from the nature of the
activity. Self-controlled sounds right but probably was ranked
low because it is defined as restrained, self-disciplined as opposed
to autonomous
.
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The popular answers (77%) of "the rest of my life" and "until
I die" to the question of expected length of involvement, probably
are best verified by the strength of equality as a value (it was
easily the most agreed on of all thirty-six values with a mean of
only 3.48 and a median of 2). Self-respect and a sense of accomplish-
ment coming in higher than a comfortable life and even family
security indicate that informants' rewards for such long-term commit-
ment are not primarily material. The high rank, of responsible
(dependable, reliable) is also consistent with this answer.
"Why are they involved in creating or participating in inter-
racial organizations?" was the third category of questions and it
attempted to ascertain the motives of informants. The predominant
motivation named was long-range goals, which was grouped into five
categories - 1) fundamental changes in the system (50%), 2) uniting
different people over common problems (45%), 3) personal-oriented (25%),
and 4) the elimination of racism (10%). The same values which were
used in the last question to verify informants’ definitions of their
activities pertain to these goals also. However, extra attention
must be given to this question because of its use as a criterion
of radicalism. The question now is, can the value scale results
predict political radicalism?
As alluded to earlier, Rokeach's (1973) work has identified
two key political value orientations to which, he contends, the
major variations in political ideology are reducible fundamentally,
namely "the political desirability or undesirability of freedom and
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equality in all their ramifications" (p. 169). The reason for singling
out freedom and equality as distinctive to the domain of politics
is that politics is concerned with power. When some members of a
system, at the macro or micro level, have a disproportionately
greater share of the power they seek to maintain and often increase
their greater freedom and status at the expense of the less powerful
who, for their part, seek a more equal share of the power, greater
freedom, and decreased status differences.
The ranking of equality and freedom relative to each other define
the value orientation and type of ideological orientation according
to this model. Table 28 is a duplicate of a table presented by
Rokeach showing each of the five types of value orientation,
its corresponding ideological orientation, and the percentage of
547 college students and 1409 adult Americans exhibiting that value
orientation based on their value ranking, with these informants added.
Table 28
ADULT AMERICANS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS
EXHIBITING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
EQUALITY-FREEDOM ORIENTATIONS
Value
Orientation
Type of
Ideological
Orientation
% Adult Amer-
icans
N=l,409
%College
Students
N=547
%Informants
N=20
High E, low F Communist 2.4 1.8 0.0
High E, high F Socialist 24.2 25.2 55.0
Middle E and/or F Middle American 54.9 55.4 45.0
Low E, high F Capitalist 14.5 13.0 0.0
Low E, low F Fascist 4.0 4.6 0.0
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Based on this two value model of politics, "persons or groups
that are politically active should have a more extreme regard for one
or both of the two political values when compared with politically
less active persons or groups" (p. 207). In this model, therefore,
the more extreme the rankings, i.e., high or low, the more politically
active. By that measure the informants of the present study are
politically active indeed, with equality ranked first and freedom
ranked third, only one step away from the most extreme socialist
orientation.
But do informants* long-range goals have any relationship to the
degree of their socialist orientation and political activism?
These two factors will be used here as a value-based definition of
radicalism. An examination of the data indicates that there is a
relationship between long-range goals and radicalism in the antici-
pated direction. That is, those who named fundamental changes in
the system as a long-range goal ranked both equality and freedom
4
higher than the informants who did not name it as a goal . Thus
there is reason to conclude that informants' who say fiandamental
changes in the system are their long-range goal are more radical
in their political orientation to socialism than those informants
The combined rank order shown in Tables 24 and 25 are based on the
totals of the mean and the median of each value which are then
arranged in numerical order and given a rank 1...18. The combined
totals and not rankings themselves are used for a more precise com-
parison. The totals in this case were 4.5% v. 8.4% for equality and
9.0% V. 12% for freedom, in each case the first number represents
those naming fundamental changes as a goal.
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who do not.
It is now possible to return to the principal implication of
Marx and Useem's (1971) "four themes of conflict betwen ins and outs,
which was that the potential for radicalism is contained in the
emotional pressure resulting from oppression. As adapted to this
study, the discussion centers on economic rather than racial
oppression, but the implication holds true because the informants
from lower income families did name fxondamental system changes as
a goal significantly more often and therefore more confidently
now can be described as more radical than their higher income
colleagues
.
Frankly, this was a totally unanticipated finding of the current
study. Preliminary data analysis indicated that sex and organiza-
tional role were the more important variables and, consequently,
income was deemphasized as a subject for study. It now seems that
income can play an important, yet silent, motivational role in the
involvement of lower-income informants in interracial, community
organizations. It is silent because it is not something that came
up explicitly in discussions with informants about why they are
involved, what they get personally from involvement, what makes
involvement worthwhile, what do successful, longer-involved practi-
tioners have in common etc. Moreover it was masked as an issue by
the fact that forty-three percent of informants are from higher-
income classes (middle, upper-middle, and above).
It should be noted that this finding is in no apparent conflict
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nscssssjrily with ths pirsvious intsxpirstation that suggasts iradicaliza—
tion can ^result firoin an intensa confrontation with injustucs^ which
violates centrally held values. To recap briefly, the confrontation
creates inconsistency between beliefs or values and some adaptive
reorganization of beliefs and values must occur. For some members of
this study, such a process seems to have contributed to or even
consituted their political awakening or radicalization
. The direc-
tion of the reorganization may be due to a predisposition as yet not
clearly identified. The two interpretations could operate complemen-
ter ily, in that, one (Marx-Useem' s ) describes a long slow build-up of
potential which may or may not ever be realized. The other is a
relatively short-lived occurrence which could act as a triggering
mechanism for the victims of oppression or could introduce such
intense inconsistency into a "non-oppressed" individual's belief/
value system that adaptation is required.
The "triggering mechanism" idea suggests that the two inter-
pretations can operate together in oppressed people. The "inconsis-
tency" idea suggests that the two interpretatiors can operate indepen-
dently, one more applicable to the oppressed and the other more
applicable to the relatively non-oppressed.
Presentation of and coinment on subgroup rankings . Tables 29, 30 and
31 present the terminal and instrumental value rankings of the four
subgroups used throughout this study - women, men, organizers and
activists. The value rankings of the men and women from the 1968
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National Opinion Research Center study of 1409 adult Americans are
included for contrast.
The extremely high ranking of equality and comparably low ranking
of clean and salvation indicate that every subgroup's attitudes towcurd
blacks and the poor are even more positive than those of the anti-
racists and pro-poor in Rokeach's research (1973). Other major
differences from informants were in: NORC men's ranking of imagina-
tive, helpful, ambitious, world at peace and women's ranking of
capable, independen, ambitious and world at peace.
Each subgroup's value orientation has a strong socialist
ideological orientation which, based on slight differences, is
strongest among organizers, then women, activists and, lastly,
men. This high equality-high freedom orientation is twice as common
among black Americans as white Americans (42% v. 21%).
Some interesting differences between subgroups emerge. Women
care somewhat more about freedom, family security, wisdom, and
inner harmony than men who care a great deal more about world peace
and somewhat more about true friendship. It is also interesting
that men put considerably more emphasis on behavior that they see
as helpful, courageous, and imaginative, whereas women emphasize
being independent, capable, forgiving and to a lesser extent, broad-
minded, responsible and ambitious. Overall, men and women differ
more on instrumental than terminal values.
Activists show more concern for innter harmony, a sense of
accomplishment, and an exciting life than do organizers who put
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somewhat more value on freedom, true friendship, a world at peace,
wisdom, and happiness. Given the role differences found earlier, it
is to be expected that there would be differences in their instru-
mental values. The major differences are in their assessment of
the importance of being capable and broadminded (open-minded) which
activists rank higher . Smaller differences are found in the organi-
zers' greater desire to be responsible, courageous, independent cind
imaginative
.
In conclusion, there are values which differentiate informants
from "average" adult Americans by substantial margins especially
equality. The differences are in the expected direction based on
the informant interviews. In addition, there are differences between
key subgroups of informants, however not only are they much smaller
than the difference between informants and "middle America," but
also among subgroups there is total unanimity on the key value of
equality.
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Table 29
Terminal Values of Male and Female Informants
and Men and Women from 1968 NORC Stud^
NORC Women Rank Men NORC
Women Order Men
World at peace Equality 1 Equality World at peaceFamily security
Freedom
Self-respect
Freedom
2
3
Self-respect
World at
Family security
Freedom
Salvation
Deace
Sense of accom- 4 True friend- Comfortable
Happiness
plishment ship life
Family security 5 Sense of ac- Happiness
Self-respect
complishment
Mature love 6 Mature love Self-respect
Wisdom True friendship 7 Freedom Sense of accom-
Equality
plishment
Wisdom 8 Family secu- Wisdom
True friend-
rity
Inner harmony 9 Exciting Equality
ship life
Sense of ac- Exciting life 10 Happiness Nat'l Security
complishment
Nat'l security World at peace 11 Wisdom True friendship
Inner harmony Happiness 12 Inner harmony Salvation
Comfortable Social Recog- 13 Social Recog- Inner harmony
life nition nition
Mature love Pleasure 14 World of Mature love
beauty
World of World of 15 Pleasure World of
beauty beauty beauty
Pleasure Comfortable 16 Comfortable Social Recogni-
life life tion
Social recog- Nat'l security 17 Nat'l security Pleasure
nit ion
Exciting life Salvat ion 18 Salvation Exciting life
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Table 30
Instrumental Values of Male and Female Informants
and Men and Women from 1968 NORC Study
NORC
Women
Women Rank
Order
Men NORC
Men
Honest Honest 1 Helpful Honest
Forgiving Responsible 2 Honest Ambitious
Responsible Capable 3 Courageous Responsible
Ambitious Independent 4 Responsible Broadminded
Broadminded Helpful 5 Imaginative Courageous
Courageous Broadminded 6 Loving Forgiving
Helpful Loving 7 Capable Helpful
Clean Courageous 8 Broadminded Capable
Lov ing Forgiving 9 Independent Clean
Cheerful Intellectual 10 Intellectual Self-controlled
Self-controiled Logical 11 Logical Independent
Capable Imaginative 12 Forgiving Cheerful
Polite Ambitious 13 Cheerful Polite
Independent Self-controiled 14 Self-controlled Loving
Obedient Cheerful 15 Ambitious Intellectual
Intellectual Polite 16 Polite Logical
Logical Clean 17 Logical Obedient
Imaginative Obedient 18 Obedient Imaginative
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A Profile of the Informants
In this section is presented a profile of one hypothetical,
"typical" informant of this study, a white community organizer/
activist in a low-income, interracial, urban setting. The profile
is based primarily on the interview data, but it is a purely fic-
tional construct and is not meant to describe or resemble any parti-
cular person. However, it is meant to add life and perspective
to the findings.
Mary M . This is a profile of Mary M. who spends some of her time
working with an interracial, community based organization in a
low-income, working class neighborhood in a large northeastern
city. Now in her early thirties, Mary is the oldest of the three
children of Mr. and Mrs. M. who were born in this country after
their families emigrated from western Europe to the cities of the
Northeast United States.
Mr. and Mrs. M. are both high school graduates. Mr. M's
paycheck supplemented at times by Mrs. M. working, provided a low-
middle income lifestyle in which there were no extras but no sense
of "being poor." They were solid Democrats, went to worship
weekly, and tended to be pro-union, but seldom got actively involved.
Mary did well in school and she was not unpopular in school or
among her neighborhood friends who came from white families of
similar economic circumstances as her. She was strongly impressed
as a child by accounts of the Civil Rights Movement struggles and less
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so by ths Konnedy s« Hejr awairsness of social issuss grew in her
later teen years and she did some volunteer charitable work before
leaving high school.
The second half of the sixties and the early seventies were for
Mary a mixture of jobs, friends, and college bringing her into con-
tact with new people, new ideas, and new experiences which altered
her attitudes and sometimes even changed a basic belief. Her
participation in formal religious services declined markedly also.
Mary's involvement in community affairs began when she went to
a meeting with a friend, partly to see if it had anything to offer
her, and partly just out of curiosity. The conversations .at the
meeting interested her because they related to things familiar in
her environment and raised the hope of improvements. She was also
impressed by the quality of the give and take in the group and in
the connections made between local and larger issues that she had
thought about, like the war and unemployment. Most of those in
the group were white, some were known to Mary.
Within two years Mary had become heavily involved with this
organization in her spare time. This led to spending less time
with old friends and forming friendships with people she "worked"
with. People looked to her to provide leadership because she
had thoughts on most issues, did a lot of the organization's work,
and was involved in the major campaigns and one or two militant
"actions". Meanwhile her opinions about Vietnam, class, and race
issues, and their relationship to the United States' political and
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economic system had developed rapidly due to frequent discussions,
reading and reflecting. Her political views assumed a central
position in her self-concept and personal life.
A decade later, Mary now looks back at that involvement as
her first significant progressive activity aind the beginning of a
lifestyle and commitment that she fully expects to continue as long
as she lives. She defines her political work in terms of trying to
help people take control over their lives by fighting, i.e., organiz-
ing, for their rights. She is sxare that there are people unsympathe-
tic to her politics and/or methods that might describe her as anything
from a "liberal crusader" to "troublemaker" to a "crazy commie".
But she believes that those who are sympathetic and whose opinions
she respects would describe her as someone who is helping the
people in her community gain more control over the institutions and
circumstances affecting their lives.
Mary depends primarily on herself for financial support,
usually working full-time in jobs that are consistent with and
expressive of her political values. After work she averages
eight to twelve hoiars per week in her 'political' or 'community'
work. In times of crisis these hours can skyrocket. Her sources
of guidance for this work are her friends and co-workers in the
organizations to which she belongs. On the other hand, she
considers herself accountable to her co-workers, to the people she
is trying to organize, and to herself, but she may also say that
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there really is not enough accountability in her work. There is
also virtually no formal training, so experience was Mary's most
frequent teacher.
A major part of what she says she has learned is that her work
has to include people of various racial groups because of her long-
range goals. Mary has come to believe that the values of this
country's economic system are based on are incompatible with her values.
She asserts that it is a system wherein the few control and benefit
unjustly at the expense of the many and do so by fostering divisions,
especially racial, within the population. Her long-range goals,
therefore, are to help different people identify and unite over
common problems to effect fundamental changes in the system at
large.
Mary's short-range goals are a combination of employment
objectives and plans to build the organizations with which she is
involved. She feels that her current activity is directly related
to her short-range and, usually to her long-range goals as well.
When she lets her imagination go, Mary's fantasies about her work
are about what the effect would be if her short or long-range goals
were realized. Her fantasies about herself are mostly concerned with
being very competent and successful in her work.
This work is so challenging and difficult that at times the
internal organizational conflicts and the frustration make her
want to give it up. At those times, it is mostly her personal
relationships, small accomplishments and the belief that the work can
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succeed that keeps her going. She also knows, however, that she
could not be herself if she did not fight back against the injustice
she perceives in the status quo. She realizes, although she does
not get anything tangible or particularly marketable out of her
work and often cannot accomplish as much as she set out to, that
she is moving toward her goals and she and the people around her
have grown and learned in the struggle to make things better for
everyone.
She looks at some of the people she knows as semi-heroes and
heroines in the struggle, as well as personalities who were promi-
nent labor organizers in the first half of the century. While
recognizing that no one is perfect she particularly admires in these
and other people their honesty, respect for people, and ability to
keep going when it is hard to do so.
One of the most difficult issues for Mary in creating inter-
racial organizations is dealing with members' racial attitudes,
especially white members. She recognizes many of these attitudes
because previously they were hers as well. If prejudicial atti-
tudes come through in private work-related conversation with an
individual, Mary will usually listen without agreeing and focus on
the issue at hand or on an issue which addresses something that
the individual has in common with minorities, for example, high
fuel bills or inadequate city services. Unless the individual is
outrageously offensive, Mary usually waits until she has enough
credibility and trust with the individual to challenge the person's
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attitudes or beliefs directly. However, if someone makes an
i^^slevant racially offensive remark in a meeting, not a very fre-
quent occurrence, Mary feels it must be responded to in some way.
She often waits to see if someone else will deal with it and, if
not, she tries to get across, without alienating the person, that
it is not an attitude that is accepted by the majority of the people
there and that it is not relevant to the meeting's agenda. She
also might suggest a separate meeting to discuss with the person
the issue he raised or, if the issue or remark were related to the
agenda, she might tackle it head on hoping that it could become an
issue the group could deal with and learn from.
Race-related issues are often an important topic of conversa-
tion with members or potential members of the organization. For
this reason and because of the interracial make-up of the organiza-
tion or even, perhaps, due to the meeting's location, those who are
most bigoted seldom join at all. Nonetheless, internal racial
tensions, as opposed to an isolated remark, are felt from time to
time. Mary's approach usually is to try to talk them out, with
one person or in meetings, and to maintain the position and perspec-
tive that both sides have more in common than they have separating
them, and that is why they are there working towards a common
goal
.
Few of the several organizations that Mary has belonged to or
helped to create over the years have had opposition to white racism
as their main reason for being. On the other hand, almost every
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one has dealt directly or indirectly with white racism. As stated
earlier, Mary's long-range goals necessitate interracial methods.
Beyond that however, she is aware of the fact that her childhood
friends were virtually all white and she does not want the same for
his children or herself now. So she lives in a racially mixed
community and works to make an integrated society a reality. She
has formed intimate relationships with people of other races over
the years and has acquired some gut-level appreciation of the human
dimensions of racial oppression. Thus racial issues are significant
to her on a very personal as well as political level. Indeed, it
is often impossible to discern a distinction between the personal
and poltical aspects of her life.
What makes Mary feel successful in her work? Basically she
has three criteria of personal success - what she gets, what she
gives, and the results. That is, she needs to feel that she is
learning and growing. She needs to feel that she does well what
she has agreed to do. And she needs to feel that the organization
is relatively successful. This criterion, itself, has three major
elements. In Mary's opinion, an organization with which she works
is successful to the degree to which i it has victories or accom-
plishments; it progresses toward its goals; and its members learn
and grow.
Although Mary can rattle off a list of things that are helpful
either to know, or to be experienced in, or to be capable of in order
to be successful in interracial organizing, she believes the single
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most important factor is good communication skills, especially to
be able to listen sensitively to people. Moreover, the preeminent
accomplishment of the successful organizer or activist, according to
Mary is the development of leadership and skills in others. She
feels this is even more important than achieving other organiza-
tional objectives.
While she does not think that there is a one-to-one relation-
ship between length of involvement and being successful as an inter-
racial organizer or activist, Mary definitely believes that someone
who is unsuccessful has more in common with someone who is involved
for a short time and/or is burned out, than with a successful and/or
longer-involved person. The orgainizer or activist who is unsuccess-
ful or who only stays involved for a short time is likely to be
discouraged with the process and results of interracial organizing
and sometimes cannot keep his/her ego out of the way. In Mary's
opinion, he or she probably did not have a sustaining vision or
long-range goals which would enable him or her to persevere when
the victories are few and progress is slow.
In response to a question as to whether this work is not
somewhat masochistic, given the few victories, slow progress, ten-
sions, and endless meetings, Mary laughs. She says that sometimes
it feels that way but that it is essentially work based on love of
people and is actually optimistic. To accept the status quo, she
replies, would be truly masochistic.
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An Analysis Based on Hampden-Turner '
s
Model of Psycho-social Development
Charles Hampden-Turner ' s Model of Psycho-social Development was
introduced in Chapter Two. It is used here as a systematic approach
to the analysis and interpretation of the combined findings of
informant interviews, the Value Survey, and the reseaurcher ' s observa-
tion. The nine segments of the model present a convenient means
of discussing the manner in which a person chooses to exist in rela-
tion to others with whom he has direct and indirect contact, that
is, the way in which he interacts with and is witnessed by the
people and forces that he defines as his world and which in txirn impact
on him. In this way the development of an individual's capabilities
for existence are interdependent with the development of such capa-
bilities in other people, in other words, development is a continuous
social process.
The model . The model's nine segments are each permeated by the
individuals values; each segment is defined by its function in the
entire process. It is strengthened in its function by the strength
of the whole and weakened by a malfunction in any other segment.
Actually each segment is separately identified only for convenience
and in reality derives its meaning from the relationship to the
inseparable, living whole of a person.
The model, which would be presented more accurately in circular
than linear form, is presented here for review.
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Man exists freely a) through the quality of his PERCEPTION
b) the strength of his IDENTITY c) and the synthesis of these
into his anticipated and experienced COMPETENCE, d) He INVESTS
this with intensity and authent ic ity in his human environment
e) by periodically SUSPENDING his cognitive structures and
RISKING himself f) in trying to BRIDGE THE DISTANCE to the
other(s). g) He seeks to make a SELF CONFIRMING, SELF TRANS-
CENDING IMPACT upon the other (s) h) and through a dialectic
achieve a HIGHER SYNERGY, i) Each will attempt to INTEGRATE
the FEEDBACK from this process into mental matrices of deve-
loping COMPLEXITY (which affects his existence a) through the
enhanced quality of his PERCEPTION b) the strengthening of his
IDENTITY .. .and SO forth, through the cylce in an upward spiral
or helix of development)” (Hampden-Turner, 1970: 37).
Such is the maturation process for the tr\ily creative, self-
and other-actualizing individual. Radical Man. He takes the world
and its inhabitants as presented to him, interprets and landerstands
them in the light of his own values and experiences, fashions a
response which brings him into an exchange with others which provides
him and the other (s) with feedback to consider.
The anomic cycle . The opposite is the man who takes the world as it
is and does nothing with it. Unable to choose and create he suffers
from anomie which can be defined as "a severe state of iinderdevelop-
ment with relative weakness instead of strength in the segments of
the helix" (p. 79). The anomic cycle reads as follows.
Man's anomic failure to exist, renders a) his PERCEPTION
narrow and impoverished b) his IDENTITY ' locked in * and stag-
nant c) leading to an overall sense of inCQMPETENCE and
anticipated loss. He fails to INVEST authentically or intensely
e) and by devising non-SUSPENDING, RISK-reducing strategies
f) avoids trying to BRIDGE THE (wider) DISTANCES to others
g) and is often unable to make a SELF-CONFIRMING, SELF-TRANS-
CENDING IMPACT (even over shorter distances) h) but seeks
domination of, or submission to, others perspectives in a
non-dialectical, negantropic failure of SYNERGY, i) He accepts
little or no responsibility for FEEDBACK, which leads to
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dis-INTEGRATION and lack of COMPLEXITY in himself and his
victim, which renders a) his PERCEPTION narrower and more
impoverished . . .and so on (p. 79).
The comparison of characteristics
. Given the interview data.
Value Survey data, and the researcher's observations, what can be
said of the psycho-social development of the activists and organizers
in this study? A comparison of their characteristics with those of
Radical Man through each segment of the helix should provide an
answer
.
"Man exists freely." Informants create dynamic, intense
existences through the combination of their dedication to living by
certain principles, strongly experienced feelings and strongly held
views, continuous hard work paid and voluntary, a high tolerance for
short-term frustration for the sake of very long-term goals, and an
ability to invest deeply in people quickly and for a long period
of time.
"a) through the quality of his perception." Informants are
highly sensitive to people and to the precursors and preconditions
of community distress. They are aware of differing cultural and
political perspectives and are disinclined to romanticize, idealize,
or stereotype groups or individuals.
Informants have a painfully acute sense of this society's
inconsistencies, inequities, and interests on political as well
as personal levels and in national, international as well as local
contexts. They are intolerant of simplistic and gratuitous
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ionslizst ions of ths socisl snd sconoinic oirdGJr which thsy psiCGivc
as irrational given the primacy of human life. Informants perceive a
route to dignity and perhaps justice where many others see or want
no alternative to pervasive debasing injustice.
*'b) the strength of his identity." Informants make clear
choices of certain values and ways of relating to their world which
almost always necessitate the forfeiture of potential jobs, recogni-
tion, time and money in order to preserve the integrity of those
choices. They value in themselves and others commitment, persever-
ance, courage, and especially honesty and self-respect. These and
other values they carry with them in their professional, political and
interpersonal roles. Periodically and in response to criticism they
subject their attitudes, opinions, motives, and actions to critical
examination especially in regard to those areas of their personality
that they have identified as "needing work," for example, attitudes
of racism, sexism, classism, ageism, or tendencies toward over-
competitiveness, manipulation, or domination. Informants also are
intelligent, skilled and tend to have a sense of humor and a strong
personality.
"c) and the synthesis of these into his anticipated and
experienced competence." Academic excellence, social skills, higher
than average education, and the expectation of graduate degrees are
characteristic of the informants. Self-confidence plus their values
and their belief in their ability to influence events lead to
unconventional ambitions and goals in addition to personal fantasies
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of (recognition for) their increased competence.
Competence is measured in at least two key spheres of their
lives, the paid and the voluntary. Moreover, in each sphere it has
two key aspects, technical competence and interpersonal competence.
By technical competence is meant the mechanics of organizing,
broadly—defined
,
e.g., needs assessment, strategy, publicity etc.,
as well as fundraising, administration, report-writing etc. By inter-
personal competence is meant the ability "to communicate one's
personal thoughts and meanings in ways that enhance the develop-
ment of others" and sensitivity to environmental factors and per-
sonal factors in oneself and the other (s) that might affect communi-
cation (p. 84).
Informants perform very difficult work with meager material
resources. To achieve their objectives informants miist continually
adapt to changing circumstances and devise creative rather than
traditional strategies and methods. Due to their efforts and com-
petence informants often are looked to for leadership. They
estimate their personal and organizational performance generally as
good.
"d) he invests these with intensity and authenticity in his
environment." Informants' lifestyles are characterized particularly
by the depth, strength and extensiveness of their commitment to
changing their environment. It is not uncommon for them to risk
personal abuse, their health, and on occassion arrest in the attempt
to bring about a more just world.
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Informants' actions are consistent with their values, they are
not issue-straddlers, their behavior and attitudes are natural rather
than affected. Honest and helpful are the two instrumental values
they rank highest.
"e) by periodically suspending his cognitive structures and
risking himself." Informants have experienced significant changes
since childhood in their attitudes and beliefs generally, and in their
racial attitudes and beliefs specifically. They tend not to be
dogmatic or prejudiced and accept ambiguous circumstances and the
possibility of making mistakes in the short-run. Informants are
able to be self-critical and flexible, having enormous faith in
the potential of those people whom they do not perceive as actively
invested in maintaining the status quo for their own gain.
Not infrequently, informants will voice a minority opinion in
order to hear and consider the opposite point of view, as long as
they do not anticipate hearing a pat rationalization or defense of a
clearly unjust situation. They enjoy being able to explore unfamiliar
environments because of the opportunity they present for personal
learning, growth, and freedom. They are risk-takers, are not overly
self-conscious or self-concerned, do not place a high value on
self-control, but are not opposed to going into therapy as a means
of coping.
"f) in trying to bridge the distance to the other(s)." In
interracial organizing informants are constantly attempting to
decrease the gaps between people of various racial, cultural.
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neighborhood and economic groups, as well as psychological distances
between, for example, prisoners and communities. They are skilled
at establishing dialogue and continually do so in support of strug-
gles for justice by women, youth, gays. Third World liberation
movements, etc. There is a felt pressure to reconcile political
opinions with those of peers because of relative political isola-
tion, but informants shy away from membership in organizations or
groups which require conformity, devalue diversity, and insulate
against confrontation with strangers.
*'q) he seeks to make a self-conf irminq, self-transcending impact
upon the other ( s )
.
'* Informants identify leadership development as
a key ability of a successful organizer or activist. This involves
not only skill transfer but general consciousness-raising and illumi-
nation of the inter-connections between local, national and interna-
tional issues. Informants' short and long-range goals impact their
own and others' futures, an impact which can inspire, motivate, or
scare people. Many people view informants as leaders or persons
who can provide guidance, which is not inappropriate since being
responsible is an important value to informants.
"h) and through a dialectic achieves a higher synergy." Infor-
mants have a prodigious ability put up with hard times and disappoint-
ments and to bounce back after being knocked down. They show a will-
ingness to fight others for the general good and an acute "situa-
tional hostility" for arrogant, insensitive, hypocritical, and
incompetent defenders of the status quo.
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Hundreds of meetings yearly are attended by informants who are
loathe to appear controlling, generally preferring consensual
decision-making often at the expense of efficiency. They are likely
to clash on issues with superiors in the workplace but generally
believe in talking things out. They normally turn for guidance to
co-workers and peers with whom they attempt to develop a network of
close supportive relationships.
"i) Each will attempt to integrate the feedback from this process
into mental matrices of developing complexity.*' Informants are
continually attempting to learn and grow in formal and informal situa-
tions. Personal learning and growth, in fact, is one of the key
rewards of interracial organizing for informants. In addition,
although they tend to scoff at scholarly credentials, they are aca-
demically successful and ambitious, very often enrolling in alterna-
tive or change-related schools which require the student to make
continuous choices.
Based on a personal unifying philosophy, informants have a
highly developed capacity to reason and to form an autonomous code
of ethics. Rejecting easy solutions and quick fixes, they are not
single—issue oriented. On the contrary, they are sustained by their
long-range vision which is concerned with eternal and fundamental
issues. One result of this is informants' inclination to feel
deeply responsible not only for their own but also for the organi-
zation's actions.
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Interpretation . Based on this analysis, it can be said that the
psycho-social characteristics of the study's informants parallel
those of prototypic radical man and are diametrically opposite those
of anomic man. The informants are neither fanciful dreamers nor
cynical pragmatists, neither wild-eyed zealots nor anomic spectators.
They do not resemble the social and technical incompetents whose
fear necessitates dogmatic, strident, and repeated assertions of
"the Truth" to which all good people will submit.
Neither are they seeking an organization or a person with the
Answer to whom they can surrender, nor are they "detached" social
experimenters suddenly appearing, mystifyingly transforming people
and communities into subjects and laboratories, and then disappear-
ing. They do not avoid the give and take of honest dialogue which
can help themselves and others landerstand and participate in the
control of their lives and environment.
Hampden-Txarner
,
borrowing from Camus, wrote "The supreme test
of radical man 'lies in his decision to be stronger than his con-
dition and if his condition is unjust, he has only one way to over-
come it, which is to be just himself" (Hampden-Turner , 1970; 41).
Indeed, these activists and organizers have made that critical
decision, and the consequences of it define the joys and sorrows of
their struggle.
Conclusion
Chapter Five proceeded from the analysis of interviews with
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twenty-three organizers and activists to analysis of the order in
which they ranked thirty-six values. Issues relative to their charac-
teristics and motivations were discussed, taking into consideration
matters raised in Chapter Two. Then a profile was presented which
pulled together the data to give an interpretation of a "typical"
informant. Finally, relying on the data and interpretations, a
specific model of psycho-social development was used to draw conclu-
sions regarding the characteristics, values, aind motivations of the
informants
.
CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter begins with a statement of the major findings of
this study. This is followed by a discussion of some of the findings,
including implications for practitioners and issues for further consider-
ation by practitioners and academicians.
Major Findings
Demographics . Certain characteristics of informants' parents and their
families may have a relationship to informants' current beliefs cind
behaviors, namely; liberal political philosophy, pro-union beliefs,
and racial tolerance of parents, family stability (living with both
parents and infrequent geographic relocation), proximity to immigra-
tion (second or third generation informants), birth order (first or
second) and family's racial environment (all majority).
Motivation . The most commonly-stated motivations for informants to
first become involved in interracial organizations were 1) to change
something affecting their lives and 2) curiosity or adventure. Con-
siderably less popular was the motivation 3) to help someone else.
It was fotind that the topic of radicalization is involved in
the question of motivation, and that the concept of a predisposition
to radicalism received support from these findings.
Regarding continuing their involvement, it was determined that
informants are motivated: 1) by their long-range goals of a) organizing
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people toward improving or changing institutions or services, and/or
(b) fundamental changes in the politics and economics of this society;
2) by personal relationships; and 3) by their own learning and growth*
The question of why practitioners discontinue involvement was also
addressed by the informants, based on their knowledge of those who
are no longer involved. It was found that a lack of understanding of
the long-range nat\ire of the organizing process was the primary reason
for stopping. Another main reason was the tendency of some individuals
to become involved because they think they have the answer. When they
either fail to get the attention they think they deserve, or to imple-
ment their answer successfully, they leave.
Success and failiire of organizing efforts . It was found that most of
the successful and unsuccessful efforts mentioned by informants were
directed against government. These were followed by internal community
issues, and then by efforts directed against an element of the private
sector. The failures fell into four classifications: Type A, a
partial victory; Type B, a reactive organizational posture; Type C,
backfires; and Type D, efforts which go nowhere.
Re: Subgroup differences . Major differences were found between
organizers and activists regarding background (i.e., the political
orientation, education, and racial tolerance of their parents),
racial issues and experiences, age of first involvement, initial and
current motivation, education and training, short- and long-range
goals, and criteria for and estimates of personal and organizational
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success
.
Major differences were also found between male and female infor-
mants regarding racial issues, involvement with or closeness to those
being organized, emphasis on general interpersonal skills versus
specific organizing skills, and initial and current motivations.
Re; Interracial dynamics . It was found that, relative to other
topics covered, informants showed a considerable lack of confidence in
dealing with questions about interracial group dynamics. There was a
noticeable lack of unanimity and of content in informants' philosophy
of, approach to, and practice in coping with organizational situations
in which race or culture is a key factor.
Discussion
Given the small niamber of informants, it is quite possible that
none of the demographic factors have a significant predictive relation-
ship to being an activist or organizer in a low-income interracial urban
setting. Future studies with larger sample sizes hopefully will confirm
or disprove these findings.
The question of motivation for first getting involved in pro-
gressive activities is a central one of this study. It cannot,
nevertheless, be answered simply or fully by the results of this
study. The stated motives for initial involvement were mostly self-
centered and had little or nothing to do with current motivations for
continuing involvement. The question was raised, "Did informants
have an unconscious predisposition ^ due to temperment or socialization
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thst iTssultsd in bscomin^ involvsd ones ths opportunity wcis prsssnt?*'*
If so, were the factors that activated the predisposition interpersonal
ip^ocQss) or philosophical (content)? How would informants' value
system at the time, especially the importance in that system of equality
and freedom, compare to their current value system?
These questions are directly connected to the theories of
radicalization explored in this study. In fact, Marx and Useem’s
(1971) theory that the potential for radicalism is found in the
personal experience of oppression would seem to be a predisposition-
type of theory based on socialization.
The other theory of radicalization explored here is based on
the individual already holding as important certain values which are
thrown by circumstances into a state of dissonance or conflict that
requires reorganization. This theory clearly relies on predisposi-
tion, by presupposing a certain value rank order. Then it further
implies predisposition to explain how the value restructuring occurs
as well.
It seems, based on this discussion and the questions raised,
that some combination of predisposition and a triggering experience
has much to do with why and how people get involved in radical activity.
It is an issue that deserves exploration by others, and one that may
be helpful ultimately in the identification of potential activists.
predisposition would be defined as a hypothetical state of the
organism which, when activated by a stimulus, causes a person to
respond selectively, affectively, or preferentially to the stimu-
lus" (Rokeach, 1968: 135).
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Also, the general concept of predisposition, in this context, needs to
be narrowed down and clarified. How does a particular predisposition
develop. How can its content, strength, and potential direction be
determined? Marx and Useem have provided one example, but have not
explained why or how the potential for radicalism is triggered and
actualized in some people and not in others.
Regarding radicalization and triggering experiences, organizers
know it is sound practice to make sure people have some little suc-
cesses and encounters before expecting them to make a commitment to
longer, more difficult struggles.. The purposes of the little experi-
ences are not only educational and confidence-building, but also
radicalizing, actually and potentially. Actually, because new behaviors
and experiences are involved. Potentially, because the little experi-
ences are creating (or building upon an existing) predisposition to
react in a certain way when the person is ultimately confronted with a
clash of values in a major struggle. The organizer hopes that the
person's reaction not only will be radical, in the sense of a decision/
commitment to fight for what is right, but also that it will be radicali-
zing. Thus these principles are not new. However, a better understand-
ing of them should enhance their implementation and effectiveness in
practice
.
What does it mean to become radicalized? This question is, in
effect, the second part of the motivation puzzle in this study, that
is, why do informants continue their involvement? Fortunately, this
question lends itself to more straightforward answers than the first.
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For at least these informant, becoming radicalized meant that
1) politics (i.e., who has power and how it is used) became a key
element in their view of themselves and the world and 2) their
politics stress (ed) equality and freedom. Now their comndtment to
their politics is as broad, in that it touches every aspect of their
lives, as it is deep, in the intensity of their emotional investment
and in their life-long commitment. Thus, the main reasons informants
give for staying involved are both political
,
i.e., their long-range
goals of increasing the freedom and decreasing the inequality of the
powerless through organizing, and personal
,
i.e., personal relation-
ships and personal growth. Consequently, it can be concluded that
support systems that help informants in any aspect of their lives
ultimately help them in their work.
Why do they cease to be involved? The informants said that
internal arguments and frustration are the things that make them
sometimes want to stop but they did not give any indications that
they were likely to stop, just the opposite in fact. Some stop or
slow down temporarily in order to get recharged and then to return.
Nevertheless, despite the intention of these informants to continue,
there are those who do stop, usually for either or both of two main
reasons. First, they do not understand or cannot tolerate the nature
of the process — maximum effort for almost minimum immediate results
—
consequently they are overcome by frustration, discouragement, and
hopelessness. Second, they require more control or attention than is
available to them. There seems to be little to be done to reduce
the
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likelihood of people leaving for the second reason. But the proba-
bility of someone leaving due to the first reason might be rediiced,
theoretically, if their efforts were rewarded with more results, and
if their commitment to long-range goals increased
.
It is conceivable that organizations rely too much on commitment,
forgetting that members need some immediate gratification. Perhaps if
more strategies and tactics included opportunities for members to
feel good about something achieved, no matter how small, they would have
a greater ability to persevere. Two arguments in favor of this approach
are 1) many informants say that small (as opposed to large) victories
and accomplishments make it worth continuing and 2) based on the recent
discussion of radicalization, little experiences can lead to increased
radicalism, actiially and potentially, which leads to increased commit-
ment to goals. Further research into the ability of these and other
factors to increase commitment would seem to be well worthwhile, if
successful
.
Another area for study, by practitioners as well as academicians,
might be the f\arther development of the classification scheme of
types of failures developed in this study (and why not successes?).
A more thorough xanderstanding of the types of and reasons for failure
and success would enable organizations to avoid pitfalls and build on
strengths in planning strategy.
Finally, it is of crucial importance that practitioners, and the
social sciences generally, apply their methods and skills to the deve-
lopment of a better understanding of the principles of interracial group
dynamics
.
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APPENDIX
INSTRUCTIONS MAILED to INFORMANTS
with VALUE SURVEY
In the envelope marked 'A* is a list of 18 values. Your task
is to arrange them in order of their importance to YOU as guiding
principles in YOUR life. Each value is printed on a gummed label.
Study the values carefully and pick out the one value which
is most important for you. Separate that value from the pthers
and place it next to the number '1' on page 'A'. Do not stick it
to the paper yet.
Then pick out the value which is second most important for
you. Place it next to the number '2' on page 'A'. Then do the same
for each of the remaining values. The value which is least important
goes next to the number ' 18 '
.
Work slowly and think carefully. If you change your mind,
feel free to change your answers. The end result should truly
show how you really feel. Once you are finished, peel off the
paper backing and stick the labels to page 'A' in the order in
which you arranged them.
When you have finished go on to the second envelope. You will
find another series of 18 values and page 'B'. Arrange the values
in order of importance, the same as before.
When you have finished, place pages 'A' and ’B' in the stamped,
addressed envelope and mail it.
Thank you very much.

